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DIRECTOR'S PREFACE 

The paRt two decades have witnessed a radical change in the public 
attitude toward unemployment. The view widely held in the past that 
the unemployed are themselves to blame for not having jobs, and that 
all."ho really wanted work could find it if they tried hard enough, has 
long lM>en discarded. The accepted view today is that unemployment is 
primarily a problem of industrial organization and not one of indi
vidual character. 

The recognition of these facts has led several European states to pro
vide machinery for taking care of the involuntarily unemployed. Great 
Britain was the first to create such an insurance system on a national 
lI<'ale. 8inre 1911, the important British industries have had insurance 
against unemployment. As amended in 1920, the British scheme 
brought into the insurance system virtually all persons employed under 
contract of the age of 16 and upwards. 

The tremendous problcm of making provision for millions of un
employed and the recognition of the fact that, whether an insurance 
system prevailed or not, it was necessary for the welfare of the state 
that the joble88 worker be taken care of, led the German government to 
make several experiments along the line of unemployment relief during 
the years subsequent to the Treaty of Versailles. From 1919 to 1927, 
every possible expedient was made use of which might relieve the many 
workers who were suffering from unemployment. The experiments 
during this period resulted, in 1927, in the passage of an unemploy
ment insurance law. 

Recognizing the importance of the German Unemployment Insur
ance La.." of 1927, the Guggenheim Foundation granted the author 
of this volume a fellowship which made possible a first hand study of 
the organization and administration of the newly created insurance 
.ystem. The results of this investigation are incorporated in the follow
ing pages. The significance of the problem and its bearing upon the 
work of the Institute of Economics have led us to include this study 
among our publications. Although the volume is not a cooperative 
institutional product in quite the sense that our other publications are, 
its organization and form have nevertheless been supervised by two 
membera of our ataff. 
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In the year since this material. was first published the Act of 
1927 has been' appreciably modified by amendments and executive 
orders covering scope, eligibility, and rate of contributions. Excep
tional and continued business depression creating simultaneously un
employment and national financial stringency has forced careful 
scrutiny of the system and an attempt to work out an actuarially sound 
fiscal policy that is sufficiently comprehensive to meet·the legitimate 
demands of participants in an unemployment insurance system. The 
amending rules and orders are included in the present volume. 

Institute of Economics, 
June, 1930. 

EDWIN G. NOURSE, 

Director. 
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PART I 

EARLIER EXPERIMENTS 



Ul\"EMPWYMENT INSURANCE IN GERMANY 

INTRODUCTION 

Unemployment was viewed until very recently as the personal con
cern of the individual who had lost his position. As late as the first 
decade of this century, public effort to assist persons out of work was 
limited to the activities of trade unions, of charitable agencies, or of 
local governments. Attempts at control were spasmodic. Organized 
endeavors to meet unemployment were devoted to the relief of the 
most serious distress arising in its wake. Even such attempts were 
mainly confined to periods of industrial crises. Lack of work was ac
eepted as a more or less inevitable, though disagreeable, aspect of 
modern industry which the worker had to endure. A national program 
to cope with unemployment originated first in England only a short 
time before the war.' 

The very extent of unemployment since the war has impressed na
tions with the necessity of sustained effort to reduce its volume and 
to mitigate its effects. In Germany, for example, it has been impossible 
to disregard conditions which have caused the numbers of assisted un
employed to exceed one million upon four different occasions within 
the decade following the war. The British situation has been even 
worse. Although its population is but little more than two-thirds 
that of Germany, and its workers number only eleven millions, it has 
maintained a IIteady level of over a million une~ployed. In the United 
States the amount of idleness arising from lack of work is not definitely 
known, but the estimates run into several millions for the years 1921 
and 1927. 

Attempts to reduce unemployment or to mitigate its effects have 
taken many forma. Local and national employment exchanges have 
been created to faci.iitate placement of workers. Public works have 
been timed to provide employment at crucial periods. Unemployment 
a&8iatance in the ahape of relief or insurance has been provided by 
charitable agencies, industrial groups, or the state. lIeasures to sta
bilize industry have been promoted in the hope of regularization of 
employmenL 

• JD 1911. 

3 
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Out of these efforts has come a realization of the difference between 
unemployment and other insurable ills. The latter usually fall upon 
isolated individuals who are incapacitated. Unemployment is mainly 
a mass phenomenon. Moreover, although the number of unemployed 
may remain high, it may comprise different individuals at different 
times. Some persons may be idle for a long time, but the group may 
represent a shifting mass of people who are out of' work for a' few 
weeks or months. The fact that the duration of unemployment is com
paratively brief does not, however, imply an ability to meet its costs. 
The margin of .savings may be insufficient to maintain workers, who 
are without wages, according to any acceptable standards of' comfort. 

Experience in combating the effects of unemployment has led to 
differentiation of types according to their cause. One clearly 'defined 
form is that which recurs regularly, namely, seasonal unemployment. 
·A second type is cyclical, arising from trade fluctations. A third results 
from fundamental structural changes in production processes or in the 
market. These modifications may be caused by technological changes 
in production, alteration in fashions, over-expansion of an industry, or 
apparently permanent loss of markets. A fourth kind of unemploy
ment is created by industrial disputes. A fifth may be attributed 
to causes of a personal nature. They may include ignorance of the 
labor market, inadequate or ill-directed trainiIig, or individual limita-
tions of physique, mentality, or character. . 

Seasonal and cyclical unemployment have given rise to two main 
lines of effort at control. Experiment in the United States has been 
directed toward stabilization of industry and support of private in
surance by either employers, trade unions, or both. Though highly 
significant, these measures are limited to a few plants and to a small 
number of workers. They are of more importance from the experi
mental standpoint than for their present effect upon unemployment. 
German and English attempts to meet these types of unemployment, 
though including efforts to discover or create work, have relied mainly 

• '. J on Insurance . 

• That their insurance is in no sense of the word a. " dole" cannot be over
emphasized. Aid to the unemployed immediately after the war was granted 
by these two countries out of public funds, since to allow ex-soldiers and war 
workers to starve was unthinkable and highly inexpedient politically. The 
English system, however, has been supported since 1922 by employer, worker, 
and the government. At present the state pays seven and one-half pence to the 
eight pence and seven pence contributions of the other two. The German 
method of support is described in this book. 
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Unemployment arising from fundamental structural changes in 
industry, and from certain personal limitations, calls for skill in place
ment, vocational counsel, and trade training or reeducation. For some 
of the victim. of industrial change no substitute work can be found. 
For all of these types of unemployment, public works may afford not 
merely a atop-gap, but assistance in returning the worker to a regular 
position. Proviaion for persons unemployed as a direct consequence of 
industrial disputes appears to fall within the province of the trade 
union or the charitable agency. 

German experience has shown that insurance cannot care for all 
.'ho are unemployed. There are risks which the system cannot carry 
without endangering the funds or increasing the contributions to an 
unbearable degree. Inasmuch as the other forms of German social 
inaurance cost about 12 per cent of the total wages bill, there are 
definite lim ita to the added burden that unemployment insurance can 
impose ,upon industry. Unemployment insurance, however, is forced 
to carry as many cases of persons out of work as possible because of 
the oppreBBive cost of poor relief. As long as one person in every 25 
of the urban population must apply to public charity and one-third 
of the budget of the cities goes to poor relief, there is little extra money 
in the public treasury for indigence arising from unemployment. 

Germany'. poverty and the insistent needs of her masses of unem
ployed have forced her to work out an economical scheme of unem
ployment aBBistance. Under it she must make good her promise to 
carry the unemployed person for 26 weeks if need be. She must pro
vide placement service and vocational counsel. She must initiate or 
fncoursge public works. She must administer emergency unemploy
ment relief. She has had to adopt a pragmatic attitude toward 
the development of unemployment assistance. She has borrowed 
and adapted from other countries and has learned through her own 
experimentation. 

The resulting highly successful legislation is not suggested as a 
pattern for America to copy. On the contrary, it shows that sound 
enactment must be in keeping with a nation's history, social point of 
view, and peculiar needs. Understanding of the causes of the different 
meuurea, and the results which have obtained in Germany, should be 
of aBBistance to other nationa in their experiments in unemployment 
relief. 

I 



CHAPTER I 

PRE-WAR EXPERIENCE 

Attempts to assist unemployed persons may be found in Germany as 
far back as the early part of the nineteenth century. At that time handi
craftsmen in sear~h of work were frequently granted relief in the form 

. of travel allowances to enable them to take positions in other localities. 
When the trade unions were organized in 1848 they adopted the scheme 
of travel allowances, giving it prominence in their programs. They 
limited unemployment assistance to this form of aid until 1879, when 
the Printers' Union introduced a scheme of unemployment donationI.'. 

The early trade unions established aid to the unemployed mainly to 
prevent the disfranchisement of their members attendant upon ac
ceptance of poor relief. They also saw in unemployment assistance a 
means for bettering the condition of the worker and of increasing their 
own strength and membership. Though usually no special funds were 
set aside for unemployment, it was treated as a problem quite distinct 
from lack of work caused by sickness or industrial disputes.' Members, 
however, .had no legal claim to unemployment assistance. 

During the nineties and the first decade of the present century there 
arose a lively interest in trade union unemployment benefits. In 1894, 
fifteen out of forty central bodies provided such aid. Two years later 
a Congress of the" Free Trade Unions" voted in favor of granting 
assistance· to unemployed members. From that time on, adoption of 
the policy was rapid .. Expansion continued until the outbreak of the 
war. In the decade between 1903 and 1913, expenditures made for 
unemployment assistance by the" Free Trade Unions" rose from 
1,270,000 marks or about $320,000, to 11,532,000 marks or nearly 
$3,000,000, a nine-fold increase. Some of the clerical workers had 
previously established regular insurance funds. The commercial clerk~ 
had developed their system to such a high degree that their funds were 
placed under imperial supervision and .the members were legally en· 
titled to benefits. 

1 Fifty-two weeks of membership in the organization was usually prerequisite 
to receipt of aid. A waiting period was fixed and the amount of benefits was 
set. Travel allowances were generally granted for the worker, his family, nnd 
his household good~. when he had offer of employment elsewhere. 

II 
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Ira addition 1o the trade unions, consumers' cooperative, sought 1o 
git'l special assirtance to their unemployed members. Among these, the 
Hamburg Cooperative Society had the most successful history. It 
allowed its members credit on their purchases of prime necessities when 
out of work.' 

Several emplo~'ers, too, organized unemployment insurance funds. 
The Carl Zeiss Foundation in Jena, the Heinrich Lanz factory in 
Mannheim, Cornelius Heyl in Worms, and the margerine factory of 
A. L. Mohr in Altona, were notable cases. Private societies were also 
established for the purpose of insuring against unemployment. They 
were, however, few in number, small in membership, and short-lived. 
The results of the efforts of private societies, employers, and consumers' 
coOperatives were, for the most part, negligible. 

Unemployment relief systems developed and operated by local public 
authorities assumed considerable importance before the war. They were 
significant as forerunners of federal measures. They proved to be of 
uperimental value in the subsequent development of principles and 
methods of unemployment insurance. 

Two main types of state insurance were evolved: (a) that in which 
the IItate administered the fund and aBBumed the financial responsi
bility, and (b) that in which the trade union administered the fund 
with a state subsidy. The Cologne System with its numerous variations 
represents the former type, while the latter is called the Ghent System 
from the city of its origin. 

(a) The Cologne System. The first attempt to establish unemploy
ment insurance on the part of a German city was made in Cologne in 
1894. A fund was created to provide insurance against winter unem
ployment only. The city, employers, and" patrons" contributed. The 
chief purpose was to aid workers in the building trades. In practice, 
as first established, the fund attracted the unskilled and unorganized. 
It represented a " pooling of bad risks." In 1911 it was reorganized. 
Supplementary insurance for trade unionists, not limited to winter 
unemployment, waa added and contributions were graded according to 
the hazards of unemployment. Leipzig, in 1903, established a some
"'hat similar fund. This city, however, worked out a careful classifica
tion of risk. with a corresponding increase in the rate of benefitR to 
those who rarely called upon the fund. It made receipt of benefit con-

• The orgaDiaation had over 41.000 members in 1909. or these, BOme 15,000 
peI'IOlUI had e.tabliehed eredit totalinll over hall a million marks. 
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ditional upon willingness to accept work similar to the applicant's 
regular emplo~ent. 

(b) The Ghent System. The Ghent System was widely imitated." 
The first German city to follow it was Strassburg, where the plan was 
started in 1907. Following Strassburg, Freiburg, Berlin-Schoneberg, 
and other places installed the Ghimt System. These two' cities made 
special provisions for unorganized workers by encouraging savings 
accounts to be used in case of unemployment. Mainz and Munich set 
aside funds but did not require corresponding payments on the part 
Of the beneficiaries. The assistance was in the nature of relief rather 
than insurance. They also provided employment by means of public 
works. 

Progress in the development of unemployment measures was neither 
uniform nor uncontested. From many quarters strong opposition arose 
to both public aid and public subsidy! Unemployment insurance ex
isted, therefore, in relatively few cities,' where it served a com, 
paratively small number of people. 

The whole subject became a topic of political agitation and legisla
tive deliberation: Local political units generally believed their interests 
to be too diverse to be met by uni;form federal legislation. Trade unions 
urged the establishment of the Ghent system. Employers were pre-

• Under the Ghent System, trade unions granting unemployment assistance 
to their members received a subsidy. from the municipal treasury in proportion 
to the benefits which they gave. Trade union unemployment insurance with
out subsidy from public funds suffered from two great shortcomings. The 
benefits granted were small, and yet they added such a heavy burden to the 
union treasury that many labor brganizations were unable to assume the 
responsibility of their payment. The purpose of the Ghent System was to 
increase the amount of trade union benefits without added cost to the wage 
earner, and to stimulate labor organizations to establish unemployment 
insurance. 

• The Cologne System was considered by the Socialists and trade unionists 
as charity and as interference with trade union matters. It was feared by 
others on the ground, that it attracted only bad risks. It experienced financial 
difficulties. "Patrons" did not continue to pay into the funds established. 
Cities did not grant sufficient amounts to meet the demands made UpOl. 

them. Benefits did not keep pace with rising prices. 
The Ghent System was accused of discrimination because it tended to 

strengthen trade unions while doing little for the unorganized. 
• Other cities besides those mentioned that offered unemployment assistance 

were Erlangen, MiiIhausen i. E., Schwabisch-Gmiind, Mannheim, Kaisers
lautem, Stuttgart, Esslingen, Schiltigheim, Bischheim, IIlkirch-Grafenstaden, 
Freiburg i. B., Augsburg, Heidelberg, Offenbach, Feuerbach, Friederichshaide b. 
Ronneburg, Eupen, Passau, and Aschaffenburg. 

• Political party agitation for a federal unemployment insurance syste~ 
had bee:un as early as 1895. 
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ponderatingly opposed to all types of public unemployment insurance. 
The Association of German Employment Exchanges declared unani
mously for compulsory insurance whose costs were to be borne by· 
employer, employee, state, and locality.' It urged the coordination of 
the employment eernce and of unemployment insurance. The Reichs
tag passed a resolution • for careful investigation of the whole problem. 
From the publication of an extensive report on the subject in 1906 to 
the outbreak of the war nothing specific was done, but opinion was 
turning toward federal unemployment insurance. 

During the pre-war period certain principles and policies which 
profoundly modified subsequent legislation emerged from the scattered, 
mdividual experiments. Experience with the Ghent and the inde
pendent public unemployment systems caused increasing appreciation 
of the latter. Its limitations, however, when locally administered, were 
becoming obvious. The relative merits of relief and unemployment 
had their advocates. Leipzig showed that offer of work was the surest 
teet of the involuntary character of unemployment. This city, too, 
classified risk. and set a premium upon continuity of employment 
through differentiation of rates of benefit. 

At the beginning of the war a sharp increase in unemployment 
.trained union resources and called· forth a series of public relief 
measures. Shortly thereafter all energy was turned toward the conflict 
and unemployment became almost negligible. Particular trades, how
ever, experienced serious lack of work, even during the height of the 
lI'ar period, and required special aid. The textile and the shoe industries 
lulrered. Shortage of coal during the latter half of the war limited 
industrial operations, and federal assistance was required for those 
thrown out of work in consequence. Aid given in these special cases 
wu usually not typical poor relief. Part of the burden was carried 
by the employers, and rates of assistance were higher than those 
granted to paupers. The partially employed received special help. 

The necessities of the war led to national elrort and to more wide
lipread acceptance of federal unemployment measures. This tendency 
wu crystallized in 1918 and was given legal foundation by the labor 
lection of the Weimar constitution. The post-war unemployment in
lurance program was limited almost entirely to federal measures. 

The ,ame problem. that created unemployment IUsistance in the 
pre-war period gave rile to the employment exchanges. The placement 

'This -'aDd had first heeD lakeD in 1902. 
"10 l1Kl2. 
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service, like unemployment insurance, originated locally. The non-fee 
exchanges were first established by those charged with administration' 
of the poor law. Dresden opened the first employment office in 1840. 
Other cities followed shortly. Stuttgart first separated placement from 
charitable aid. In 1895 this city organized an employment service 
independent of poor relief. Its example was soon copied by others. 
Later small local offices began to unite into city or district exchanges 
with a consequent standardization of practice and more wide-spread 
service. In many parts of Germany the placement service was organized 
upon state-wide lines. Specialization followed coordination and uni
fication. Offices were opened to handle particular trades, occupations, 
or industries. Administration was given over more and more to equi
partisan committees representing employers, workers, and the public. 
In 1913, out of about 500 public exchanges in Germany, approximatel:)' 
one-third were so managed. 

During the last decade of the nineteenth and the first of the twentieth 
century, private, non-fee employment agencies also experienced rapid 
gr9wth.· Employers' associations developed placement services to sup
ply man-power, and to control the labor market for the occupations in 
which they were interested. Those engaged in the small trades and 
in handwork maintained placement offices which assumed many of 
the characteristics of the old guild system. In agrieulture exchanges 
were organized to better working conditions and to meet the special 
problems introduced by foreign, seasonal farm-labor. These various 
types of employers' exchanges were most active in 1908 and 1909. 

Employment offices established by labor organizations existed side 
.by side with those of the employers. The greatest weakness of their 
placement service, however, lay in the fact that at the very time of 
depression, when the workers applied to their exchange in the greatest 
numbers, the employers did not make use of the facilities it offered. 
Placement offices supported and managed by both employer and worker 
were also created during this period. The brewing and printing in
dustries were especially active in establishing joint exchanges. Various 
private organizations also developed non-fee agencies as a form of 
public service. The Protestant and the Roman Catholic denominations 
established exchanges. The women's organizations did the same in 
order to facilitate the placement of women. Private fee agencies had 
existed previous to these public or charitable agencies. Their activities 

• For an account of the development of employment exchanges in Germany 
see Graack, Erdmann, Die Arbeit8vermittlung in Deut8chland, 1926. 
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had been carefully restricted by police regulations as early as the 1860's. 
In 1910 a federal law strictly controlling fee placement was passed." 

In spite of the establishment of these private fee and non-fee agencies, 
the public exchanges grew in importance. The trend toward centraliza
tion and specialization of senices continued. In most cases organiza
tion was local, however. Practices varied widely, and coordination 
between localities was frequently lacking. During the war the local 
public exchanges were pressed into service by the federal government. 

Vocational guidance, which later became linked with placement, 
found its German beginnings in the early years of the twentieth cen
tury. It originated in the women's movement where advice concerning 
opportunities, requisite qualifications, and openings was given in order 
to lL88ist women in finding positions. Shortly thereafter the skilled 
tradt's made similar efforts, because the development of large industries 
and the resulting decrease in the number of persons seeking apprentice
Ihip training caused tht'm to fear for the future. Vocational guidance 
developed lporadically before the close of the war. By 1918, the major 
elt'ments of a system of aid to the unemployed, comprising benefits, 
plaeement, and vocational guidance, had been established in Germany. 
The two former were generally viewed as requiring national control 

• Stelleftwrmiltlergeaet. of June 2, 1910. Reic1uigesetzblatt, 860. It was so 
lOundly drawn that ita provisions were made the basis of the orders reIating 
to web ageDciee issued for carrying out the tel1llll of the EmpJoymeDt 
Exchangea aDd UDempJoymcDt Law of 1927. 
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CHAPTER n 

POST-WAR EXPERIENCE 

The return of lix million soldiers to civil life upon the termination 
of the war created a gigantic unemployment problem.' Many war 
workel'l luddenly found themselves without work. Industry had to 
pUl through the reorganization consequent upon readjustment to peace
time production. There was no program to meet the situation. Ger
many had contemplated gradual dispersion of the army and of civilian 
war workel'lat the conclusion of the conflict, and economic policies had 
been ahaped to that end. The call for immediate demobilization arising 
from the outcome of the war and the terms of the Peace Treaty altered 
tht!8e planl. The country was 1illed with soldiers and discharged war 
workers, radical and without economic opportunity. Hundreds of 
thoul!&nda of the soldiers had been exposed to communist propaganda, 
and Germanfl very geographical nearness to Russia resulted in wide
spread popular knowledge of ev:!nta in that country. This factor, added 
to the disillusionment following the war, led to a spirit of widespread 
political unrest. 

The lituation was intensified by the reduction of territory. By 
the Treaty of Verl!&illes the area of Germany was reduced 13.05 per 
cent, to I.y nothing of her colonial losses. The population of about 
6.5 million living in the ceded areas returned in large numbers to the 
Fatherland and tried to make a living there. The . normal growth of 
German population, it is true, had been checked during the war, 
through lOBI of men and through decrease in the birth rate. Two mil
lion Germana had been killed. Three-quarters of a million had died in 
the hunger blockade of 1918. Three million fewer children hall been 
born. The shrinkage in numbers somewhat offset the migration of 
people from the ceded territories. However, the proportion of men in 
their prime to women and aged was appreciably decreased. The per
centage of handicapped adult malel was augmented. All problems 
incident to the redist.ribution of population arose. 

• Ovt'l' 700.000 01 tbese were reguilU'll, diec:barged upon the reduction of the 
IltandiDl 1U'DlJ' ud lon, unaccuatomed &0 iDdustrialliie. 

13 
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Out of the seething unrest of its people came the German Republic. 
A new democratic constitution was written in Weimar in August, 1919. 
The entire political structure was reorganized and the balance of po
litical power shifted to the workers and ex-soldiers. Yet the revolution 
was remarkably orderly, considering the changes that were wrought. 
The new Republic was, naturally, sympathetic to the needs of those 
out of work in consequence of the war. Financial assistance had to be 
given them. Moreover, it had to be undertaken by the Reich in order 
to compel lagging Jocal authorities to meet their responsibilities and 
to assist communities overburdened with the problem of relief. 

It was impossible to treat returned soldiers who could not find work 
as though they were recipients of alms when they were given assistance 
instead of a job. To disfranchise them as paupers was unthinkable.' 
Therefore Germany turned to a system of nation-wide unemployment 
relief. Those receiving unemployment assistance early in 1919 are 
known to have numbered more thim a million a month. The govern
ment also urged employers to cooperate in meeting the problem, and 
for a time it even required them to take on or to retain workers and 
regulated the terms under which persons could be discharged. 

After the first quarter of 1919 the employment situation improved 
steadily. -The number of persons receiving unemployment assistance 
declined until iIi 1922 it was negligible. However,"during this period 
Germany experienced a slowly rising inflation of the currency. This 
process assumed such fantastic proportions in 1923 that occurrences 
of those brief months sound like a nightmare. People rushed out of 
the factory, wages in hand, to buy supplies before the mark should fall 
to a new low level. Store-keepers closed their shops to keep from sell
ing goods for money that a few hours lateI' would be worth but a frac
tion of its momentarily quoted value.' 

Throughout inflatio~ there was comparatively little unemployment. 
During 1922 and .most of 1923, wages were so low, reckoned in the 
ever-falling value Df the mark, that insignificant labor costs offered an 
incentive to produce. Where they had foreign markets, German manu
facturers could compete at ridiculously low prices. Even in the home 
market there was brisk demand. The constantly falling value of the 

• Protection from such disfranchisement was offered by the universal suffrage 
clause of the Weimar constitution and by the Federal Public Welfare Law of 
1924. 

, A single street car fare that in 1920 cost 20 pfennig (and in 1927 the same 
in reichspfennig) during November, 1923, rose in price from two billion to 
ninety biIIionmarks. 
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mark offered people incentive to spend immediately all the money they 
could lay bands on. The production that resulted, however, frequently 
offered delusive gains. Cost accounting and calculation of profits or 
los8e1 was almost impossible because of the constantly shifting money 
quotations. During the entire period of inflation the scale of unem
ployment benefits increased but could not keep pace with the shrinking 
value of the mark. 

SlabiliUJliOta Wall, in Bome respecta, a more shattering experience than 
inflalion. It occurred suddenly, within a few days. Inflation had en
couraged buying. When deflation came the people had goods but no 
money. Savings were wiped oul A new class of persons utterly without 
resources was created among those who had previously been holders of 
considerable wealth.' The internal market for goods vanished. As a 
result, many firms went bankrupt. Even those that had not over
expanded during inflation were hard hit. Money was scarce, even in 
large establishments. Unemployment increased rapidly. Among the 
fint persons to be laid off were the " N ullenschreiber," or cipher writers, 
the army of clerka who had been employed solely for the purpose of 
calculating wages, prices, and costs in terms of the depreciating cur
rency. In addition, persons who had lost their savings or independent 
incomes, and recipients of pensions that had become worthless with the 
reorganization of the currency, attempted to find jobs, swelling the 
exce8l1abor supply. 

A. a result of the changes wrought by stabilization, about 1,500,000 
persons had to be aided through unemployment assistance in the early 
montha of 1924. They did not represent all of those who were out 
of work. Early in the year over two million were seeking jobs at the em
ployment exchanges. One-third of the memben of the trade unions 
were without employment and two-fifths were working part-time. To 
meet the bare necessities of living for these people required an enormous 
outlay for unempioyment relief just when the government was having 
difficultie8 in adjusting its own budget to the newly stabilized cur
rency. In consequence, Germany attempted to require employen to 
give notice before laying off help, emphasized" productive unemploy
ment relief," and sought a new basis for financing unemployment 
assilltaoce • 

• A Dot unuaual _. i. that of a person with a quarter of a million marks 
inYeJlW in the .. eateR eeeuritiee for widows and orphans," who received 
therefor, after atabiliaation, one-tenth of one rentenpfennig, or 1/2,500,000 of 
it. original worth. 
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Recovery from stabiiization was fairly rapid, but other economic fac
tors caused diffic.ulty. The burden of reparations payments limited 
government funds available for general purposes and hindered the 
country's economic revi,val." Foreign markets were restricted by the 
high tariff barriers of other nations. Thus the disposal of ~any goods 
was limited to the home market, just at the time when the buying pO'wer 
of the population was very low. These factors added to the industrial 
uncertainty and retarded the opening of new avenues of employment. 
By the spring of 1924 business had recovered to an amazing degree. 
From then until the early fall of 1925 conditions were good. The rate 
of unemployment was comparatively low. The monthly figures of per
sons in receipt of unemployment assistance oscillated around half a 
million for nearly a year and then dropped to about 200,000 in the 
summer of 1925. Then came the severe crisis of 1926. The causes of 
this depression wer!) said to be the unknown forces creating fluctuations 
in the business cycle, the tardy elimination of mushroom businesses thltt 
had sprung up during the inflation period, and" rationalization." The 
latter movement ~as somewhat like our scientific management. It in
cluded technical reorganization of industry, consolidation, concentra
tion, and an attempt at national and even international planning. 

" Rationalization" proceeded at a rapid pace. Its onset occurred 
simultaneously with the downward swing of the b'Q-siness cycle. It was 
almost bound to increase unemployment, at least temporarily, since 
it involved replacement.of men by machinery and of wasteful processes 
by more efficient methods. It was, therefore, directly opposed to the 
policy of dilution of labor, which is often considered the temporary 
remedy for unemployment. 

During the early part of 1926 the number of unemployed persons in 
receipt of relief in a month exceeded 2 million. This meant one in every 
thirty of the popUlation. Two and one-half million persons sought work 
at the employment exchanges."' More than one-fifth of the members of 
the trade unions were unemployed and another fifth were working part
time. To meet their needs the German government augmented its' 
program of "productive unemployment relief," utilized its placement 
service to the utmost, distributed unemployment assistance, and began 
to design a permanent program to meet the problem. The plan was 

• Moulton, H. G., and McGuire, C. E., Germany'8 Capacity to Pay (Publica
tions of The Institute of Economics, Washington), 1923, pp. 246-248. 

• The Institute for the Study of Trade Fluctuations (Institut fUr Konjunk
turfoTschung) estimates a loss of 4 billion marks, or 1 billion dollars, in 
workers' incomes through unemployment during that year. 
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shaped toward lleCuring work for the unemployed, as far as possible, 
and financial assistance for those for whom it could not provide 
employment. 

Recovery from the depression of 1926 was marked. Better conditions 
leem to have been caused by, "rationalization," by the British coal 
Itrike that created demand for German coal, and perhaps by the pro
gram of "productive unemployment relief." To what extent these 
factors caused the change it is impossible to say. At any rate, the curve 
of unemployment fell. It rose sharply again during the winter of 1926-
27, but not to the peak of 1926. Then it fell to rise to unprecedented 
heighta in 1928-29, receding not so far the following summer, rising 
each winter and dropping with the approach of spring. 

Th, regularly recurring winter 'Unemployment was a factor in Ger
many', problem throughout th, entire post-war period. The trades 
suttering most from seasonal unemployment were the outdoor occupa
tions, especially building, mining, quarrying, and agriculture. In the 
building trades, for example, three times as many persons customarily 
applied for work at the public employment offices monthly during 
December and January as during the months from April to October. 
In the stone, clay, earthenware, and pottery industries, employment 
declined earlier and also more rapidly. These trades began to rally 
in January. In agriculture the peak of employment was from March 
to August. At the latter date there was a decrease in the demand for 
women workers, though the cllrve of employm.ent of men maintained 
ita high level until October. While not so sharply affected by weather 
conditione 81 these outdoor trades, indoor occupations showed some
thing of the same seasonal variations, the most marked examples being 
found in the textile and clothing industries. 

Th, pod-flJar tendency of industry to centralize in particular com
munitie, auo influenced the rate of unemployment. A locality devoted 
entirely to mining or to the making of steel, clothing, or other com
modities suttered from lack of diversification, and ita inhabitants were 
dependent for their living upon the fortunes of that industry. The 
too common result W81 paralysis of a community in the event of the 
closing down of the one industry. This situation was met to some 
extent by the district and national scope of the placement and the voca
tional guidance services. Their activities were limited, however, until 
1927. 

The aize of Germany'. problem, during the nine post-war years, forced 
her to provide a national .ystem of relief for the unemployed. Local 
and trade union echemes were unable to cope with the situation. The 
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burden of relief given to vast numbers of unemployed directed attention 
to methods of finding work for those whose need arose from lack of a 
job. Employers· were called upon to cooperate by keeping their fac
tories running; they were, for a short· time, even forbidden to shut 
down; but they could not long produce at a loss. Work, therefore, had 
to be provided through state measures designed to bring mim and avail
able jobs together or to create positions for the unemployed. When this 
was impossible, financial assistance had to be given. 

Out of the experience of these years three types of procedure devel
oped. The immediate and pressing financial needs of the unemployed 
were met and funds were created for the purpose. Every effort was 
made, however, to give people work, and, in consequence, a nation-wide 
placement system grew up. When all efforts to find people employment 
upon regular industrial enterprises failed, public works were inaugu
rated wherever possible. The efforts to make these methods work com
prise the history of German post-war unemployment assistance. 



CHAPTER III 

FEDERAL UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF 

The task of meeting the dire necessities of the unemployed demobil
ized IOldiers and war workers fell to the Federal Office for Economic 
Demobilization. Created on November 12, 1918, to guide German eco
nomic life into peace channels, this Office on the second day of its 
existence passed an order regulating unemployment relief.' 

The order took effect immediately and was expected to remain in 
force for not more than one year: It required the communes to grant 
unemployment benefits to personB who were able and willing to work 
but ,,·ho "'ere necessitous because of unemployment resulting from the 
war.' Aid was to be granted only to those willing to accept any suitable 
tasks assigned to the'm: even if such tasks were outside their former 
trade or place of residence.' Where no work could be found, rates of 
relief were left to the discretion of the communes.' Funds for the pur
pose were contributed by the federal government, the states, and the 
municipalities.' Administration was placed in the hands of special 

• ReicMlleal'lzblatt, p. 13OS. For text of this order see Kuczynski, Robert R., 
Pod-lIItJr Labor Condi/iom in Germanl/, U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, 
Bulle/in No. 380, pp. 148-149. 

• Thill order and ita modifications were extended from time to time, until 
1924. The Federal Office for Economic Demobilization, however, was dis-
80Ived on May I, 1919, orders governing unemployment, from that time on, 
being ",wed by the continuing Demobilization Commissioner and Committee. 
Tht'lle latl'r came under the jurisdiction of the Minister of Labor. 

• EIiKibility wu to be limitl'd to persons over 14 years of age. Unemployment 
reliet to minors could be made cond:tional upon attendance upon school or 
vocational training COUI1lell. Women were to receive a.saistance only if de
pendent tor a livelihood upon their own exertions. Persons whose former 
IJIJpportenl had returned home able to work were not to be considered as 
unMJIployed. Part-time worken were included within the scope of the order . 

• Definition of lJUitabiIity included the customary wage ratl's of the com
munity, work that wal not injurious to health, lodging that was not morally 
objectionable, and, for married men, sufficient income to maintain the family. 
It covered pllrtial employml'nt also. 

• Urppcilllly could lJUeh work be recommended if it occurred in a locality 
whel'!! the penon had worked or had lived before the war. 

• A .. ailin. period .... allo .. able for all except ex-eoldien, but '11'88 limited 
to one week. 

I In the proportion of one-half, one-third, and one-eixth respect'\·ely. Where 
towna or diAtrict. found it difficult to pay their part, the federal government 
'11''' empo .... !'f'd to incl'f'BIIe it" ~hal'!! of support. 

In 
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committees, upon 'which employers and workers were equally repre~ 
sented.· 

Scarcely were the orders put into operation when they required 
modification." The discretion left the communities concerning the rates 
of relief caused trouble. Workers flocked to places offering the most 
generous terms of. aid. To meet the situation supplementary orders to 
protect these communities and to restrict relief were issued,'· These 
orders fixed maximum daily rates of benefit. They attempted also to 
recognize variations in cost of living in different sections by setting up 
four locality classifications.u Within each of the four classes rates were 
set according to age and sex." The worker was not allowed to profit 
from lack of work, however, and relief was not permitted to exceed one 
and one-half times the local wage." Additional sums were allowed to 

• In ease a trade union was already paying its members unemployment 
benefits, it was allowed to administer the public unemployment relief granted 
them. It was required, however, to give evidence of ability to conform to the 
standards set by the administrative committee. 

• One change enabled the former employer to distribute aid in the form 
of food and lodging in' cases where board had previously constituted part of 
the wages. The town was then to reimburse the employer at a rate to be 
fixed in advance. Another order more strictly defined relief allowable to the 
partially unemployed. If 70 per cent of their weekly earnings did not equal 
the sum granted for total unemployment, they were· to be assisted. Wages 
and relief combined, however, were not to exceed regular, full-time earnings. 
A further modification permitted maintenance of the unemployed person's 

. membership in the health insurance fund or special care for him in case or 
sickness. 

l' They set a maximum of four weeks to relief granted by a district or town 
to which a person had moved during or after the war. The rule was to apply 
irrespective of opportunity for work. More rigid stipulations were made 
covering refusal of work. 

U Based upon groupings already 'established for granting housing allow
ances to government employees. Piiople in Class A received the highest, and 
those in Class D the lowest, rates. . 

uThe maximum daily ra.tes of unemployment relief which were fixed by the 
order of January 15, 1919, are given below, in marks, according to locality 
of residence (ReicMgBsetzblatt, p 82) : 

Sex and Age of Beneficiary 
Males: 

A B 

Over 21 ..............•• • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . .. 6.00 5.00 
Over 16, through 21. ..................... 4.25 3.50 
Over 14, through 16 ...................... 2.50 2.25 

Females: 
Over 21 .................................. 3.50 3.00 
Over 16, through 21. ...................... 2.50 2.25 
Over 14, through 16 ...................... 2.00 1.75 

II It was to be calculated on the basis of a six-day week only. 

C D 

4.00 3.50 
3.00 2.50 
2.00 1.75 

2.50 2.25 
2.00 1.75 
1.75 1.50 
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penona yith family dependents." Other orders were later issued with 
great frequency." 

TA, ",creal, of ""'mployment i" tM winter of 1919-20 ,hilted em
phaN Irom relief to proNio" of work. Begulationa limiting the hiring 
and discharge of workers were issued to employers. Unemployment 
cauaed by Itrike or lockout 11"&1 specifically excluded from assistance . 
.. Productive unemployment relief" 11"&1 introduced and emphasized. 
The relief committees for the unemployed wer~ required to cooperate 
with the employm~nt exchanges in order to facilitate the finding of 
poeitioos for recipieot. of aid," and rates were somewhat increased." 
The changes, hoyever, did not meet the threefold advance in cost of 
living that had occurred within the year. 

Further orders issued in January of 1920 empowered the localities 
to provide a special additional winter relief to the unemployed." 

.. The order of Jauuary 15, lIn9, bed maximum daily supplementary family 
UIlemployment allowauC8, in marks, .. follow. (ReicMguetzbl4tt, p. 82) : 

Penoua for Whom Granted ABC D 
Wile •... ~ ................•.••••.•••••••.•.• 1..;0 1..;0 1.25 1.00 
Ohild or other dependent ................... 1.00 1.00 1.00 .75 

" A penon oIJe~ employment in another loeaIity was given free transporta
tion there .. part of UDemployment lI8IIiBtaDce. If neceMary, money to move 
hie family and hOll8ehold gooda 11''' given him, but the grant was not to 
eueed the c:oat of railway transportation to the new place of residence. 
Family dependenta were more strictly defined than in the earlier order. 
Further attempt 11"" made to prevent unemployed perllOD8 from flocking to 
the localitiell olJering the mOBt generoua lI8IIiBtaDce. Traoaient UIlemployed 
worken alter four ween of aid were requ~ to return to the place where 
they had lived before the outbreak of the war, and that locality was obliged 
&0 .. i8t them. However, in caae a pel'l!On had establiahed a household in the 
n_ place he 11"" allowed &0 remain. If people could get along on less than 
the UIIU8l grant, partial aariatance was given. In districtll where the unem
ployed euIJ~ from marked di8crepancy between the cost of living and the 
relief rate&, the .uthoritiea were permitted to increase the 8811istance up to but 
not beyond the amount cranted to pel"llOD8 in CIII8II A loeaIities. 

"Only penoD8 over 111 yean of age were considered UIlemployed. Necessitoua 
_dition wu more clearly defined. ContributioD8 received by the unem
ployed from funda other than unemployment relief or B8 a result of their 
own fOrPtright were to be ealeulated at two-thirda of their amount in deter
minin, neefWlity. Income from .vinp, however, w .. to be reckoned at full 
value. R~iprority WB8 pantrd nationala of other landa which included 
Gffman l'itiaem in their pro,·i&ion for unemployment donations. 

• For .n "~pt ml'll over 21, who had previoualy heeD the m<lllt favored. 
AdditiooaJ family .1lowanC8 were raised slightly, but such allowanC8 plus 
unemployment dODBtioD8 were not permitted to exceed two and one-half 
tilllt'll the amount receivable by the unemployed pel'l!On alone. 

" It 11"" rertrictrd to tha. over 18 yea ... of age who had been out of work 
for at Ieu& GO daya betw_ November I, 1919, lind March 31, 1920. Granted 
~eally to pel"llOD8 in locality el_ A and B, it could be extended to 
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In the spring of 1920 new rules were passed, one limiting receipt 
of relief to 26 weeks. If" unreasonable hardship" followed withdrawal 
of aid, however; assistance· could be extended another six months"" 

The succession of orders arose from the pressure of the needs of 
the unemployed and from the government's financial incapacity to 
meet the situation. Benefits were low and limitations upon receipt of 
relief were set as rigidly as possible. Yet the force of necessity served 
continually to push the rates upward. Thought was turning toward a 
system of insurance. . • 

. In May, 1920, the Ministry of Labor, upon request, drew up a new 
plan for unemployment assistance. The scheme proposed embodied 
insurance rathet than relief principles. Benefits varying according to 
locality classification, age, and sex were proposed. Administration was 
to be local. The scope was to be nearly identical with that of the health 
insurance law.'" Seasonal workers were to receive different treatment 
from . other laborers. Funds were to be secured in a different manner 
from existing practice. One-third of the Bum needed was to be con
tributed by employers, one-third by workers, and one-sixth each by 
the federal government and the local political units." The proposed 
scheme was never adopted, however. The unemployed continued to be 
cared for by orders issued by the Commissioner for Economic De
mobilization." The slow inflation of the currency caused constant re
vision of the rates, but assistance was meagre. 

those in the two lower groupings. The total additional monthly amount, to be 
paid once a month, was permitted to equal four times the sum allowable for 
one day. . 

These same orders more carefully restricted those to be considered de
pendents. Persons needed to carry on the affairs of the household were 
included. Persons, irrespective of age, who, previous to the wave of unem
ployment, had been supported by the member of the family claiming out-of
work benefit, were to be classed as dependent and not to be aided separately. 
This measure was taken because additional grants for dependents were less 
than. benefits to the unemployed. The status of the separated wife and 
children and of illegitimate, step, and adopted children was more clearly 
set forth. 

,. An attempt was again made to define more clearly ability and willingness 
to work in order to avoid impostures. Contributions received by the unem
ployed from funds other than unemployment relief or as a result of their 
own foresight were to be calculated at one-half rather than at two-thirds their 
value in determination of necessitous condition. Rates of relief were again 
raised . 

.. See footnote 26, on pp. 23, 25. 
'" Provision was made for building up a reserve and for a federal equaliza

tion fund to assist localities suffering from particularly severe unemployment. 
Calculation of rates of contribution necessary to assure such a project was 
made. 

" See footnote 2. p. 19. 
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L TUB DI .... lcnTIES 0 .. THE INFLATION PERIOD 

The rapid inflation of the currency in 1923 resulted in a procession 
of orden raising the rates of unemployment benefits. However, they 
nenr lufficed to meet the rapidly increasing cost of living. It became 
necessary to simplify procedure, if assistance was not to lag too far 
behind barest need8. The Minister of Labor was empowered to set new 
latee.- Still it was utterly impossible to maintain unemployment relief 
ratee that were adetJuate to meet the bare necessities of life. The rates 
actually granted during this period, as shown in the table on page 24, 
rOle from a maximum of 600 marks daily to the adult male in the 
highest locality class, a sum just 100 times as great as the allowance 
made on January 15, 1919 to 780,000,000,000 marks daily on Decem
ber 10, 1923.- On December 10, 1923, the four localities were further 
.ubdivided into three districts each, so that twelve different ratings 
resulted. 

The number of unemployed persons during the height of the inflation 
period 1I1U comparatively slight. The strain on the public budget, 
however, of payment of the gigantic sums required for modest relief 
for even these few people was almost unbearable. By the fall of 1923 
the number of persons out of work mounted rapidly. It remained high 
far into 1924. The overwhelming volume of unemployment in the last 
quarter of 1923 compelled the maintenance of 'Out-of-work benefits 
to be ,hifted to employers and workers. Since the employment ex
changes were intimately concerned they also received support from the 
same sources. An order was, therefore, issued, by virtue of the Emer
gency Powen Act of October, 1923,- covering employees who were 
compulsorily insured in the federal health insurance system or in a 
miners' aicknesa fund.- They and their employers were required to 

-la eoD8UItatiou with the Minister of Finance and with the approval of the 
Reichatac. 

- How inadequate even th_ fantutie BIIma were to meet the needs of 
Bllbei.8tence durin, the height of the inflation period may be appreciated by 
reference to the table on COlt of living in Berlin at this time, given in 
Kucayoaki, Robert R .. Poat_ Living COfIditiona in Germanu, pp. 155-156. 
Prien in the city, to be BIJre, were probably higher than in the BDlaller towns 
and in the country. 

- R~lugelet,bIaU I, pp. 943, IISC. 
- HNlth illlJUranllll • the oldet!t form of German aocial iDBIJrance. It was 

lim eetabliahed by law in 1883. Today the national administration of health 
in.IUnanee ~nta a fwaon of five different earlier f0rID8, established 
a.rrordiog to locality or indW!trial clulification. lato the national fund the 
mine,.' .ic"- illlJUraDce, formerly organised along .tate linea, haa been 
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RAPID INCREA.'lE IN UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF RATES, JANUARY IS, 1919-
NOVEMBER 8, 1926· 

(In marks) 

Period Range of Daily Rates Period 
Range of Daily 

Granted Adult Males Rates Granted 
Beginning 

in Localities b 
Beginning Adult Mall'.s 

in Localities 

D to A D to A 
1919: Jan. 15 3.50- 6.00 1923: Oct. 29 16.8eL.- 21 
1920: Apr. 30 5.00- . 8.00 Nov. 5 1084 - 135 

Nov. 1 7.00- 10.00 Nov. 12 3304 - 420 
1921: Aug. 1 8.25- 12.00 Nov. 19 6304 - 780 

Dec. 5 11.25- 15.00 Dec. 10 
1922: Feb. 13 12.50- 18.50 District I 4904 - 610 

Aug. 14 18.75- 28.00 District II 5504 - 700 
Nov. 20 100 - 140 District III 6304 - 780 
Dec: 25 255 - 360 1924: May 5 

1923: Jan. 15 425 - 600 District I 0.60"-0.75 
Jan. 29 510 - 720 District II 0.66- .84 
Feb. 12 1,200 - 1,500 District III 0.72- .90 
Apr. 16 1,950 - 2,400 Aug. 11 
May 14 2,600 - 3,200 District I 0.72- .90 
June 4 3,950 - 5,000 District II 0.79-1.00 
June 25 7,100 - 9,000 District III 0.86-1.10 
July 9 12,800 - 16;200 Dec. 15 -
July 18 16,100 - 20,poo District I 0.79-1.00 
July 30 27,000 - 33,000 District II 0.91-1.15 
Aug. 6 72'8l}g - 90,000 District III 1.01-1.25 
Aug. 8 180, - 225,000 1925: Feb. 9 
Aug. 15 530,000 - 650,000 Di'ltrict I 0.91-1.15 
Aug. 22 820,000 --':'1,000,000 District II 1.08-1.35 
Aug. 29 1,290,000 -1,570,000 District III 1.15-1.45 
Sept. 5 2,000,000 -2,450,000 Dec. 14 
Sept. 12 6,000,000 .-7,500,000 District I 1.11-1.38 
Sept. 19 17" - 21.5 District II 1.32 1.62 
Sept. 26 33" - 42 District III 1.41-1.74 
Oct. 3 48" - 60 1926: Nov. 8 
Oct. 10 135" - 165 District I 1.28 1.75 
Oct. 15 960" - 1,200 District II 1.52-2.05 
Oct. 22 8.4eL.- 10.5 District III 1.62-2.20 

• Reich8arbeilsblalt, February, 1919-November, 1923. 
b Rates granted to single persons only are given. Toward the end of the inflation 

period sex distinction in grant of aid was abandoned. Additional sums allotted for 
family dependents showed a rate of change corresponding to that of standard 
benefits. 

" Millions. 
d Billions . 
• At this time the rentenmark was introduced at the pre-war value of the mark 

and the currency has since remained practically stable. 
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l'Ontribute equally to unemployment relief funds.- The amount po 
leCured wu designed to cover four-fifths of the cost of maintaining 
unemployment relief and the public employment exchanges. The 
remaining fifth wu to be provided by the localities. In cases of par
ticular need, arising from an unusually large amount of unemployment, 
the federal government and the states were to make supplementary 
granu.- AI far al possible receipt of aid was to be conditional upon 
performance of work. 

These orders altered the entire basis of support of the scheme of 
unemployment assistance. The federal government and the states were 
relieved of the financial burden except for cases of emergency.- The 
employment exchanges were included in the operating expenses of the 
Iystem. Control of unemployment relief began to shift from the local 
government to the exchanges. The trend toward functional rather than 
geographical administration was facilitated by the provision em
powering towns to unite to form joint risks associations. Finally, 

incorporated only Bince 1923. The Beamen's Beparate system has been included 
only .once 1927. The local or industrial groups still collect the compulsory 
contributiolUl and pay the benefits. 

Following health iIIlIurance, accident insurance was established in the 
yean 1884 to 1887. Invalidity and old age insurance came in 1889. A special 
organisation to administer invalidity and old age insurance for salaried 
employee. wu ereated in 1911. Between 1883 and 1911 details of the system 
of lOCial inaurance were perfected and a codification of the laws and rules 
wu enacted into the Social Irururance Law of 1911. The four types of 
insurance, however, remained separate. 

In all of these fOI1Dll of insurance the aim is twofold. Benefits are paid. 
Meuurea are alao promoted to prevent or terminate the situation creating 
need for insurance. The problem is not viewed from the standpoint of the 
inaured worker alone. HIB wife and children alao receive aid by virtue of 
hie payments into the fund. For example, maternity care is provided for 
wivN of insured membera u well u for women workers who. belong to the 
fund. The public health and the IIBfety movements are promoted by the 
insurance ayltema. Major emph88is in aU German social insurance is laid 
upon prevention. • 

• The wme to be paid were to be fixed for a locality by the executive 
committee of the public employment exchange for that area. They were 
to be let u. fraction, Dot to nceed 20 per cent, of the health insurance levy. 
They were to be collected u • BIIpplement to the health insurance payments 
and at the .. me time. 

• By unanimoua conlN'nt of the villages or towns, the are88 of two or more 
public employment exchangN were to be permitted to combine to form 
joint risk UIOCiatiolUl for the provision of funds. The chairman of the 
public employment exchange 11'88 ginn power to decide concerning applica
tiolUl for benefit. 

• ThNe emcl"Rcnciea continued, however, throughout 1923 and 1924 and 
required fairly heavy contributions. 
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the requirement that; 'so :far as possible, receipt of aid be conditional 
upon performance of work focused attention upon the program of 
public works. 

II. STABILIZATION AND THE ORDERS OF 1924 

With stabilizatio~ came a codification of previous rules "and amend
ments in the orders of February 16, 1924. Employers and workers were 
required to pay eight-ninths of the cost of unemployment relief and 
two-thirds of the oharges for maintenance of the employment ex
changes." Contributions were to be scaled in proportion to wages." 
.They were not, however, to -exceed 3 per cent of the wages, except by 
special order of the Minister of Labor. Payments were to be made 
th.rough the health insurance funds, and were to be forwarded im~ 
mediately to the administrative committee of the state labor ex·· 
changes. The remaining outlay for unemployment relief and for the 
exchanges was to be borne by the local governments. If expenditures 
for unemployment relief exceeded the maximum contributions exacted 
from employers, workers, and localities for two weeks, the federal 
government and the states were to render financial aid. 

The conditions for receipt of aid remained practically the same as 
before. However, only those who had been employed three months 
within the previous twelve were eligible to benefits." Also the extension 
of benefits beyond 26 weeks to prevent" unreasonable hardship" was 
reduced to three months. 

The compulsory contributions were opposed by employers ani! 
workers since relief was granted only to those in necessitous condition. 
Payment of cOlltribufions"entitled the worker to no legal claim upon 
the fund. Moreover, when he received such aid its amount bore no 
relation to his payments, except in so far as the local cost-of-living 
classification corresponded to local differences in wage rates." Dissatis-

.. Rather than four-fifth's of both, as provided by the orders of October, 1923. 
81 Rather than in relation to payments to the health insurance fund, as 

provided by the orders of October, 1923. • 
.. This clause was inserted as a transition measure looking toward a future 

unemployment insurance law . 
.. Agricultural workers, for example, who were for the most part exempt 

from obligation of payment to the insurance fund, were, under certain 
circumstances, entitled to relief. On the other hand,' juveniles under 16 and 
persons not necessitous when unemployed received no aid, though they had 
been required to make regular payments to the fund while working. Also 
individuals in the same age, sex, and locality classification received the same 
scale of benefits when unemployed, though their previous contributions, b~sed 

'upon wages, might have been markedly different. 
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taction, too, increased over the attempts to define necessitous condition. 
Insufficient attention was given to the partially employed worker. 

Administrative difficulties also arose. Special prominence and power 
were given to the state labor exchanges. In consequence a problem 
whose nstional extent was recognized was left to the non-uniform, 
decentralized methods of state control. The local employment ex
changes were limited in their powers of supervision and control. At 
the same time the jurisdictions of the Reich and the states overlapped. 
It was difficult to build up a federal fund to meet emergencies or to 
work out a federal program. The decree was frankly recognized as a 
transition expedient, effected by the financial conditions resulting from 
inflation." 

Further modifying orders were passed from time to time," especially 
during the severe unemployment crisis of 1926.· In November of th~t 
year a special form of aid, called emergency unemployment allowances, 
was created. It extended out-of-work benefits beyond the 52 weeks for 
which unemployment relief had been granted by executive orders." The 
COlt of the emergency allowances was not to be assumed by the regular 

.. It did, however, eliminate the need for the continuing Committee on 
Demobilillation. The work of that Committee W&8 incorporated into the 
ma~hinery for enforcement of the new orders on March 25, 1924 . 

.. Hatl'll of relief were leveral timl'll raised. An executive decree of April 25, 
1924, permitted unemployment allowancl'll to thOBe out of work to be paid 
partly or wholly in kind. An order of November 14, 1924, enumerated 
occupations exempted from compulsory contributions. Agricultural workers 
wh~ wagee were regularly supplemented by the tilling of a certain amount of 
land for their own profit, fishermen on a profit-sharing system, and workers 
employed on a contract of at least two years' duration, had previously been 
exempted. To thill liM. were added domestic lervants and apprentices with 
written eontracta extending for two years. Exemption from contributions 
did not entirely exclude workers from receipt of unemployment relief, how
ever, any more than payment of compulsory contributions gave anyone legal 
claim to aMistance. Necessitous circumstances arising from unemployment 
due to war l"&W1e8 remained the teet. Another order required the communes 
to pay a certain proportion of the contributions they received into a federal 
equaliaation fund. Thill was to bt: uaed as a reserve for business depression 
or a aubeidy to loealitil'll that were burdened because of l'IIpecially bad condi
tions of employment. The reserve was expected to provide for payment of 
un .. mployment donations to 400,000 persons for a. period of three months. 

• By order of March I, 1926, the partially employed worker was to receive 
one, two, or three day .. unemployment allowance for weeks in which he lost 
three, four. or five dayl of work, reepectiveJy. An order of October, 1926, 
extended the maximum period of poIIIIible receipt of unemployment relief 
from 39 to 62 weeks . 

.. Such extension of aid wu to be valid only until March 31, 1927, though it 
... later extended. 
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funds but by the federal government and the communes in the propor
tion of three to one, respectively. 

The widely varying interpretations of proof of necessitous condition 
gave rise to an attempt to unify the differing practices of local authori
ties. Such a program, however, demanded fundamental changes in the 
entire scheme of unemployment relief. Definition of types of income 
to be. taken into consideration in determination of necessitous condition 
was attempted but was unsatisfactory. The troublesome matter of 
classification of dependents and"of rules for their treatment was slightly 
re!lledied. Dependents, as defined by the unemployment relief pro
visions, often left home in order to escape the rules that included them 
in calculation of the family allowance. Family discord frequently arose 
over interpretations of dependence. The causes of friction were not 
removed by the new orders. The decree also sought unsuccessfully to 
meet the problems of those whose long continued unemployment had 
resulted in lapse of claim to other forms of social insurance. 

III. LOOKING TowARD ANEW LAW 

All these difficulties caused a request that the Ministry of Labor draft 
a comprehensive and adequate measure for unemployment relief. The 
task was turned over to experts in the Ministry which had been working 
on the problem since 1919. A group of these experts in preparation for 
their task, went to England to make an intensive, six months' study 
of unemployment insurance there.· Then they drafted a preliminary 
bill. It was submitted to the representative body of the German states 
(Reichsrat), the Federal Economic Council (Reichswirlschaftsrat) , 
and the :parliament (Reichstag). Each of these bodies sent the bill 
back to the Ministry of Labor with suggested alterations. The first 
plan was re-drafted many times, so that the final form represented con-
siderable modification from the one first submitted. . 

The issues to be settled in working out a more or less permanent and 
stable form of unemployment assistance concerned the question of in
surance versus relief, the financial plan for support of the system Rnd 
for payment of benefits, the type of administration, and the relation
ship to the employment exchanges. As to the first issue, that of in
surance versus relief, public opinion had long favored the former. Only 
the necessities of the post-inflation period had prevented its earlier 
adoption.1I It was also generally taken for granted that the burden of 

II It was almost universally accepted, too, that compulsory, nation-wide 
insurance should be endorsed rather than the Ghent system. 
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IUpport of the Iystem should rest wholly with employers and workers 
and that payments should be acaled according to wage rates. 

n W&8 much more difficult to decide upon the amounts and the meth
ode of payment. Two plans were proposed: (a) a flat rate based on 
COlt of living and following the existing acheme of locality classifica
tion; and (b) benefits proportional to wages received immediately 
prior to unemployment. The former method had the force of experience 
behind it, having been in vogue since the inauguration of federal mea
BUret. Also it 11'88 the English plan. The latter, however, was generally 
recognized as auperior for a genuine scheme of insurance. N everthe
If'8tI, weighty arguments were advanced against the wages classification 
method. Some people thought that it would greatly increase expendi
tures. Opposing employers said that it would deduct-so much from 
wagea as to destroy incentive to work. Certain government officials 
expressed the misgiving that too great burdens would be laid upon the 
public budget. Dissenting labor groups, on the other hand, feared 
reduction of benefits to many of the lower paid workers. Statistical 
evidence on the matter was entirely lacking. Everyone agreed that a 
wage cl&ll8ification system, if adopted, must be drawn with exceeding 
care. 

An investigation 11'88 therefore made of those who were actually in 
receipt of relief on July 2, 1926.- Of the 1,594,300 persons giving 
information, 1,276,319, or 80 per cent, were men; and 317,981, or 
20 per cent, were women. Of the former, 45 per cent were without 
dependents. Eighty-nine per cent of the women had no additional 
family allowance8.-

Of these 1,594,300 people, nearly one person in twenty had been 
earning less than twelve marks (about $3.00) a week. About 13 per 
cent had been receiving lesa than $4.50 weekly. Over 60 per cent had 
been paid lesl than $9.00 a week. Indeed, almost two-thirds of the 
women had been getting les8 than $6.00 a week. During the periods of 
unemployment these people had been receiving unemployment dona
tiona amounting to 88 little a8 $1.65 weekly in some localities. The 
moat favorable rate to a Bingle adult was $2.60. The additional allow-

- The investigatioD lOught to ucertaiD the amounts of benefits received by 
all iDdividuabl drawinl unemployment relief on that day and also their 
waIl'S rftIl'ived jWlt previoua to ION of the job. Of the 1,740,754 recipients of 
uDemploymeDt relief on that day, etatistically usable reports were secured from 
1,ll94.300. 

• Erat. ErgelmiMe der Erhebung i1l der EnDerb.lo.e1l/ur.orge 110m 2 Juli, 1926-
Beil4ge 111m No. 40, Reicluarbeit,blatt. 1926, p. 3. 
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ances granted for wife and other dependents together ranged from $0.99 
to $1.50 weekly. It is evident from these figures that unemployment 
donations were often far below wages. As many as 31 per cent of these 
people had been receiving in unemployment relief an amount equal 
to less than' 30 per cent of their former earnings. Sixty-one per cent 
were getting between 30 and 70 per cent of their previous wages. Less 
than 4 per cent received between 70 and 90 per cent of what they had 
been earning. Only 2.83 per cent got something nearly equal to their 
former remuneration. Of this 2.83 per cent, over three-fourths had 
be!ln paid wages of less than $3.00 a week. The larger benefits in propor
tion to previous wages were mostly received by the lower wage groups. 
Calculations showed that if recipients for relief on that day had 
received assistance based upon wage rates instead of minimum necessi
ties of living, about 75 per cent of the men. and 35 per cent of the 
women would have profited by the change, while 22 per cent of the men 
and 64 per cent of the women would have received less than they were 
getting. The better paid two-thirds of the -recipients of relief would 
have found relief based upon wage rates to their advantage, while the 
lowest third would have been worse off. It was also estimated that the 
expenses of .administration of a system based upon wage rates would 
be about 9 per cent greater than under the existing method." 

However, since the locality classification system could not conform 
to the methods of a strict insurance system, it had to be abandoned in 
the change from relief to insurance. The advantages which it gave to 
the more poorly paid workers offered no argument for its retention. 
The real remedy for their problems lay in better wages. The unem
ployment insurance system was not expected to offset all the ills of in
dustriallife. 

From the angle of administration of unemployment insurance the 
question arose as to its relationship to the system of social insurance 
and to the employment exchange. The plan presented in the pre-

.. The study had certain limitations. The inquiry took place in the middle 
of .summer, when the more poorly paid agricultural workers were practically 
all at work. Also, since those unemployed on that date had been idle from 
one to 39 weeks or even longer, their last weekly wage had not been -earned 
during the same time. Possible difference in wage rates arising from more or 
less favorable conditions in industry may have appeared, especially since 1925 
had been a period of good business, while 1926 had witnessed extreme 
depression. Finally, the people investigated were receiving aid because of 
necessitous condition. Their number, therefore, quite possibly contained 
more poorly paid workers than would be found in a strict unemployment 
insurance system. 
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liminary draft pro\"ided that each state should conduct its unemploy
ment insurance separately. Somewhat like the health insurance 
echeme: the state unemployment insurance funds were to be inde
pendent, self-administering units. A reserve, however, had to be pro
vided for localities "'hich suffered from such severe unemployment 
that they could not meet their insurance obligations, and for periods 
of protracted business depression. For this purpose a federal equaliza
tion fund was suggested. To it state funds were to be required to 
contribute. The unemployment insurance authorities were expected to 
coOperate with the employment exchange, which was to be organized 
under a supervisory federal bureau. 

The plan proposed did not meet the approval of the advisory and 
law-making bodies. The system was too decentralized. The federal 
equalization fund was considered clumsy. The relationship with the 
employment exchanges was inadequate. When re-drafted," the bill 
corrected these features, bringing forth an entirely new plan of ad
ministration. After six months of discuesion and sharp political debate, 
the Employment Exchanges and Unemployment Insurance Law was 
passed by an overwhelming majority on July 16, 1927. It received 
356 favorable votes out of the total of 419. The orders of 1918 had 
received 18 amendments and had been reenacted with modifications 
four times in the process of writing the law of 1927 • 

• For t'xpl8oatioD _ footnote 26, OD pp. 23, 25. 
• Tbe fu-at dnllt .... laid before the ReichaUJJ1 on December 16, 1926. 
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PRODUCTIVE UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF WORKS 

Contemporaneously with its post-war efforts to provide relief for 
the unemployed, Germany developed a program of public work3. The 
policy of" productiv~ unemployment relief" was first set forth in'1919. 
At. that time unemployment assistance, wherever possible, was made 
conditional upon performance of work. A job paying wages was offered 
in place of monetary assistance. All unproductive aid was to be super
seded by measures which were ",productive" because they gave employ
ment and because they were of economic value to the community. The 
worker was treated as though he were hired under terms of free con
tract. His wage was fixed according to the rate prevailing in the com
munity. This policy created difficulty, however, and in January of 
1920 the M~nister of Labor was given the right to decide what rate 
should be adopted in disputed cases. 

No acceptable calculation of the extent of productive unemployment 
relief in Germany is available. Estimates of expenditures, in terms 
of the rapidly depreciating currency, from the time of the organization 
of the Federal Office for Economic Demobilization to the end of 
October, 1921, place the sum at 850,000,000 marks.' Approximately 
390,000 individuals who would otherwise have been given relief were 
set to work. They represented nearly three-fifths of the assisted un
employed. Their work lasted usually four or five months. The sum of 
850,000,000 marks was proviged in the rough proportion of one-half 
by the federal government, one-third by the states, and one-sixth by 
the communes. When inflation, in 1922 and 1923, assumed fantastic 
tJroportions, the public treasuries were unable to continue to provide 
lUpport for productive relief works: 

1 Berger, Ernst, "Die produktiv Erwerbslosenfiirsorge und die kommende 
Arbeitslosenversicherung," Reichsarbeitsblatt, 1921, NichtamtIicher Teil, pp. 
1190-1192. 

• In spite of the liquidation of their debts through inflation, the local, state, 
and national treasuries encountered serious difficulties. Their money on hand 
depreciated. Taxes assessed at the beginning of the year were later of small 
value when paid in quarterly instalments. One of the reasons given for 
pouring money into public works during 1920 and 1921 was that the money 
would better be spent before it depreciated in value. By 1922 it. had already 
done so. 

32 
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Unemployment I'OIIe at the end of 1923 until nearly a million per
IOnl received benefit in November, and one and one-half millions in 
December. On November 17, federal loans or subsidies were authorized 
for public, mixed public and private, and private relief works. The aim 
wu to increase the national output of foodstuffs, raw materials, or 
rommodities essential to further production. Enterprises were selected 
that required a large expenditure for labor costs and a small outlay 
for materials. Preference was to be given those that promoted better 
diatribution of labor and the creation of fresh opportunities for work." 

Loanl or lubsidiel were to be granted for large and small scale relief 
.. orb. To the latter, loans equal to the amounts which the workers em
ployed would otherwise receive as unemployment donations were per
millible. If there was evidence of dismissal of workers in order to ob
tain IUms from the unemployment relief funds, grants were withheld" 

Public fundi were made available for large scale relief works when 
at least 2,000 days of employment were provided. Such loans were 
limited to communities where recipients of unemployment benefits 
numbered at least 20 per thousand inhabitants. Not until a person 
had been granted unemployment assistance for at least a fortnight 
could he be employed. Grants were to be based upon the amount of 
unemployment benefits previously paid the workers." Only in excep
tional cases could they exceed twice the amount of the benefits.' 

"They were particularly favored if they encouraged the transfer of labor 
from larce towna to 1ID&11 oneil or to the country. Private enterprises which 
wera no& carried OD for profi& could be IlUbeidized. Public bodies, &8 a rule, 
wera DO& expected to administer the undertakings, but were to see that the 
profita of the contractor to whom they were let were kept to an indispensable 
minimum. Contracta were to be advertised at public tender and not let out 
privately. Granta for relief work were I1IIUlLIly to be made for periods not to 
exceed.ix month.. 

• An example ia that of a town needing to build a road, able to do 80, 
aDd appropriating funda for the pUrpo8l!. Later, if thiB town dismissed the 
workeN coBltructinc the road, in order to receive grants from federal and 
.ate funda, renewal of the work did not entitle the town to a loan or subsidy 
for productive unemployment relief. 

'Without conaideration of a bonna which the pel'\!on 80 emp.loyed might 
reeeive. • 

• Then they might be rai8ed to two and one-half timea that sum. Subsidies, 
for which repayment wu not required, were only to be made when relief 
woro could not be financed otherwiae, and when even a loan offered insufficient 
incentive to undertake public woro. Granta were Dot to be made to private 
enterpriaea from which a profit wu to be expected, unlel!8 the government was 
lU&ranteeci all adequate ahare in IlUch profits. Loana were to be repaid with 
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The employment- of persons upon productive relief works was care
fully regulated. Workers could be engaged only through the public 
employment exch~nges.' A person who refused employment, or per
formed his task in a manner equivalent to refusal, forfeited his benefits. 
When the work was offered at a distance from the place of residence, 
unattached persons were, if possible, to be selected to perform it, in 
order to leave opportunities of employment near home for those with 
families. Persons could be employed in short shifts, if the work per
mitted. This policy was not to be resorted to if the relief works were 
distant from the -worker's residence." 

The method of wage setting was modified in the orders of November, 
1923. Employment upon public works was treated as a form of relief. 
The recipient was expected to work in exchange for assistance. Rates of 
payment were reduced. The unemployed person, however, did not 
view the matter in the same light. Only when he received a bonus would 
he remain on the job or do good work, with the result that his pay had 
to be raised above the relief rate.' After stabilization, grants to relief 
works were more systematic than was possible during the uncertain 
period of inflation." 

interest within ten years. When the benefit payable to persons employed on 
relief works was also defrayed from the loan, the amount saved on unemploy
ment benefit could -be deducted from interest. Additional grants could be 
made to relief works which increased production when repayment of the loan 
was guaranteed, and when the enterprise promised to make a profit in the 
future. The rules prescribed procedure for securing loans or subsidies, rendering
accounts at regular intervals, and repayment with interest. 

1 They must have been in receipt of unemployment assistance for at least a 
fortnight. Persons out of work for, a long period of time were to be given 
preference. Whenever regular work. could be found the individual engaged 
upon relief works was to be recalled by the employment exchange. Due 
notice, however, was to be given the manager of the relief works. In rare 
cases when a man's special or technical ability made him so invaluable to the 
relief works that his recall would seriously handicap the enterprise, this fact 
was taken into consideration. 

" When short daily shifts were impracticable, work was to be spread over as 
many persons as -possible by engaging them for short periods of time. Thirty
six working days were to constitute normal duration of employment wider 
such circumstances. 

• Maximum wages were fixed, however, to avoid attracting persons otherwise 
employed. Persons engaged on relief works were insured against hazards in 
the same way as those hired under private contract. Works councils were 
prohibited. A maximum period of employment upon relief works was fixed 
at three months within a year. This could be extended to six months in 
exceptional cases. 

'0 The orders of 1923 were practically embodied in the unemployment relief 
code of 1924. Particular emphasis was laid upon the requirement that work 
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Regulation. embodying important modifications and recodification 
were again il!8ued on April 30, 1925.D These orders substituted for 
.mall and large I!C&le relief works two other classifications, respectively 
termed Grundforderung and verstiirkte Forderung. In the former case 
granta, uaually non-repayable, were to be made out of unemployment 
UBistance funds, that ia, out of meana provided from the joint con
tributions of employers and workers. In the latter, the grants were 
made from equal contributions of the federal government and the 
.tate in which the relief worka were conducted." . 

These orders once more modified the terms of payment to persons 
employed upon public worka. They BOught again more nearly to ap
proach conditiona of free contract, though not going so far as the 
provisions of 1919. The result was a mixture of employment and 
relief, which waa not entirely satisfactory. Employment on public 
worka wa. atill considered a form of aid, but remuneration was set 
according to local wages. A maximum rate was fixed, however, and 
• peraon was not allowed to earn more than he would in regular 
employment.u 

.jid to the extent of 19,750.000 gold marks, or nearly five million 
dollar., Will granted from the unemployment assistance funds for relief 
warh betwun July 1,1921" and January 81, 1926.16 Four-fifths of the 
.um 11'&1 spent in the year July 1, 1924, to June 30, 1925.° Favorable 
labor conditions during 1925 reduced the requirement to a little over 
two million rentenmarks for the ensuing seven. months. 

Toward the end of 1925 severe unemployment set in. The crisis 
forced the government to call into extraordinary use its early post-war 

muat be of public utility and that it should not be physically harmful to the 
penon engaged upon it. Impetua was given to the aearch for further types 
of enterpnae. that could be IUcce.tI!fully conducted. 

• ReicMl1uet,blott, I. 127. ReichBarbeiublott, I. 177. 
• The money wu uaually to be advanced as a loan, and was only to b~ 

available when the unemployment lituation made relief works an urgent 
necelllity. Funds were allowable only upon IBnction of the atate, or of the 
fedenJ authoritiea. Adequate aecurity was required. The rate of interest was 
to be determined by the chairman of the employment exchange and an 
administrative committee. Systematic repayment of the loan was required. 

U Peraona utterly unucuatomed to the task, who could reach the level of 
ordinary performanoe only lifter three montha of experience, could be retained 
longer thaD 13 ween, if the employer could not otherwise Reure efficient pro
duction . 

.. Em""'" eiM. Geaebu wer ArbeiWoaenverllicherung. Reichstag, nI. 
1924-27. Drucbache. No. 2885, pp. 100-153. 

-The amount 8pent wu 17,650,000 gold marks, or a little over 14,000,000.00. 
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powers of creating opportunities of employment. At the beginning 
of the year it started ~ B:n extended program of relief works. Before 

. spring arrived events demanded still further expansion. 
Early in 1926' the government granted from the Treasury 100,-

000,000 marks to the railways, in Order to increase opportunities for 
work:' . Later an additional 53,313,000 marks were apprppriated to 
complete certain railway lines the construction of which had been 
started before the war. The postal service, likewise, received 300,-
000,000 marks for needed improvements. To this sum was added 20,-
000,000 more, to be 'used for the express purpose of offering employ
ment to those out of work. Both of these services had seriously de
teriorated during the war and the period of inflation. In consequence, 
they offered an opportunity for a large program of public works:' The 
result of the subsidies was a marked increase of activity in the metal' 
and machine industries. 

The government also appropriated 12/J50,000 marks for canals and 
waterways. It further loaned the states 200,000,000 marks on short
time credit to be used to build dwelling houses to meet the serious 
housing shortage which existed throughout Germany. In addition, 
30,000,000 marks 'were granted to erect homes for agricultural laborers. 
This was done in order to attract German workers to the farms and 
to cut down the immigration of alien agricultural workers, who were 
willing to live under conditions that Germans would not a(!cept." 

Difficulty arose in constructing waterways because the program 
required interstate cooperation. The money appropriated for building 

18 Of this amount, 30,000,000 were to be spent in increase of trackage; 
35,000,000 for round houses; 15,000,000 for tools, equipment, safety 'devices, 
including brakes and electric .. signals, and depots; and 20,000,000, to be 
matched by a similar amount from the city, were to go toward the electrifica-
tion of the Berlin railways. . 

11 The official estimates for the railways show that about three-fourths of the 
trackage program was carried out in 1926, two-thirds of that for round houses, 
one-third of the program for safety devices, depots, etc., and about 17,000,000 
marks for the electrification of the Berlin railways. Of the additional grant of 
53,000,000 marks, about 4,500,000 were utilized during that year. Practically 
all of the money appropriated for the postal service was used. 

18 About 30,000 such dwellings were built under the program, calling for 
verstiirkte Forderung, between 1921 and the end of 1925. The plan decided 
upon in 1926 called for an appropriation of 75,000,000 marks for a three-year 
building program, designed to erect about 10,000 homes during that period. . 
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dwelling houses was practically all used and caused increased activity 
in the building trades.- The same was true of the construction of homes 
for agricultural workers.-

/" additiOfl to tlaw money, the Reichstag approprio,ted 100,000,000 
marK. early ira 1926 for lJerstiir1cte Forderung. The states were required 
to match the sum. At first funds were divided pro rata among the 
.tate8. Then, as a result of a questionnaire sent out in the spring, a 
IeCOnd appropriation of 100,000,000 marks was made. This fund was 
to be ulled for grants to special states where recipierits of unemployment 
aid exceeded 2 per cent of the population. A further allotment was 
made to Prussia. The official list of grants to public works made by 
the German government during 1926 reached the imposing sums 
shown in the following incomplete table.-

Amount 
.Type of work promoted reichsmarks 

Railway •........•••.••••••••.••••.••..........•.•......•••..... 100,000,000 
Railway., additional ••..•••••••................................. 53,313,000 
POItal llervice, additional....................................... 20,000,000· 
Canal. .....•........•..•..•.........................•.•••.••... 13,350,000 
Col1ltTuction of dwelling housel .................................. 200,000,000 
Collltruction of agricultural dwelling hoU8el. . . . • • . . . . . . • • •• • • • . .. 30,000,000 
.. Productive uDemployment relief".............................. 100.000,000 
.. Productive unemployment relief," additional.. . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . .. 100,000,000 

- Increa.aed activity in the building ·trade. ia to some degree shown by a 
decreaae in application of these workere to the employment exchanges. The 
evidence ia only partial, as many did Dot seek work through the exchanges. 
The figures below indicate the decrease in the number of applicatioDs to the 
ellchaDgee duriDg the BUmmer of 1926. 

SkiUed workere 
Month applyiDg 

July ................................. 89,492 
August ............................... 84,961 
Septfomber ............................ 75,211 
October .............................. 82,054 

Unskilled workere 
applyiDg 

107,222 
102,558 
96,744 
96,667 

Unemployment ro.e sharply in November of that year, mainly because build
in, .operatioDl are highly Beuooal in Germany, but partly because of the 
Bevere wiDtfol'L 

- It was hoped that the annual immigration of foreign flU'lll laborere could 
thereby be cut by aome 20 or 30 thouaand. About two or three thousand more 
hoUllea were built than they bad anticipated. 

• B.tc:AMarbnt.blott, No.4, 1927, Beilage. 
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The appropriations for "productive unemployment relief" en
abled the states to proceed with public works. The funds were spent 
as follows: 

Allocation of funds' Reichsmarks. 
Debit from 1925 b •••••••••••••••••••••• : • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 32,000,000 
Payment to the states (Versti.irkte Forderung) 

First appropriation .............................•...••...... 107,610,000 
Second, granted states where unemployment exceeded 2 per cent 

of population ........... ~ ..........•.•.................. 
Additional sum for Prussia .............•.•••.•••....••••... 

Credit for meeting unemployment in wharves ...•................. 
To the Land Reclamation Company· ..........••.••.......••.••• 
To the Waste Land Reclamation Company· ..••.............•... 
Aid to t~e iron mining indust-ry .............•.•••.....••.•....••• 
To Krupp (for a textile machine building)" ............•••••••••• 
Buildings constructed to house employment exchanges ...•••••••• 

50,000,000 
31,500,000 
19,500,000 
4,500,000 
2,000,000 
2,520,000 
1,000,000 
3,000,000 

Total .............................................. 253,630,000 
Subsidies of Reich and States to interest on loans which provincial 

administrations had taken over for the purpose of building 
roads ................................ ,.................. 82,250.00 

~ Including the 30,000,000 marks for agricultural dwellings and the 200,000,000 
marks appropriated for productive unemployment relief, noted above. 

b To cover guaranty of refund of moneys paid out by the localities under 
the system of versti.irkte Forderung. The sudden increase of unemployment 
at the end of 1925 caused the localities to begin public relief works projects 
before obtaining federal funds . 

• Semi-public companies, designed to bring more land under cultivation. 
"This loan was granted but never taken up by the firm. 

Under the guarantee that the federal government would match 
part of their loans to public enterprises, the states advanced money 
which was later ,repaid. Productive unemployment relief was also 
furthered in the form of additional buildings for the employment 
exchanges, which were rapidly expanding their functions. In addition, 
the federal government and the states paid interest on loans for road 
building floated by provincial administrations. 

As a result of productive unemployment relief the number of people 
set to work rose from 29,000 in October of 1925 to 170,000 in May of 
the following year. It dropped gradually to 124,000 in December, 
1926." 

After the sharp peak of unemployment in the first quarter of 1926, 
the situation became' appreciably better. How far public works were 
responsible for the improvement it is impossible to determine. Other 

II The number of persons employed each month is shown in the Reicks
arbeitsblatt, No.4, 1927, Beilage. 
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economic facUln, including the English coal strike and "rationaliza
tion," entered; but public works undoubtedly ASsisted in bringing 
about the change. When emergency unemployment allowances were 
estaLlished in November, 1926,· their recipients were also given the 
privilege of employment upon public works. 

In 1927 better busines8 conditions prevailed. The program of pro
ductive unemployment relief resumed normal proportions. During 
the three-quarten of the year preceding the inauguration of the law 
of 1927 over ail: million days of work were provided in land reclamation 
projects, seven and one-half million on road building, one million on 
electric power development, and six and one-half million on miscella
neoul underground work. To promote these enterprises the government 
loaned nearly 115,000,000 marks, or something less than $30,000,000. 
In addition, more than 40,000 houses costing 24,500,000 marks were 
constructed. The number of persons employed ranged from 66,000 
to 149,000 monthly." 

II. PRODUCTIVE RELIEF THROUGH PRIVATE BUSINESS 

The plan of productive unemployment relief during this time in
rluded loane to private industries.- There were numerous problems, 
however. A factory might close down in order to apply for a loan UI 
reemploy its workers. Or, a firm might receive a loan for the purpose 
lpecitied and thereby cause others to demand the same treatment. 
Choice between the numerous requests was difficult. Often it was 
impol\siLle UI know which cases were justified in applying for funds 
and which ones were misusing the privilege. The money was loaned 
hy the government on low rates of interest, so that there was incentive 
to apply for it. Further danger lay in continuation of the grant after 

-See p. 27 . 
.. Sloluluchu Johrbuch fur dtu Deui8che Reich, 1927, p. 388. 
- A typical c:ue i. that of a .hip-building finn, employing about 500 men. 

At the beginning of the deprt'8IIion of 1926 this firm received a commission 
to build a freiKht .. r. The building costa were estimated at 500,000 marks, of 
which about 200.000 mara were for wagep. The entrepreneur needed between 
60.000 and 80,000 mara to begin the work. Unlel!8 he could raise that eum he 
mIlA diecha.,.,.e about 200 workers at & time when they would probably be 
un .. mployed for lOme montha. SinKle workers had already been laid off. The 
200 work .. n in quelltion bad familietl and were therefore eligible to supple
mentary aid for th .. ir d"pendenta. It Willi elltimated that the average monthly 
unl'mployment relief that would be granted thelle workers Willi about 60 
mark.. In a period of .ill months, unemployment relief alone for these 
familietl would amount to n.ooo marks, to ay nothing of additional aid from 
welfare -aeneM!. for clothing, mOell, fuel, etc. 
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. the firm had ceasea to: need it. Another evil lay in the possibility of 
loaning money to firms with inefficient methods or lacking a market 
for their goods." ,There was danger, too, of use of political power to 
secure special concessions. Experience with subsidies to private firms 
was for the most part unsatisfactory. At times it provoked sharp criti
cism. The policy was definitely abandoned, therefore, in 1927. 

In specific cases the government requested firms to hire certain indi
viduals, granting subsidies for the purpose. The employer was given 
merely the sum that would .otherwise have been paid out in benefits 
to. the same person' or persons, but only after careful analysis of 
the individual case. Nevertheless, the system was not satisfactory. 
The employer found that there was not enough money in it to be 
worth his effort to fill a position which might otherwise remain vacant. 
The scheme was consequently abandoned. 

III. PRODUCTIVE RELIEF THROUGH WELFARE AGENCIES 

Public welfare agencies in some of the .cities also undertook pro
ductive unemployment relief. The Poor Law authorities under powers 
granted by the labor relief clause of the Federal Public Welfare Law 
of 1924 2T attempted to develop relief works. The overseers of the poor 
provided work in order to prevent the disorganization resulting from 
receipt of aid without obligation of service. They aimed to conserve 
the person's labor power and to return l}iin to regular employment as 
speedily as possible. However, recipients of assistance often regarded 
the tasks as punishment for their poverty. Workers on free contracts 
and independent entrepreneurs offered oppositioIl:. They contended that 
the work would otherwise have been undertaken by private capital and 
that the workers would then have been hired as regular laborers. Few 
productive unemployment relief projects were undertaken by the Poor 
Law authorities, however, after the passage of the law of 1927. Com
pared to the vast program conducted by the public authorities from 
1919 to 1927, the efforts of private industry and those of the welfare 
agencies were insignificant . 

.. In the building of wharfs, for example, some construction was continued 
for the sake of giving work to the unemployed, although in certain places 
there were already too many wharves. The result was that some of them 
.were never used. . 

.. Section 19 of the Federal Public Welfare Law of February 13, 1924, reads: 
I' Poor Relief granted to persons capable of work may, in suitable cases, be . 
given through assignment of work of a sort to which they are adapted, or may 
be made conditional upon performance of such work, in so far as such practice 
does not involve difficulties to the public authorities or.is not contrary to law.'" 
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Thil wideepread public program of relief work fitted into Germany's 
Deed for extensive construction to compensate for war-time absenre 
(If building activity. Those wl10 developed the program for unemploy
ment relief turned Germany's need for rebuilding to the advantage of 
the unemployed. By 1927, lOme of the most pressing demands for 
public construction had been met. Much had also been learned through 
the eight yean of effort to provide public works. The results of 
experience and of the changing situation were written into the law 
~1~~ . 



CHAPTER V 

THE EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE 

Throughout the post-war . period placement played an important 
part in the program of assisting the unemployed. When the Federal 
Office for Economic Demobilization was organized in 1918, it assumed 
control of all existing local public employment exchanges. The next 
year they were turned over to the Ministry of Labor. 

The labor exchanges were totally inadequate to meet the problem of 
'Unemployment immediately following demobilization. To supplement 
their efforts the Federal Office for Economic Demobilization tried 
to provide work by requiring firms to retain their workers or even to 
take on additional labor. 8Recial orders directed the reemployment of 
former workers who had left their positions for war 'service. The effect 
was far-reaching. Orders were even issued commanding the employ
ment of foreigners who had participated on the German side during 
the war, but this decree was evidently not widely carried out. 

Attempts were made to prevent the discharge of employees before 
resorting to part-time work. Employers were permitted to dismiss 
workers only after they had reduced working time to 30 hours a week. 
Later the rule was changed to 24 hours. Furthermore, the employer 
had to give from two to four weeks' notice before discharging anyone. 
This regulation had a wide influence on the employment situation.· 
The local demobilization committee could require establishments 
having more than 20 persons on their payroll to employ a certain 
number of war veterans. How widely these orders were carried out 
or what their effect was it is difficult to determine. Many employers 
did their best to comply, some running their plants for months without 
profit or even at a loss. However, such measures could be resorted to 
only during a crisis. 

The Federal Office for Economic Demobilization also developed a 
vocational guidance service to assist in the placing of ex-soldiers and 
war workers. Those released from the army during the war because 
unfit for service had needed vocational reeducation, though many had 
not received it. The maladjustment which these and others exhibited 
became obvious at the close of the war. Millions of ex-soldiers and 

42 
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war worken also required vocational advice because industry was dis. 
located. The returning soldier, if he did secure work, often displaced 
the juvenile who had gone to worl.. during the war because of the high 
wage. paid. The young person had not completed the legal school 
requirements nor thought of special training. All of these people-the 
unfit adults, the able-bodied ex-soldiers and war workers--who could 
not find jobs, and the untrained juveniles, created a mass problem which 
forced the Federal Office for Economic Demobilization to issue an 
order' laying the foundation for the development of vocational gui. 
dance linked with placement.' 

The local public ezclulnges performed valiant service in meeting the 
problem, which faced them. Consequently they received strong sup
port from the Minister of Labor. They proved so indispensable that an 
Employment Exchanges Law permanently establishing a federal ser
vice wall passed on July 22, 1922. This Act created' local and state labor 
exchange. under the supervision of a federal office. New local offices 
were to be organized in localities needing them. Towns and villages 
were empowered to combine to establish an employment exchange where 
united effort increased the efficiency of the service. Specialized branches 
could be created to serve certain types of labor, such as unskilled 
workers in particular industries, those in skilled trades or occupations, 
women, or handicapped persons. The local labor exchanges were to 
place workers in jobs, cooperate with the committees administering 
unemployment relief, give vocational guidance,' and place apprentices. 

Additional duties were assigned to the local labor exchanges by order 
of the Minister of Labor. They coOperated, for instance, in the crea
tion of opportunities of work, assisted in providing for the mentally 
or physically handicapped, and aided itinerant workers. All of these 
services they rendered without cost to employer or employee. The 
service was necessarily non-partisan." Workers were referred only to 
p08itioDII paying the legally established wage rate wherever trade agree
ments existed. Otherwise, the customary rate of the community was 

• On December 0, 1918. 
• On May 12, 1923, a law was pUlled providing for vocational guidance and 

the placement. of apprentices either in connection with the employment 
nchanle8 or independent of them. 

I About. 117 per cent of uu. work was conducted by the public employment 
.rvice as early as 1922. 

"No eonaideration of membel'llhip in aoy organization was allowed, questions 
OD the wbject being prohibited. Placement was made on the basia of physical 
and prof_ional or technical fitneu, pel'llOnal Bnd family cirCUmstal1Ce8, dur .... 
tiOD of unemployment, and the state of the labor market. 
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the standard." Wotters: were informed of the existence of strikes or 
lockouts, if positions were made. available thereby. They were recom
mended to such jQbs only upon their own request. Employers were 
required to report a strike or lockout to the exchange. 

The state employment exchanges were expected to study the labor 
market and to know conditions so that workers and jobs could be 
brought together. They were to dictate policies governing vocational 
guidance and placement. They were given extensive supervision over 
private fee and non-fee agencies.' They were expected to cooperate 
with the health insursuce fund, with employers' and workers' associa
tions, and with organizations giving unemploym!lnt relief. 

Both the local and the state exchanges were to be managed by admin
istrative committees. The· committee for the local office was to com
prise a chairman and at least three representatives each from employers . 
and workers. That of the state exchanges was to be composed of a chair
man and equal represeutation from employers, workers, and localities 
having exchanges.' 

The National Employment Office was the seat of final authority in 
placement matters. It was to observe the state of the labor market 
and to collect information on the subject. It was to gather material 
concerning strikes and lockouts, membership in employer and labor 
organizations, and labor conditions in general. It was authorized to 
adjust the demand for labor and for positions between different dis
tricts. Final decision in disputed questions arising in the local or state 
offices lay in its hands. 

Under the law the employer could be required to report vacancies 
to the labor exchange if the Minister of Labor so decreed. This rule 
applied, however, only to occupations covered by the compulsory pro
visions of the health insurance or, salaried employees' insurance laws. 
It did not include agriculture or domestic service, o.r establishments 
employing less than five persons. However, the Minister of Labor mado 
very little use of this provision.' 

• Where placement depended upon determination of the customary wage 
rate, final authority rested with the Minister of Labor. 

• Fee agencies, by the terms of the law, were to be abolished on January I, 
1931. 

, Women were to be members of the state committees, though whether as 
representatives of labor, management., or the public was not specified. The 
expenses of their own offices were to be borne by the national, state, and local 
governments. 

I It was retained, however, in the law of 1927 for use in possible future 
emergencies .. 
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The dhiutroua unemployment arising at the termination of in
flation forced the exchanges to further efforts to enlist the cooperation 
of the employen in providing work.' Employers frequently tried to 
keep their worken al long aa p088ible, but industry could not continue 
to retain people on ita payroll when there was no work. When dismiss
ing employees they were required by executive decree" to inform the 
directon of the exchanges of the date and cause of release and the wages 
that the penon had received. Such a rule could be effective only during 
periodl of severe stress. It waa not easy to enforce. 

TAl unemployment criN of 19f4led to the utilization U of unemploy· 
mlfat relief fund8 for vocational education courses for the unemployed. 
A lupplementary wage could be paid for as long aa eight weeks to a 
penon who accepted a job in which he could not receive full wages 
until he had completed an apprenticeship. The supplementary wage 
waa not to exceed five-sixths of the full normal wage for the job. 

The employment exchanges gained further power upon the codifica
tion of unemployment relief orden in 1924. To them was left decision 
concerning an unemployed person's eligibility to assistance." Their 
committees were given power· to issue orden concerning unemploy
ment relief. They could require young persons under 18 to attend 
vocational courses aa a condition of receipt of aid. 

The number of public exchanges grew until in 1927 they approxi
mated 900." They were responsible for 89 per cent of the placements 
made by public and private agencies. A few communities, to be sure, 
had too many exchanges, while others suffered from inadequate facili
tie .. On the whole, however, the network of exchanges that developed 
between 1922 and 1927 functioned admirably. 

'Emergency orden! required them to give sis w~ notice before laying 
off help . 

• Of April 25, 1924. 
• Following orderw iarued on April 25, 1924. 
• A taek fonnerly perlonned by the local public authorities. 
• Alona with the Miniater of Labor and the higheat state authorities. 
II In the U. S. a& the pre.ent time there are 170 public exchanges. American 

lAbor ugillaliort Reww, Deoember, 1928. 
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THE NATIONAL INSURANCE SYSTEM 



CHAPTER VI 

THE ADVENT OF UNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 

The nine years of post-war experimentation had crystalliied German 
opinion concerning the essentials of unemployment assistance. Experi
ence had resulted in acceptance of public administration and financial 
responsibility. Local.assistance was recognized as less satisfactory than 
national. Industry's obligation for financial support of unemployment 
assistance and allied services was taken for granted. Insurance was 
thought to be preferable to unemployment relief. The employment ex
changes were considered an intrinsic part of the program of unemploy
ment assistance, and an administrative body that integrated the two 
was believed to be more efficient than any other conceivable form of 
organization. All of these principles were embodied in the Employ
ment Exchanges and Unemployment Insurance Act that was passed 
on July 16, 1927. The Act with amendments 1 added shortly after its 
passage contained the following provisions: 

"I. BASIS oJ!' SUPPORT OJ!' THE INSURANCE SYSTEM 

The costs of administering and maintaining the German unem
ployment insurance system under the Act of 1927 are provided through 
the equal, compulsory contributions of employers and workers. Maxi
mum payments, at first limited to a per cent of wages, or Ii per cent 
from each side, were temporarily and then permanently increased to 
at per ·cent. 

The employer forwards to the health insurance fund both his own 
and the worker's contribution to unemployment insurance. If the 
employee is a member of the latter, payments to both funds are made 
simultaneously. If he is not, the health insurance fund, nevertheless, 
acts as collecting agent. This method represents a distinct economy in 
collection and provides a check on extent of compliance with the law." 
The health insurance fund deducts a fraction of 1 per cent for cost of 

1 The most comprehensive amendment was that of October 12, 1929 . 
• Employers must report" "to the health insurance fund the employment or 

release of all persons in occupations compulsorily included within ita mem
bership. 'Since payment of health insurance is a firmly established custom, 
not likely to be seriously evaded, it becomes fairly easy to check contributions 
to unemployment insurance through the simultaneoua payments. 

48 
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collection." It immediately forwards the rest to the district, or, in 
certAin caaee, to the local labor office" Part of this money finances 
the work of the district labor office, being shared by the constituent 
local offi~_. A proportion which is determined by the central office in 
Berlin goes to that body. 

Benefit. are paid to the unemployed worker by the local labor office, 
which i. reimbursed monthly by the district office" Support of local 
and district expell8el for placement, ,"ocational guidance, and insurance 
are taken from the percentage of contributions allotted to the district. 
National funds are expected to meet the expenses of the central office 
in Berlin and to provide a reserve to care for at least 600,000 unem
ployed persons for three months. Until such a fund is created, the 
maximum rate of contribution may not be lowered. 

Whenever a .ufficient national reserve shall be established, excess 
of income over demand for funds for three consecutive months within 
a district or locality will permit the rate of contribution to be lowered 
for that district or locality. If contributions do not suffice for the 
district, the deficit is met by grants from the national reserve. When
ever income from contributions plus reserves fails to cover current ex
penditure. of the entire national system the deficit is to be met through 
loan. from the Ministry of Finance. 

The provision for scaling rates according to district or localities is 
intended to encourage efficiency in administration. Thus far no reduc
tions have been made because of the pressure of unemployment. Rates 
to lpecial industriel or firms may not vary within a district. 

Whil. th. contribut&oM of employers and workers cover the normal 
chargu of unemployment and allied services: special /l3sistance is 
granted from public fumh. Emergency unemployment allowances, 
which are somewhat comparable to the" extended benefits" formerly 
obtaining in the English .ystem, are supported from public funds. For 
thi. purpose the national government subscribes four-fifths, and the 
localities in which the necessity for luch aid arises, one-fifth of the 
money required.' Special relief for the seasonal worker was met from 

I For rate. of iIIdf'mnilieation for handlillg the funds eee Weigert, 0., 
Au./ii.h",,,g.IIOI"Khriltp,, .,.'" Geut. iibf'J" Arbeitsvermittlunl1 und ATbeits
IoItf'ftvPTmAnung. pp. 400-403 . 

• For dianJMion of local, district, and central labor offices Bee pp. 60-64. 
"In c:.- it doe. not receive the money directly from the health insurance 

fund. 
°lncludilll maink>nanee or the unemployed worker'. contributions ill the 

other forma or IOc:iaI illlUI"Ilnee durin, his period of eligibility to unemployment 
benf'fir.. 

'The rftipient or emet"gency unemployment allowances is mailltained in 
aood ltandilll in &he health. iIIYalidily, and old age inIIW"Ilnce funds. 
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funds four-fifths of which came from the Reich.' Enterprises designed 
to create opportunities for work for the unemployed are given loans or 
subsidies by the Reich, to be matched by the localities. 

II. SCOPE OF THE LAw 

Membership in the unemployment insurance system is .compulsory 
for most persons covered by the health and salaried employees' in
surance schemes.' Most wage-earners receiving less than 6,000 marks 
and salary-earners receiving up to 8,400 marks annually fall within 
its scope." They must, however, have had regular occupational stand
ing. Odd jobs do not qualify for membership in the fund. The basis 
of classification is occupational, not national. Insurance is not limited 
to German citizens, nor to persons from countries that offer similar 
provisions to German workers. All persons within the scope of the 
law are insured from the day of employment to that of release from 
the occupation. 

Exemption from compulsion to insure is granted to certain agri
cultural, forestry, and fishery workers.u Apprentices under a two-year 
contract and those bound out in agriculture or forestry under a one
year term are exempted until six months before the termination of 

• This assistance was granted only during 1929 . 
• Every member of the community is bound to conform t.o the unemploy

ment insurance system. Non-compliance resultB in fine or imprisonment. 
The punishment is set by the local, district, or central office, and is enforced 
by the communal authorities. It follows negligence, wilful misdemeanor, or 
priminal violation. 

10 The occupational groups compulsorily insured in the health and salaried 
employees' insurance funds comprise: (1) laborers, apprentices, journeymen, 
and domestic apprentices; (2) the administrative staff of industrial or com
mercial establishmentB, foremen, and other salaried employees of similar 
position, if this work constitutes their main occupation; (3) clerks in stores, 
offices, and drugs stores, and apprentices in the last named oceupation; (4) 
actors and musicians, regardless of the artistic value of their performances; 
(5) teachers and instructors, and persons employed in connection with educa
tion, instruction, nursing and welfare work, if these are their main occupations 
and main source of income; (6) domestics; (7) crews of German seagoing ships; 
(8) most industrial home workers, who are included within the health insurance 
law by the terms of the Hausarbeitgesetz of June 27, 1923. The last named 
group may be excluded by executive order. The amending act of October 12, 
1929, raised the wage level of salaried employees included. 

U Exemption obtains when they are farm-owners, tenant farmers, independent 
fishers or fishers on shares who gain most of their living thereby and are 
employed as wage-earners for less than half the year, or are in the service of a 
spouse or descendant. Agricultural and forestry laborers who are hired under 
written contract for at least a year must insure only six months before the 
lapse of the employment agreement. Domestic servants in agriculture are 
entirely excused, because there is a constant shortage of labor in this occupation. 
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the contract.- Persons under compulsory achool age are excluded. 
Cuual worken are only included by executive order. 

Employee. of the Zei88 firm who have been there long enough to be 
eligible to ita unemployment benefits are exempted." 

Provision is also made for voluntary, extended insurance. It is lim
ited to those who have been promoted above the rank in which they 
were compulsorily insured. They may continue to be insured only if 
they remain in positionl which, but for the salary, would require mem
bership in the unemployment fund." 

III. ELIGIBILITY TO BENEFITS 

Claim to unemployment insurance arises from three conditions. The 
worker must have fulfilled the occupational requirements. He must 
be able and willing to work and involuntarily unemployed. He must 
not have exhausted his claim. 

Eligibility for benefit, obtain, only aiter a person has, during a 
year, worked £6 weeks in a compulsorily insured occupation." When 
applying for benefit for the first time he must have worked at least 
62 weeD within the preceding two years. Where" unreasonable hard-

.. Per'llOlH in the navigation service whose salaries place them above com
pulllOTY incluaion in I8laried employees' insurance are excluded. 

• The law specifies that a firm that for a.t least one year previous to October I, 
1927, hAIl had a financially I8tisfactory system of unemployment insurance 
may be exempted. The Zeiss firm is the IIOle one that qualifies. This firm is 
incorporated .. a foundation, whose charter requires it to set aside funds 
for unemployment insurance for its workers . 

.. Those entitled to extension must notify the health insurance fund of their. 
intention to continue their membership, within three weeks of the change in 
atatua which excludes them from the compulsory provisions of the law. 

Some estimate of the scope of health and unemployment insurance in 
Germany may be gathered from the data for July I, 1928. At that time 21.7 
million persona were members of the health insurance fund, 19.2 million by 
compulsion and 2.6 million voluntarily. Seventeen million, two hundred 
thollDlld pel'llOna were insured against unemployment. Of this number, 16.8 
milliollll were alBO members of the health insurance fund, while 400,000 be
longed to the lIllaried employees' insurance fund. Of the 19.2 million people 
who were required to insure against sickness, 2.4 million were exempted from 
unemployment insurance. They were mostly agricultural workers and appren
UoetI. Of the 17.2 millions insured against unemployment, 15.9 millions made 
compulsory payments. The recipients of unemployment benefits or of emer
gency unemployment allowances numbered 724,000. Members of the fund who 
becauae of .ickDeal or other incapacity to work did not make payments nor 
receive benefits totaled 622,000. A BlDall group, 3,326, were carrying voluntary, 
e:s:t4'nded insurance. ReicluoTbeit.blatt, No. 24, 1928, Pt. II, pp. 393-395. 

• The 12 monthli are calculated from the date of report to the employment 
exchanle and Dot from that of 1088 of position. The 26 weeks of work need 
not be continuoua. IL is IRIfficient that the person has been employed for 182 
day. durin, &he period of 12 monthli. (Weigert, 0 .. Kommentar, p. 275.) 
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ship" would otherwise result, the one or two year period may be 
extended to three years.'" Eligibility is not gained through mere 
payment into th~ unemployment insurance fund. Employment itself 
is prerequisite. .. 

A person who voluntarily leaves an insured occupation to work inde
pendently or without pay is ineligible for benefits;" An unemployed 
person receives no benefits during the period when he accepts wages or 
compensation in lieu of them." If insurance and wages, or their equiva-' 
lent, are drawn simultaneously, the employer may be required to recom
pense the unemployment insurance funds for the benefits granted. If 
the fault lies with the employee, repayment may be deducted from 
wages. However, it is considered highly desirable for theunemployecf 
person to find odd jobs if he cannot secure regular work. Therefore, 
income from irregular employment is not deducted from insurance' 
when it does not exceed 20 per cent of the benefits to which the person 
would otherwise be entitled. 

The foremost condition for eligibility is ability and willingness to 
work. Unemployment must be involuntary. The law defines capacity 

'" The law has defined ,I unreasonable hardship" as follows: (a) A worker, 
usually a farmer, who has been employed in an exempted occupation or has 
worked independently during part of the previous year, may not have to 
fulfill the 26 weeks' requirement. (b) The same may be true of a person who 
is compulsorily insured but who through a technicality has not been employed 
for 26 weeks during the previous 12 months. For example, a worker may bl! 
employed, idle, reemployed, and again idle. If he lives on savings during his 
first siege of unemployment and does not claim benefits to which he is 
entitled, and if the period .of reemployment and subsequent idleness total more 
than 12 months, he may receive benefits. (Weigert, 0., Kommentar, p. 277.) 
(c) Again, if a worker takes continuation pr vocational reeducation courses, 
time in school may be excluded from the 12 months' period. (d) If he is 
unemployed, but receives money from his former employer in lieu of wages, 
the period of receipt of such money is not reckoned in the 12 months. (e) 
Unemployment due to sickness, for which. health insurance is granted, is not 
included. (£) The time of confinement by the public authorities in a public 
institution is also exempted. (g) Finally, under peculiarly unfavorable con
ditions in the labor market, the period of receipt of benefits that does not 
continue long enough to exhaust claim may be excluded from the 12 months' 
period. In no case may these extensions exceed three years during which the 
person must have worked 26 weeks. 

The periods of 26 weeks are not cumulative. When a person has established 
a. new claim, the old rights expire. Agricultural and forestry workers who, 
through no fault of their own or of their employers, lose their positions more 
than six months before the termination of their written contract of employ
ment are protected against loss of claim. Special provision may be made to 
assist the casual worker to establish title to insurance. 

"For example, the owner of a small piece of land who works in an insured 
occupation during the winter cannot draw benefits in the summer. 

,. For example, seamen aided by funds especially established for their 
relief, 'may not receive unemployment benefits simultaneously. . 
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to work .. ability to earn at least one-third of what persons of sound 
body and mind and equivalent training can make in a similar occupa
tion in the lame neighborhood. A person is not considered able to work 
if he illufficiently ill or incapacitated to draw benefits from the health 
or invalidity insurance funds. It is impossible, therefore, for a person 
to secure monetary aid from unemployment insurance and another 
type of insurance at the same time. He may, of course, receive medical 
attention from the health insurance fund by virtue of membership 
therein, while regularly at work. If loss of occupation unrelated to 
sicknell results, he does not forfeit claim to unemployment insurance." 

Although willingne88 to work and involuntary unemployment are 
carefully defined in the Act, they offer problems. A person ·who, in 
.pite of a warning .. to the p088ible consequences, refuses to accept 
work, even though in a locality removed from his home, is considerecl 
yoluntarily unemployed. In such instances he loses insurance for ·four 
weeki, though the penalty may be reduced to two or, in flagrant in-
ltancel and for repeated offenses, extended to eight weeks." . 

There are legally justifiable bases for refusing· a position. An unem
ployed person is not required to take up work that is prohibited by 
law or that ia against good morals. Seemingly self-evident, this maxim 
haa important consequencea. The unemployed need not accept a posi
tion under terms contrary to. the laws protecting labor.B He may 
refuse work that paya a wage or salary that is lower than the legal or 
customary rate.- He may not, however, decline a position because its 
remuneration is lower than that to which he is accustomed.- For nine 
weeki, employment that is unsuitable to his training, previous occu-

- Ir pef'llOlIII who are not able to earn one-third the normal remuneration 
for their occ:upation are allowed to contribute to unemployment illBurance, 
and if they continue payment. for the required period of time, they are pro
tect~ apilllt a decision that they are incapable of work and therefore in
elillible to insurance. 

• This rule appliee only 1.0 acceptance of employment; the individual may 
not be legally penaliled for refU8a.l to engage in an independent enterprise. 
The punishment ia meted out even though, during the period, he changet! .hiB 
mind and ia ready to accept the job. It resulta, also, if he takes work and 
again become!! unemployed before the expiration of the time for which he 
ia J)f'naliled. 

• Thill indudee legislation covering hours, night work, rest periods. Sunday 
labor, health. indUBtriai poisons, and the protection of women or juveniles. 
Weillert, O~ KommfJfttaT, p. 252. 

• The former ltandard is set by the minimum wage boards. Decision con
ef!rninl the prevaililll wage rate for a locality and an occupation may be 
diffic:ult. 

• Oec:upational afeparda are provided for him; but he is not entitled to 
hue acc:t'ptance or refusal of a position on the ground of his accustomed 
income. The weae consideratiOllll in thia ease are locial. not personal. 
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pation, vocationalJuture, or physical condition can be refused. After 
thattime only the last consideration excuses him." During the existence 
of an industrial ~ispute he can decline a position thereby made avail
able. Work that is physically or morally unsuitable" can be rejected. 
He may refuse a position that offers insufficient remuneration to pro
vide for his dependents." 

Inability to keep a job is a measure of one's ability and willingness 
to work. The person· who gives up his position without "weighty" 
or" justifiable" reasons," or has lost it because of his conduct, forfeits 
claim to benefit for four, although the penalty may be changed 
to·two or eight weeks. The term may cover utilization of vocational 
training or reeducation offered free of charge. An individual rejecting 
such instruction loses benefits for four or for two or eight weeks. 
Minors may be especially restricted. When it is impractical to give 
them vocational training or reeducation, their receipt of benefits may 
be made conditional upon the performance of special tasks (Pfiichtar
beit). These are designed to control them and to test their willingness 
to work. The same stipulations may surround grant of emergency 
unemployment allowances to adults." Unemployment because of a 
strike or lockout -is not considered involuntary, and is therefore not 
covered by insurance. Persons indirectly unemployed by reason of 
industrial dispute may be granted benefits, however, if denial of aid 
constitutes "unreasonable hardship."" . 

The unemployed individual must personally report to the labor ex
change in his place of residence. He may not apply by letter or through 

.. The nine weeks' prOVIsion may be extended in special cases. Also seasonal 
workers or those unemployed because of fundamental structural changes 
in industry may be required to accept employment outside their occupations 
even during the first nine weeks. The employment exchange is required, 
however, always to take into consideration possible detriment to later occupa
tional progress. 

II This provision offers perplexing problems of interpretation because of 
the clause that defines ability to work as capacity to eam one-third of what 
is normally made in the occupation by persons of similar training. 

II Such a situation may arise when a person is offered work away from 
home under circumstances that make it impossible for him to maintain his 
family. Family' conditions or the circumstances of the job may make it un
desirable or unwise for dependents to accompany him, and the wage may be 
insufficient to support them all separately. In such a case unemployment 
insurance may be granted the worker, or he may be sent to take the job with 
the understsnding that special provision will be made for his family . 

... " Weighty" reasons may result, for example, from insult or failure to pay 
wages. See Weigert, 0., Kommllntar, p. 267 . 

.. See pp. 74, 75 . 

.. See pp. 97, 98. 
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another person. The unemployed must himself give evidence of the 
fact and the duration of his employment. He must produce a record 
of his earnings during his previous six months of occupation. For 
this purpose the employer is required upon discharge to give him a 
1ITitten .tatement of the date of beginning and termination of employ
ment, cause of release, and wages received.- Other necessary evidence, 
particularly medical testimony aa to ability to work, may be demanded 
by the labor exchange. Authorities and all private persons are required 
to furnish the information demanded by the employment office. Title 
to benefit lapses if not advanced within three months of the date for 
which it i. claimed. 

During the period in which a person receives benefit he is required 
by law to report to the employment office at least three times a week. 
More frequent attendance may be eucted. In some cases daily report
ing is expected.· However, exceptions to the rule demanding three 
reports a week may be granted if they benefit the unemployed person 
and do not violate the purpose of the rule. Failure to comply with this 
provision, without due cause, results in loBS of benefit for the'days on 
which the person fails to report.· If placement is impossible the per
IOn may be offered a position on productive relief works where such a 
position is available. 

After he reports to the labor exchange that he is unemployed, a 
person must wait 14 days if he is under 21 and living at home, 
7 day. if over 21 and not at home or else responsible for aa many as 
three dependents, and 3 daya if he has four or more dependents. The 
waiting period may be reduced if unemployment follow8 two weeks 
of partial employment, .ickne88 or incarceration in a public institu
tion. It may be reduced one day for each day lost in the last employ
ment if the latter continued leBS than six weeks. It may be reduced 
wben the applicant haa been employed only partially or for leBS than 
Ii.! weeki just prior to unemployment. 

• Tbi8 .. tement CIUl be cheeked with that of the health insuraace fund. 
Whenever aa employer hiree a worker for a eompulsorily insured position he 
mUllt make a .. tement of the fact to the health insurance fund. He must also 
live the .qe rate that the person i8 to receive. Change in wages, partial 
employment, or dillcharge must also be reported immediately. These require
men~ are made heeauBe payment to both the health aad the unemployment 
inauraace funda are proportional to wages. EmployeJ"l are penalized for careless 
or wilful mu..epreeentation of fae~ aad discovery of 8IIch abuse has led to 
iDCffuOO ellart to eecure eompliaace with the law. 

• Experienee with failun to report occasional employment has resulted in 
Meter requirement of reportinl. 

- SIC:k_ or death in the immediate family would eoDBtitute sufficient 
ellt'Wle for .uch failure. 
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IV. DURATION Ol!' BENEl!'ITS 

Title to benefits normally lasts 26 weeks. Mter that time further 
benefits may be paid when the individual has established a fresh claim. 
However, a person who takes a position after he has drawn insurance 
is not required to work 26 weeks at a stretch before he again lM;comes 
eligible to benefits. It is only necessary that his work total 156 days 
within the space of the year preceding his loss of the job. 

Exceptions to the ,26 weeks' rule are allowed. In case of particularly 
unfavorable labor conditions the law provides for extension to 39 
weeks." Benefits may also be granted for less than 26 weeks when 
persons suffer from regularly recurring unemployment. Consequently 
a series of administrative orders has reduced benefits to· seasonal. 
workers to six weeks during the four winter months when unemploy
ment is the greatest." Other exceptions that increase or shorten the 
usual period of benefits require special administrative sanction.-

Assistance may be extended to tke partially employed. Executive 
orders have been issued temporarily to include him within the pro
visions of the unemployment insurance act. He must fulfill the 
conditions for eligibility. He must suffer loss of wages because of 
part-time employment. He is not considered partially unemployed by 
virtue of working in a position that normally offers fewer hours than 
is customary on other jobs. 

The partially employed worker receives one, two, or three days' 
benefits for three, four, or five days' loss of work, respectively. Benefits 
plus supplementary family allowance may not exceed five-sixths of 
the wages paid a fully employed worker in the same occupation. The 
worker, upon executive orders, may be released from the requirement 
to report to the local labor exchange three times weekly if compliance 
interrupts his labor." Aid is refused if the person can be placed upon 
full-time work. However, part-time employment is not penalized; 
instead it is encouraged. 

Assistance to the unemployed may be extended througk grant of 
emergency unemployment allowances.or This special form of aid is 

.. This clause has not been made use of. 
M Necessitous seasonal workers were assisted from a special fund during these 

four months in 1929. See pp. 98-10l. 
• Namely, decision by the Administrative Committee of the Reichsamtalt 

and the agreement of the Minister of Labor. 
• The employer in an establishment having more than ten workers, may 

make claim for the partially employed person. He may also be assigned to the 
task of paying out the insurance. 

"They were first established in November, 1926, under the pressure of the 
great unemployment of that year. 
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defligned for periods of peculiarly unfavorable labor conditions. It 
lDay be granted to persons who have exhausted their claim to unem
ployment benefits. It may also be given to those who have not worked 
the neceuary 26 weeks required for eligibility for insurance. Such 
persons must, however, have been employed at least 13 weeks within 
the previous 12 months and must meet all other conditions for insur
ance. They muat also be neceBBitous. The duration of these allowances 
ia determined by the Minister of Labor. Since October, 1927, the 
period of grant haa varied. First set at 13 weeks, it was extended to 26, 
then to 39. Then certain seasonal occupational groups w,ere excluded, 
but allowancel to persons over 40 were prolonged to 52 weeks. 

Emergency unemployment allowancea are neither insurance nor 
poor relief, but occupy a middle ground between the two. They are 
intended for use in periods of streBB and not for normal times. They 
may be limited to individuals, occupations, or localities that are suf
fering from unusually unfavorable labor conditions. They may be 
inToked to meet a general business depression. Unlike unemployment 
insurance, they are limited to German citizens and to natives of coun
t.ies that make a reciprocal provision for Germans. Their support 
comes from public funds and not from contributions of employers and 
workers. Similarly special assistance was extended in 1929 to neces
.itoul lealOnal workers who had exhausted claim to benefits during the 
four winter monthl. Funds for this purpose were provided one-fifth by 
the ReichltJ.n.&talt and four-fifthl by the national treasury. 

v. RATES 01' BENEFITS 

Rates of benefita vary acCording to a wage or salary classification. 
The wage of an individual il based upon the average remuneration he 
receivel for the lix months of employment previous to date of ap
plication for benefita. To facilitate calculation, average weekly wages 
or .. lariel for the lix months' period are grouped into eleven classes; 
The lowest includea ten marks or less, and the highest 60 marks and 
above. For each clau a representative wage is set. This is the mid
point of the group in all but the highest and lowest classes. Benefits 
are reckoned in percentagel of the representative rate. The lowest 
income generally receives 75 per cent, and the highest 35 per cent of 
ita reprelentative wage. Higher wage or salary· classifications may be 
let if necessary. 

Recipient. 01 .landard benefit. are granted .upplementarg allowance. 
lor dependent m,mbe,., ollh. family. Persons in the household who 
receive unemployment auistance in their own name are excluded. The 
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supplementary allowances are scaled according to the number of de
pendents, and are proportional to the representative wage. Workers 
in the lowest wage class· may be given a maximum of 80 per cent of 
their representative wage for benefits and additional family allowance 
combined. In the highest wage class these may not exceed 60 percent 
of the representative wage. The rates of benefits plus family allowances 
for each wage class are shown in the table given below. Benefits 
are calculated on the basis of a six-day week. Each day's unemployment 
entitles the claimant to one-sixth of his weekly rate of benefits. Pay
ment may be made in cash or in goods. The latter method is considered 
desirable when the person is inclined to spend his money uneco
nomically. Payment is usually made at the end of the week. 

STANDARD WEEKLY BENEFITS GRANTED UNElIIPLOYED PERSONS AND THEIR 
DEPENDENTS UNDER THE ACT OF 1927 • 

Average Weekly "Representa- Benefits, according to number of 
Wage Wage Rate for tive" Weekly dependents (as percentage of 

Classes Three Months Wage for the "representative" wage) 
Desig- Previous to Class nated Unemployment Five 
by Act (In marks) None One Two Three Four or (In marks) 

More 

I. ..•.•••. 10 or less 8 75 SO SO 80 SO SO 
II ....... 10.01-14 12 65 70 75 80 SO SO 
IlL ••••. 14.01-1S 16 55 60 65 70 75 75 
IV .••••. IS.01-24 21 47 52 57 62 67 72 
V .•••••• 24.Q1-30 27 40 45 50 55 60 65 
VI. .•••• 30.01-36 33 40 45 50 55 60 65 
VII. •••• 36.01-42 39 37.5 42.5 47.5 52.5 57.5 62.5 
VII!. ••• 42.01-4S 45 35 40 45 50 55 60 
IX .••••. 4S.01-54 51 35 40 45 50 55 60 
X ..••••. 54.01-60 57 35 40 45 50 55 60 
XI ...... More than 60 63 35 40 45 50 55 60 

a Adapted from Weigert. 0., Kommentar, p. 299. 

Certain amending restrictions· designed to scale down rates of 
benefit have been added. To ipeet the discrepancy between rural and 
city wage rates when more than half. the ~ix months' work prior to 
unemployment has been performed in a locality not paying the benefits, 
such benefits may ngt exceed those based upon the occupational wage 
rate for the community which pays them. Also during winter seasonal 
unemployment persons in the upper wage classes are to receive lower 
benefits. Those in wage class VII are to get the same amounts of 
benefits as those in wage class VI; those in classes VIII and IX, 
benefits granted non-seasonal workers in class VII ; and those in classes 
X and XI, benefits given other workers in class VIII. This corresponds 
to the ·reduced rates granted by executive order to recipients of 
emergency unemployment allowances. 
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The person who is granted unemployment benefits is expected to 
report to the exchange, immediately and without summons, the receipt 
of any settlement or compenaation from previous employment. If he 
or any of his dependents take work that brings in any money, he mu!;t 
also give notice. His earnings through temporary employment plus 
benefits may not exceed 150 per cent of standard benefits had he 
earned nothing. If he receives grants from the helllth, miners', salaried 
employees', invalidity or war pension funds, the amount of such aid 
in exce8S of 30 marks monthly is to be deducted from his unemploy
ment benefit. The whole sum of maternity benefits or pensions to 
widow8, orphans, soldiers or policemen is to be similarly deducted. 
Temporary aid for industrial accident or occupational disease is not 
counted. Compensation or insurance from any other source· must 
be declared and deducted. If a member of the family, hitherto de
pendent upon him, dies, leaves the household, or is supported by a 
third person,· he must notify the authorities. 

During eligibility the unemployment insurance system also main
tairu the worker, contributioru to other forms of social insurance. 
These payments are made from funds at the disposal of the Reichsan
"alt. Since in8urance payments are based upon wage rates, these con
tributions are reckoned according to the representative wage of the class 
to which the worker belongs.- In place of individual insurance, group 
insurance rates of contribution may be substituted. If the person be
comes sick when unemployed, his sick benefits are the same as those 
paid him for unemployment.- The unemployed person has the same 
status in the health insurance fund while his contributions are met 
by the Reichlanltalt that he would have were he paying them himself." 

• Such .. private insunnce. 
• All in the event of marriage. 
• Health iDllurance payments, at fim calculated at onlHleventh, have been 

reduCE'd to one-tenth of the representative wage. Experience during the first 
two yean of opention of the law showed that the unemployed were an 
ellce'ptionally favorable risk for the health insurance fund and that a 331 per 
cent reduction of the 95 million marks spent by the Reichsamtalt in insuring 
the unemployed in other funds could in justice to those funds be made. 

• This rule hu been made to prevent Bicknell! from resulting in advantage or 
dillllduntslle in the rate of benefits. Early experience with the Unemployment 
Insurance Act ahowed that penKID8 penalized by 1088 of benefit for a stated 
number of weeks claimed and often received health insurance for the period. 
Attempta to check this abulle included clOller cooperation with the health in
surance ofliciala, and examination of the penKIn by a disinterested physician. 

• This rule is of eignificance in cues where members of that fund have 
Yotinl nghta. Maintenance of payments to the invalidity, old age, and 
.laried employee.' ineurance funds is similar to that for health insurance. 
The working relationehip of theee funds with unemployment insurance is not 
10 1'1081', however, and lJ)eCial rulea are therefore developed to insure pay
ments. 



CHAPTER VII 

ADMINISTRATION OF THE LAW 

One oi the most knotty problems to be solved concerned the admin
istration oi the. employment exchanges and of unemployment insurance, 
Six months of heated discussion of the preliminary draft oi the law' 
was largely devoted to this question. The iorm oiorganization finally 
created was unique. The. Act integrated the exchanges and unemploy-. 
ment insurance into an inseparable unit. Administration was placed 

.in the hands oi an autonomous body, the Reichsanstalt fUr Arbeits-
ver.mittlung una Atbeitslosenversicherung.' The Reichsanstalt was ac
corded ·a different status than that oi a research or administrative 
section oi any government department, though ultimate supervision 
over it was given to the Minister oi Labor. 

The Reichsanstalt is organized into local,. district,. and national 
offices. The local labor office places applicants, gives vocational gui
dance, and pays unemployment benefits. It periorms' other services as 
occasion demands. Every locality is included within the province 
of such a local office, but the boundaries of towns and villages and oi 
the labor office do not necessarily coincide. There are 361 oi them. 
They are united under district labor offices, whose boundaries need 
not be coterminous with .those oi the states.' In fact, 13 district labor 
offices have been created, although there are 18 German states.' The 
central office has general supervisory powers.' 

Occupational, as well as geographic, divisions receive recognition. 
For salaried employees a special division is reluired in the central 

, See pp. 30, 31. 
• The National Placement and Unemployment Insurance Service. The term, 

Reichsanstalt, is difficult to translate.' It is not a federal bureau, for it is 
autonomous. It is not exactly an Institute, though often so translated into 
English. The word Reichsanstalt will be used throughout this discussion, 
therefore, instead of the long German title or a clumsy or inaccurate English 
term. 
. • One year was allowed by the law for the determination of boundary lines 
and establishment of local and district labor offices . 
. , These 13 district labor offices superseded the 22 district employment 

exchanges which were established under the law of 1922 . 
. 'It is located in Berlin. 
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office and IDay be created in any district or local office. Similar treat
ment IDay be accorded agricultural laborers, or any other occupational 
group requiring epedal attention. 

Admi,.utrutiota Grad Control. The Beick&araslalt is made up of three 
groupl haring power of administration or controL These are: (a> the 
governing bodiee; (b> .the officials and their staffs who conduct the 
work of the offiCe!; and, (c) the courts of reference or appeal. These 
three groupi comprise the enforcement machinery of each local and 
district u yell u of the national office. 

There are four types of governing bodies in the Beichsaraslalt. Two 
of them, the Board of Directon and the Administrative Council, func
tion for the entire organization. The other two are the administrative 
committee! of the district labor offiCe! and of the local labor offices. 
Each body i. made up of a chairman and of equal representation 
from employen and worken. The president of the Beichsarastalt is 
chairman of the Board of Directon and of the Administrative Council.' 
He it appointed by the president of Germany. The chairmen of the 
adminiBtrative committees are also appointed.' 

The Board of Directon of the Beick&an8talt is responsible for the 
conduct of the entire organization. It has authority to set the bound
aries of the district labor offices and, with their coOperation, to fix 
local territories. It may abolish old or create new local or district officee.' 

'He .. liven leneral responsibility for administration of the Act. He ha.s 
ratbeor wide powen of d~ision in certain type!! of caBell. 

• C-tul rule. eontrol the lIeIection of eommittee members, to insure their 
eapacity to ~ for their ftJllpective eolllltituencies. Among the labor memben 
there must be at Ieu& one .. laried employee. Upon all of these administrative 
bod~ women are to be repftJllented. though whether .. memben of labor, 
employinc 1l'OIIJIS. or of the leneral public is not stipulated. Membership 
.. limited to eit.iaena who are at leut 24 yean old and have full voting 
prlvilrcs. Salaried officia" or employees, or any paid worken in the Reich..
",..,oll, are ineligible. The liM! of the eommitteee is Bet by the ReicMamt4U. 
There mwrt. be at Ieut five memben for the local and Beven for the district 
labor oflicee. Each eommittee Bet. up • emaller executive body, also strictly 
equi-putiaan. Oftke .. honanry and payment .. made only for ~ctual 6-
~ int'llned. • 
'h may commiMion the eommune. or communal uniona to take over the 

work of the local labor office. It d~idetl whether specilll officea for "'aried 
employeel or for particular oec:upations eball be established. With it. approval 
Ow Minieter of Labor appointe the chief executives of the district and local 
oflicee. It determine. the Ii.e of the administntive committee of the 
dMltrirl labor office. It .. final authority in matten eoncerning oontrol of 
printe. Don-fee employment qeucies or their incorporation into the public 
"chanIN. It bean eomplaint. against ~01l8 of the administrative com
mittee of the di.trirl offieftl and of it. own chairman. who is the preeident 
of the R~l4lt. It renden final deciaion concerning ",ant of benefit. to 
thc.e indirectly unemployed ~W18 of etrige or lockout. 
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The Administrati~e Council of the ReichsanstaZt helps to regulate the 
labor market. It decides matters concerning contributions to the un
employment insurance fund and rates and methods of paying benefits.' 
It hears appeals against decisions of administrative commi~tees of the 
districts and of the executive of the central office. The administrative 
committee of a district labor office makes rules and determines policies 
governing that district.1

' The administrative committee of the local 
labor office make rules concerning the work of that unit.u 

The divisional offices under the local or district labor offices also 
have their own administrative committees, which are constituted in the 
same way as those of the larger bodies. The placement service, also, is 

• It has power of final decision concerning rates of contribution to the 
fund and other financial matters concerned with the operation of the law. It 
fixes the percentage of income that is to go to the central body. It is 
responsible for the maintenance of the reserve fund. It may, with the assent of 
the Minister of Labor, establish further wage classes in addition to the eleven 
fixed by the law. It may lengthen the duration of benefits beyond 26 weeks. 
It may regulate the period of time for which seasonal workers are entitled to 
benefit. It is empowered to modify the provisions concerning the waiting 
period, the nine weeks' exemption clause, measures for preV'enting or termi
nating unemployment, and many other details. ;It is authorized to make rules 
concerning value-creating unemployment relief works. It is allowed, with the 
approval of the Minister of Labor, to include the partially employed worker 
within the provisions for unemployment benefits. To it is left decision con .. 
cerning necessity for emergency unemployment allowances. 

l'It hears appeals from decisions of the administrative committee of the 
local exchanges and of its own executive, the hearing to take place within 
two weeks of the appeal. It determines whether special offices shall be opened 
to place particular types of labor. It may take over private, non-fee employ
ment agencies. Within limits, it has power of decision concerning grant or 
refusal of benefits to persons indirectly unemployed because of strike or 
lockout. It judges the value of proposals for public works. It may develop 
measures to prevent or terminate unemployment. It determines the financial 
policy of the district labor office. This function entails considerable authority 
and power, since the contribution of employer and worker to the unemployment 
insurance fund are immediately forwarded by the health insurance fund to the 
district labor offices. It may determine the percentage of wages to be con
tributed by employer and worker should formation of an adequate federal 
reserve allow the reduction of rates below 3 per cent of wages. It grants to 
the local labor offices the sums required monthly for their operation, and it 
may order the health insurance fund to send the money direct to the local 
authorities. 

U It hears appeals against decisions of its chairman, the hearing to take 
place within two weeks of the appeal. It has power to require performance 
of work in return for aid to juveniles or to recipients of emergency unemploy
ment allowances. When requested to do so by the district labor office, it 
decides matters concerning creation of opportunities for employment. Its 
powers may be extended by the district labor office. 
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governed by apecial administrative committees under the local, district, 
and central offices. Its committees comprise representatives of em'" 
ployers, workers, and the public authorities in equal numbers. All of 
these governing bodies, from the highest to the lowest, must make 
their decisions in a thoroughly non-pu:tisan manner, with the same 
number of voting representatives from each side.u 

The president of the Reichsansialt, the executives of the central office, 
and the chairmen of the district labor offices have the status of federal 
eivil service officials. Chairmen of the local labor offices may also be 
given thia rank. The rest of the staff is employed under terms similar 
to those of private contract. This policy has been adopted in the hope 
of eliminating "bureaucracy" and the slipshod work of lifetime 
appointees. 

Th, Court, of Reference or Appeal. Appeals from decisions of the 
lIalaried stall or of the administrative bodies are carried to the appro
priate courts of reference. The local board of reference U has power 
to review decisions of the president of the local office. so One or 
more similar boards of reference are attached to the district labor 
office. Appeal may be made to this body by an unemployed per
son, by a local committee, or by any of its members.1f A court 
of final appeals is attached, not to the Reichsanstalt, but to the 
Federal Insurance Bureau." This court has five members, a chair
man, a permanent member of the central office of the Reichsanstalt, 
a government official who is an expert at law, and one representa
tive each from employers anrl workers. The chairman and the law
yer are appointed by the Minister of Labor on the basis of their 

.. However, inactivity through the indifference or intentional absence of 
one .ide ia .. feguBrdl'd agaillllt. Equi-partisanship is not required if one 
intere8t ia repreeented by 1_ than two-thirds of ita required membership. 
When one aide II'nde no one who is authorized to voice ita opinion, final motion 
may not be taken at the liM meeting. At the succeeding session, however, those 
prt'I!ent mal' Kive a binding decision. The members are legally answerable for 
their committeel or boards u KUardian8 for their ward. If one of these bodies 
ref\l8t'll to discharge ita task, the president of the Reichsa1llltalt or some one 
deputized by him, must perform Its functions; the necessary costs, in such an 
ennt, being charged to the organization for which the work is done. 

• Comp~ of the president of the local labor office or lOme one deputized 
to art for him, Ind one repreoentative each from employers and workers, drawn 
from the adminiatrative committee . 

.. Ap(lN1a must be mlde within two weeke of the contested decision, and 
allow of DO delay. 

II It nil ... upon ca_ of f'mergency unemployment relief when the decision 
of thf' administrative committee hu Dot been unanimous . 

.. This i. the eourt of appl'a1a for all types of IOciai inllUrance. 
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knowledge of and practical experience with the enforcement of the 
unemployment ~urance law:" The court determines questions of 
policy, cases involving such matters being turned over to it by the 
boards of reference of the local and district labor offices. 

In many ways the organization of the Reichsanstalt is ~ique. The 
disregard of political boundaries in the establishment of the local and 
district offices, and its autonomy as a national body, remove it from 
the usual types of political control. The balance of power in the gov
erning committees is given to employers and workers. This fact gives 
a quasi-industrial character to offices which enforce national legislation . 

.. In cases of necessity more than one such final court of appeals may be 
established. . 



CHAPTER vm 

THE USE OF THE EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGE 

The Employment Exchange is an e88ential element of German un
employment insurance. This fact is indicated by the title of the Act 
of 1 ~2 7, and by section 131, which' states: " Unemployment shall 
primarily be prevented and combated by placement." The major em
phasis upon preventive measures follows the principle laid down for 
all German social insurance. Great importance is attached to remedies 
which are intended to reduce the duration or possibility of recurrence 
of mishap. The search for preventive measures makes German social 
insurance an increasingly efficient and sensitive mechanism for mitiga
tion and control. In pursuance of this common principle, the unem
ployment insurance system lays first emphasis upon returning un-· 
employed people to work. 

I. PLACEMENT 

The already highly developed system of employment exchanges was 
taken over by the Reich8anatalt, under the terms of the law of 1927. 
The 22 former state exchanges were supplanted by district labor offices 
created under the new law. Most of the 883 local exchanges were in
corporated into the 361 new local labor offices. They were absorbed 
by the new organization, physical equipment and all, or else became 
branch offices, meeting apecial geographical or occupational necessities. 
Old exchanges were abolished where they overlapped. Some new ones 
were set up. The existing equipment and personnel were utilized IlS 

far a. possible. 
Branch offices of the local labor exchanges generally,serve particulnr 

type. of labor.' Women, apprentices, and professional workers mlly, 
and, .. often .. p088ible, do have separate placement offices. The larger 
the labor market in a given area the greater the possibilities for speciali
zation of the placement service. Offices to serve particular types of 

• Sucb .. worker'll in agriculture, the metal trades, the building trades, prepara
tion of food, ~xtilea, the paper indll8try, the printing indll8try, restaurante 
and ho~la. or domKtic ErVice. 
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occupations are organized for 'district or inter-district as well as for 
local purposes. The system is designed to remain flexible. New offices 
may be establish,ed or old 'ones abandoned as requirements of the place
ment service demand or permit. 

The insured worker is expected to report to the employment exchange 
in person when he loses his job.' If his community has a epecial place
ment service for his type of labor, he goes there. He applies for work 
presenting a written statement from his last employer. This gives his 
occupation and wages for the preceding six months and the reason 
for discharge: 
, The placement officer searches his file of available positions and 

tries to secure work for the applicant in his own occupation. If nothing 
is found in his locality, the weekly official register of available positions 
is scanned. If something turns up elsewhere, he is likely to be sent 
there.' He may have'to take work within the district, or in fact, any
wherein Germany, if the position justifies the railway fare. If there are 
no openings, if he is in good physical condition: and if he is not at 
fault for losing his last position, he is given an unemployment card. 
It is stamped for that day as evidence of the unsuccessful attempt to 
provide him work. He is told to report again within two days.' At 
that time the register of positions is again scanned,. If nothing is 
found for him, his card is again stamped. The process is repeated 
on alternate working days in the week until employment is finally 
found for him. 

After the legal waiting period following application to the exchange 
the person becomes eligib~e to benefits, provided he has fulfilled all the 
conditions. On the next' Saturday he applies to the pay window of the 
local labor office. He presents his card, which has been stamped ac
cording to code, and draws the benefits to which he is entitled for that 
week. 

If, however, he has lost his last position through fault of his own, 
or if he has refused to accept the work offered, he is penalized by 

'He does not do so if other methods of securing work seem more promising 
a.nd if he does not wish to take immediate advantage of his claim to benefit. 
His report to the exchange may not be made through another or by letter. 
'If he has held more than one job, he must give evidence covering his last 

six months of work. 
'See p. 53. 
• Seepp. 52-54. An applicant may be required to submit to a medical 

examination if there is doubt as to his physical ability to work. If he is sick, his 
case falls within the province of the health insurance fund. 

I Usually, but see p. 55. 

X 819.2...55. N3 
1.:0 
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temporary forfeiture of benefits, though he must report regularly to the 
exchange.' After he haa had benefits for a fortnight, he may be given 
employment upon public works, if they offer anything in his line of 
work. When he haa received benefits for nine weeks, the positions in 
private industry or in public works which are recommended to him 
are not limited to his occupation. They must, however, be Buited to 
hi. physical capacity and training. If possible, they must not be detri
mental to his .ubsequent occupational progress. If his work is highly 
leasonal, he haa to accept a position outside his trade before the lapse 
of nine weeks. If be refuses work under any of these terms, he forfeits 
benefits for four weeks." 

If all of hi. efforts and those of the exchange are unavailing, he 
may draw benefitl for 26 weeks." Then still another test awaits him. 
He must prove that hi. income is inadequate for his support. If he is 
granted emergency unemployment allowances, he continues the same 
routine of regular reporting to the employment exchange. If this goes 
on for 39 weeks, he is dropped from the eligibility list of that fund 
also.· Hia last recourse is charity. Even after applying there he is 
expected to report regularly to the employment exchange, to accept 
employment in private industry or public works if any is available, 
and to prove his need of relief. 

There are workers who apply to the exchanges because they wish 
to change jobe. If a person already employed is better qualified for 
• position on the list than any other applicant, he is recommended. 
The number of lIuch placements, however, is relatively small.u 

The employment Bervice attempts to fill available positions with the 
belt qualified persons and to Becure for workerl places suited to their 
ca paci tiel. It doell not place a perlOn simply in order of his application. 
It doe. not automatically give preference to the unemployed or eVPD 
to recipientll of benefits. However, it does take into consideration the 
age, nationality, legal residence, previous war record, family status, 
and duration of unemployment of the applicant, in 10 far as the state 
of the labor market permits. 

'Th. four weeb' penalty may be reduced to two or extended to eight weeks. 
See p. 64. 

"The penalty may be reduced to two or extended to eight weeks. 
• With the ncrption of _~onaJ worken! in winter. 
• With certain n~ptioll8. See p. 67. The oumbel"ll of unemployed excluded 

from IIt&ndard benefit. and from emergency unemployment allowances may 
be judged from tables on pp. 119, 120. 

-See P. 121. 
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The'exchangemust observe absolute neutrality," especially in wage 
questions or in labor disputes. In case a legal trade agreement covering 
wages exists, the placement office may only recommend people to posi
tions that pay as much as the minimum wage. The exchange requires 
employers to give notice of the beginning and termination of labor 
disputes, and empowers trade unions to do so. It may give information 
concerning positions made vacant by strike or lockout only if the facts 
of the dispute are told at the same time. It may not give special' 
attention to one employing or labor' group to the neglect of others. 
Special services to particular types of industries or occupations may 
o.nly be rendered tlirough branch offices which are established for that 
purpose. 

The exchange also tries to combat unemployment. It authorizes pay
ment of railroad fare to any place in Germany out of the unemploy
ment insurance funds when acceptance of a job depends upon such 
aid and the position warrants it." It may pay a leader to accompany a 
group of persons whom it is sending to another locality, if success in 
placing them hinges upon their adjustment to the strange community." 
WJlen it is not advisable for a worker's family to accompany him to a 
distant position, all or part of the additional family allowance granted 
to an unemployed person of his status may be paid to his dependents 
while he is employed away from home. The exchange may furnish the 
worker with tools or other equipment and special. clothing, when they 
enable him to take a job. It may grant a supplement to his wage for as 
long as eight weeks when he transfers to an occupation which requires 
time for the acquisition of expertness." It may help a person to take 
vocational training or reeducation. It may do so by sending him into 
a regular class or into special short courses, specifically designed for 
the unemployed. 

The exchange may request the Reichsanstalt to limit placements 
in a given region, in order to control bidding for seasonal agricultural 

.. Question as to membership in an organization is forbidden. except when the 
trade union has a legally recognized agreement in, the community which the 
employment service must respect in sending help. or when assistance is ren
dered a private exchange that only handles labor for members of certain em-
ployers' lI.."8ociations. , 

.. This aid does not include round trip or commuters' tickets . 

.. This policy is only adopted when there are no available workers in the 
place where the jobs are open . 

.. Wages plus the additional allowance'may not exceed the usual remunera
tion for the job. The grant alone may not amount to more than one and 
one-half the unemployment benefits which he last received. 
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worken.· It may supervise the placement of German workers in other 
rountriea and of foreigners in Germany. It may, in times of crisis, 
require employers to report vacancies • or changes in personnel, when 
10 directed by the lIinister of Labor. 

The Reich&arutalt. in exercising its placement functions, supervises 
and rontrolJ private employment agencies. Non-fee offices are allowed 
to charge a nominal sum to cover bare costs of placement, but may not 
show a profit. They may not receive support from any political party 
or organization. They are required to report periodically. They may 
be incorporated into the public exchange or closed when they duplicate 
ita tervices. New ones require permission before they may open. Fee 
agencies also fall under the supervision and control of the Reichsanstalt. 
They must report regularly until December 31, 1930, when they are 
to be abolished. Their privilege to exist may be revoked before that 
time at the discretion of the Reichsanstalt. 

IL VOCATIONAL GUIDANCB 

The placement section of the local, district, and central offices of the 
Rlich&arutalt is responsible for vocational guidance. Counsel must be 
ginn with consideration of the person's physical and mental qualifica
tions, his interests, his family situation, and the state of the labor 
market. It must be non-partisan and free of charge. Counsel to women 
is to be given by women, u a rule. Wherever possible, special branch 
officea for them are to be provided. 

The vocational guidance service tries to reach u many young people 
as possible. About four or five months before the end of the academic 
year questionnaires are given to pupils who are planning to leave school 
at the end of the term. They concern the young person's choice of 
occupation and are to be filled out with the usistance of parents or 
teachers. lIeanwhile, wherever pOBBible, occupational opportunities and 
requirements are presented in the clus room, and special vocational 

• To prevent dialocation of the labor supply in the communities which they 
bave d_rted and the increue of idleness cauaed by 8eafch of work without 
IUfficient UlUrance of a definite job. • 

• Only eetabliAhmenta employing more than five worken are included. Only 
jot. held by memben of the health or ealaried employees' insurance funda are 
reportable. Agricultural worken and domestic 8ervante are excluded. Open
inp made available through strike or lockout are nct counted. Certain 
diMct.t or occupationa may alone be covered. The power ie not made U8e of at 
preeenL The pIlrpoM of the Act ie to gain the cooperation of the employer 
rather than to compel it. The elaU8e hu been carried over from the days of 
demobiliaation and atabiliaation and ie retained in re8erve for poeaible U811 
In a en ... 

• 
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lectures are conducted for pupils and tlieir parents. In some localities 
this vocational preparation is carried on with great activity and success. 
There is need and demand for it, because industrialization has modified 
the former German tendency to have the child follow his father's 
occupation. 

Actual vocational counsel is given in the local labor office, or branch 
office. Vocational guidance within the school itself is strictly forbidden. 
The school teachers do not possess special knowledge of the labor mar
ket, and conflicting counsel is to be avoided. The well-developed voca
tional office U utilizes information which can be secured from the school 
"doctor. It may have a physician attached to its own staff." It may offer 
the services of the psychologist and psycho-technician. It has detailed 
information concerning occupational opportunities in the locality and 
at a distance, the requirements of the job, and the facilities for training. 

The juvenile is advised to enter an apprenticeship wherever possible. 
This usually lasts three years. The vocational office stresses the value of 
apprenticeship in spite of the progress of industrialization and "ra
tionalization." It does so because it expects the demand for the skilled 
worker to .continue or to increase. The reason for this is that Germany 
anticipates finding her markets through the production of many lines 
of goods and of specialties that require a high degree of skill in their 
manufacture." Many types of industries are also finding apprenticeship 
a valuable training for the semi-skilled. Even mass production calls 
for certain numbers of highly trained workers. 

During the period' of apprenticeship, the ·vocational guidance office 
exercises no control over the individual nor over the conditions of his 
service. Some supervision is provided by various employers' associa
tions. These prepare tests of fitness which are to be taken at the end of 
the period of apprenticeship. They sometimes invite the cooperation 
of the vocational guidance authorities in this task. In general, ap
prenticeship seems to work well in theJarge, well-managed concerns, 
or in small communities where the young person is placed out tO,service 

.. Practice varies according to the needs and equipment of the locality. 
so The physician is not called upon to examine the young person after place

ment, or upon reapplication to the exchange when he changes occupation. 
His medical supervision is then left to the industrial physician or to the doctor 
attached to the health insurance fund . 

.. " Rationalization" in Germany does not primarily connote speeding up and 
stand8Jl"dization of the product. In this process she generally assumes that she 
cannot compete with the United States nor has she the markets to dispose of 
her goods. The Germans say that" rationalization" may serve to create better 
products rather than more of them. To this end, perfection of skill is as 
important as elimination of waste, coordination of industry. or financial 
coordination. In such a scheme it is anticipated that the need for skilled 
workers will increase. 
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with an individual muter-worker. In small factories or shops, or in 
th()l;e devoted exclusively to a few simple lines of goods, the master may 
uploit the apprentice for two and one-half years and try to drive him 
to qualify for the test in the six months remaining to his term of service. 

The largest group of juveniles served by the vocational office are 
thoee who leave school at the age of fourteen. Generally they are gradu
atell of the Volkuchule. Increasing effort is being made also to serve 
pupils from schools of higher rank. Vocational counsel is given to 
unemployed adulta whose trades give promise. of long-continued or 
permanent over-eupply of labor. It is estimated, on the basis of previous 
experience, that at least 300,000 persons will annually request voca
tional couneel from the public exchanges. About 40 per cent of the 
hoya and 30 per cent of the girlll who leave school are expected to apply. 

The vocational guidance service cooperates with the schools giving 
continuation and vocational reeducation courses.- These special classes 
are developed to a high degree in some cities. They give post-appren
ticeship coursell for employed minors, and trade training to. persons 
who are out of work. Some opportunity for vocational reeducation is 
provided the unemployed, though this program presents difficulties. If 
it is highly successful and not carefully adjusted to demands of the 
labor market, it may help to overcrowd another occupational field.
This result is likely to occur in countries where loss of markets for 
their producta and long-continued, excessive unemployment have sup
plied occupations with labor to the saturation point. 

The Reichsanstalt supervises private, non-fee, vocational guidance. 
Counsel is not so regulated when given by a technical or professional 
U80Ciation to prospective members of its own group. All other voca
tional guidance ia strictly controlled. Political party organizations are 
forbidden to offer vocational COUIlJ!e1. Guidance for which a fee is 
charged is prohibited. 

III. UNIFICATION OJ' INSURANCE AND PLACEMENT 

The unification of insurance and placement under the Reichsanslalt 
aeema to give fairly general satisfaction. Most employers and workers 
approve of the system because control rests mainly tn their hands. The 

• In eommunitie. which provide the latter facilities. 
- Little h .. been done in thi. respect in Germany, thougb the law of 1927 

providel lor vocational reooucation. Thedifficultiea above suggested were 
lound in AUItria. where the I)'stem 01 vocational reooucation WIIB so success
fully practiced that it w .. Itrongly opposed hy the trade unioDl in some of 
the occ:upatiODl lor which the pel'llODI were reeducated. Effort WIIB therefore 
directf'd toward promoting 8 higher degree of akill in the person'. chosen 
"oration. 
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local governments are largely relieved of tbe financial burden of assis
tance to the unemployed," and therefore accept the arrangement. 

Doubts, where expressed, have usually come from advocates of a 
separate system of employment exchanges. Their argument runs some
what as follows: Placement may be too deeply influenced by. the necessi
ties of insurance. The employment service can only secure the em
ployer's cooperation when it gives the job to the best qualified person; 
but the insurance office wants to see its clients placed. This may result 
in a clash between' the interests of placement and the immediate 
demands of the insurance system~ The insured person's legal claim to 
benefit may affect the character of applicants to the exchanges. A pro
portion of them will look upon benefits as money owing them, and will 
abuse the system, preferring insurance to work. Their number may 
.not be large, but may be sufficient to require an attempt to discover 
fraud. This may inject the detective spirit into a service designed to 
serve the unemployed. 

The uJ}ification of insurance and placement may, however, promote 
efficiency in both. Reporting required for receipt of insurance should 
tend to increase the numbers and types of workers available through 
the exchanges." As a result, the employers may come to use its services 
with greater frequency. The number and variety of positions listed 
should therefore increase materially. 

The answer is at present conceived to lie in the personnel of the local, 
district, and central offices. It is believed that an adequate corps of 
highly trained and experienced workers should be able to individualize 
the problems of applicants for positions and thereby strengthen allied 
services. It is expected that the use of case-work methods in all of the 
work of the labor offices should raise it from mechanical routine to 
constructive assistance. The problem is whether the German govern
ment has the money and the vision to practice the policy of securing a 
high-grade and adequate staff to man the offices throughout the entire 
nation. . 

.. This is not wholly true, since they pay one-fifth of the emergency unem
ployment allowances and since public charity must care for those who have 
exhausted claim to assistance from unemployment funds. However, one 
criticism made of the Act is that it does not sufficiently challenge the local 
authorities to combat unemployment . 

.. Particularly with the elimination of the "necessitous condition" qualifi
cation. 



CHAPTER IX 

V ALnE-CREATING UNEMPLOYMENT RELIEF 

One outstanding feature of the Act of 1927 is the inCQrporation of 
the previously established principles of productive unemployment relief, 
.. hereby the effort ia made to meet unemployment through work. Such 
public woro are designated as " vaIue-creating unemployment relief." 
Under the present lyatem a person who would otherwise be receiving 
unemployment benefits, emergency allowances, or public charity may 
be given employment upon relief works. Support is therefore provided 
from these three sources. The Reichsanstalt grants money (Grund
foriUrvng) for works that employ persona who are eligible to unem
ployment benefits.' 

When persona are given joba on public woro instead of charity, the 
poor law authorities are expected to furnish the money.· 

In addition to G1'undforderung, loans from federal and state funds, 
(vl1'8tiirHtJ FOrderung)" may be granted to enterprises conducted by 
municipalities under the supervision of the Reichsanstalt. They may 

'See p. 35.' 
• Work IUbetituted for emergency unemployment allowances is BUpported 

rrom the IpI!CiaI funda allotted by the government and by the local authorities. 
Theee ,wo tyP'!8 or enterpn.e. are under the BUpervision of the Reichsamtalt. 
Shortly alter the Act of 1927 went into effect the Reichsa1l8talt and the public 
charitable officiaI. came into conflict over the matter of jurisdiction over 
relief worb. The lituation arotM! where certain individuals, who for a time 
bad been eligible for unemployment benefits and who were no longer entitled 
to IUch aid, became nece.itoua and unprovided for. The public charitable 
officiala, upon whom .the burden of their care fell, began to promote public 
worb on a larger ~e than they had hitherto attempted. (See p. 40.> They 
tried to 'Pread work amoog lUI many person. lUI pOl!8ible. Coo.eequently they 
employed thOle whom they .. isted for a period of some monthll and then 
laid 'hem off to make room for others. The result was that a person 80 
hired for three or liz months became eligible acain for emergency allowances 
or for unemployment benefits. According to the terms of the Act of 1927, how
ever, a penon or acency providinlt temporary employment designed to create 
elir;ibility to unemployment benefits or emergency allowances must bear the 
C08UI of IUch UIIi8tance. To meet thia illlue executive ordel'l!, issued on March 
29, 1928 (ReicMlluebblau, Pt. I, p. 126), allocate to the public charitable 
&r;e1lcies the financial reeponlibility for public worb that employ persooa who 
would otherwi8e require poor relief. 

• See p.lli. 
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be made if the Minister of Labor, the central office of .the Reichsanstalt, 
or a district labor office approves. They are allowed only in cases where 
grants from unemployment funds amount to three marks per man per 
day of work performed. The supplementary sum is expected not to 
exceed 12 and may not under any circumstances exceed 15 marks per 
man per day's work. The loan must be less than 80 per 'cent of the 
total costs of the enterprise. Repayment at interest is to be made 
within 15 years.' 

Grants to private enterprises are absolutely prohibited by the Act of 
1927. Exp~rience with loans to private undertakings between 1920 
and 1927 was so unsatisfactory that the only solution seemed to lie 
in their abolition. 

The person employed upon relief works has again the status of one 
engaged under the terms of free contract. There are exceptions, how
ever. The task is usually limited to three months, though it may be 
extended to six. The district labor office may fix an upper wage limit 
or decide which one of a number of legally established wage rates shall 
obtain. It must be able to do so, because the wage agreement for some 
occupations may be substantially higher than that paid for similar 
labor in the same locality. This is particularly true of unskilled work 
in construction, where wages are relatively high because of the seasonal 
nature of the task. The labor office must also have discretion in setting 
rates for persons who are put to work at jobs which pay wages higher 
tha.n those to which they are accustomed. It would be an anomalous 
situation if a man were able to increase his normal earning power by 
employment upon relief works. Moreover, an unemployed person may 
not refuse such a job because the rates are lower than those to which 
he is accustomed for the same type of work: 

Pfiichtarbeit. which is the work that may be required of the minor 
in return for unemployment benefits or of the adult who is given 
emergency allowances, is entirely separate from value-creating unem
ployment relief. The main purpose of Pflichtarbeit is not the creation 
of economic goods, but the physical and moral effect of regular perform
ance of labor. It may constitute a test of willingness to work. It is 
intended to be used as an instrument of control, discipline, training, 
and maintenance of character and capacity to work during the period 
of unemployment. For this reason it is limited to the juvenile and to 

'The interest rate is usually 4 per cent, though, in exeptional cases, 3 may 
be accepted. 

• Even though he could decline it on such terms if it were ofl"erE!d by a 
Drivate employer. 
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the perlOn UlnaDy I!O long out of a job that he haa exhaUlted his claim 
to relief. It iI carefully restricted to work which would otherwise not 
be performed at all or not performed at that particular time. It 
includes only enterprises that are designed to promote the common wel
fare. It must benefit the persons assisted and be adapted to their ages, 
health, and family circumstances. It mUlt not hamper their prospects 
for regular work or for subsequent advancement. 

Choice of enterprises to use for Pflicktarbeit is difficult. Work that 
ill interesting and has occupational possibilities is likely to be carried 
out under any circumstances. To assign a person compulsorily to such 
• task would be simply to displace a laborer who would ordinarily be 
hired through the regular channels." Useless labor such aa setting 
juveniles to cleaning school windows that are immediately bedaubed 
aavol'l of the treadmill. Work that is too heavy or too monotonoualoses 
ita educational character and may have the unfortunate result of 
fostering hatred of labor instead of habits of industry. 

Only a few cities have developed really successful methods of provid
ing Pllichtarbeit. These communities have recognized that the main 
purpose of the work iI educational. They have carefully chosen, 
planned, and supervised the enterprises. They have divided the unem
ployed into fairly smaD groups and have kept juveniles and adults 
apart. Boya have frequently been set to work to help public officials, 
and girls have cared for children. 

In Hamburg and Diisaeldorf the unemployed juveniles are divided 
into groups of about 15 or 20 persons and are placed under careful 
leadership. Their most successful work has been grading and lay
ing out recreation grounds and school gardens. The Berlin Home For 
Unemployed Juveniles in the Prenzlauer Berg district haa made con
Itructive use of Pflichtarbeit by combining opportunities for work with 
vocational training and recreation.' Attention to pedagogical principles 
haa been a contributing factor in success. 

Throughout ita entire experience in stimulating public works, Ger
many haa distinguilhed between those enterprise~ undertaken by the 
unemployment insurance authorities, with or without inducement of 
lpecial loans, and those, undertaken by the local, state, or national 
government irrespective of aid from the unemployment funds. The 
extent and eft'ects of the latter are not known. It cannot be determined 
how tar they have been timed to meet crises of unemployment. 

'e_ in point are street cleaninc and repairing or the removal or BOOW. 

'See MagnU8, Dr. Erna, Wnk1aeime fUr Erwerblose J1IfIendliche; Deutachea 
Archiv fur Jugcndwoblfahrt, Berlin, 1927, F. U. Herbig. 
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German opinion concerning value-creating unemployment relief de· 
mands that 'the work be genuinely productive. At the same time it 
must not encroach upon the field of undertakings which would be 
pursued irrespective of any unemployment situation. 

Enterprises may be genuinely productive although a private firm 
cannot be found to conduct them. There are productive enterprises that 
are not profitable.· Public works may comprise useful and necessary 
undertakings that cannot command the required capital.' To meet 
this situation value-creating unemployment relief allows for productive 
utilization of funds. 

In praCtice, value-creating unemployment relief funds are not 
granted to towns that can or will undertake the same enterprise without 
assistance. To supplement in such cases would be to violate the policy 
of granting aid only to such undertakings as are an extension of, or in 
addition to, the normal program. A fine point of distinction arises in 
trying to determine whether a community should finance public works 
by increasing taxes or obtaining loans rather than asking for grants 
from the Reichsanstalt. Wher~ver possible it is highly desirable that 
the community develop under its own initiative. On the other hand, 
refusal of a grant may cause the town to borrow unwisely. This policy. 
is particularly dangerous if the municipality has floated excessive post
War loans abroad. 

Not all types of enterprises lend themselves to the productive un
employment relief program. German experience has shown that they 
should be limited to undertakings that utilize many people and spend 
a comparatively small proportion of funds for materials. Wherever 
possible they should stimulate production in private enterprise, thereby 
furthering opportunities of outside employment. Under ideal condi
tio:tl.s they should not tie up . capital for long periods of time because 
the funds of the Reichsanstalt must be readily available for the unem
ployed. They must meet the needs of many kinds of workers. 

Value-creating unemployment relief has been most successfully con
ducted in land reclamation and improvement, the draining of swamps, 
the regulation and improvement of waterways, and the building of 
daJTIs. The disadvantage of these projects arises from their inacces
sibility to the great cities, where the largest numbers of unemployed 

• Building a road serving large traffic demands is a case in point. 
• German towns, for example, have certain obligatory functions, among 

which is that of supplying gas, water, and electricity. A locality may need gas 
works and know. that it will have to build the plant within five or ten years. 
It may, nevertheless, lack money to do so during a period of unemployment. 
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are to be found. The value is consequently lessened when it becomes 
neceuary to provide transportation and shelter for the persons em
ployed. Street and road making are also productive, if they serve to 
meet the needa of growing traffic requirements. Their utility obviously 
depend. upon the degree of their subsequent use, and they are not 
per" productive. Furthermore, on all of these forms of work it is 
difficult to employ any appreciable number of clerical workers. 

Building and construction enterprises, which are frequently recom
mended, call for high expenditures for materials. The building of 
dwelling housel as productive unemployment relief is not entirely satis
factory because it usually does not create further opportunities for 
employment. It also tends to tie up capital for technically unproductive 
purposea for extended periods of time. Germany has separate funds for 
financing the building of dwelling houses, so that this activity does 
not generally lie within the province of the unemployment authorities. 
How far the program of housing construction under these funds should 
be relerved for periods of busine88 depression, is difficult to determine. 
When funds are available for this purpose it is questionable whether 
the preuing .hortage. of domiciles shonld be prolonged in order to 
make construction coincide with periods of business depression. 

Homel for agricultural workers have been included in the plans for 
productive unemployment relief because they help attract unemployed 
GermanI to farm work. It il to be noted, however, that the program 
lor their construction does not allow for intensive activity during 
particular timel of stress,' but calls for even distribution of building 
over a period of yean. Moreover, the work is not reserved for the dull 
winter .. uon when construction lags. Thil gives rise to the question 
whether the opportunities in this respect have been fully exploited. 
It may neverthele88 be true that the severe weather conditions during 
the winter make it impractical to utilize productive relief to assist 
building tradel worken in slack seasons. 

O,rm4ny " "OlD beginning to experience difficulty in finding suitable 
tJallU-creating relit! works. During the eight or nine yearl in which 
ahe punued an active program of· public works, the most obviously 
appropriate enterp'risel have been completed. Relief works have played 
an important part in giving impetus to a nation-wide program for 
meeting unemployment. Whether they can continue to offer large 
opportunity i. doubtful In some localities the program of public works 
has well nigh caught up with the demand. Other cities that have 
auttered exce88in and long-contwued unemployment have borrowed 
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heavily for yeat:s for" public works. In some cases "they are so en
cumbered with debt that they cannot or should not negotiate further 
loans, even from the unemployment insurance funds. 

Value-creating unemployment relief works cost more than unem
ployment benefits. In the simplest type of public works-the improve
ment of land for cultivation--only about one-third of the money ex
pended goes for remuneration of the worker. His wages must be set 
higher than his benefits would be, in order to induce him to work. 
The enterprise, therefore, costs about four times as much as it would 
to give simple relief to the same number of unemployed. In projects 
requiring greater skill the outlay is higher." The additional cost some
times arouses opposition to public works. Criticism is bound to arise 
when the undertaking seems unnecessary or is thought to lie within the 
province of private effort. 

Opposition to value-creating unemployment relief fails to take into 
account the beneficial effect upon the individual who would otherwise 
be unemployed. It is self-evident that almost any type of work is 
better than idleness. Some go so far as to say that even the poorest 
type of task i~ preferable to insurance benefits without work. Employ
ment upon public works is a good test of the individual's willingness 
to labor.u It should help to maintain his morale and his working capac
ity. Where unemployment is of long duration, therefore, value-creating 
unemployment relief works are considered highly useful even though 
the expenditure per individual far exceeds payments for benefits. 

Steady, full-time employment on public works for as long as three 
to six months gives positive assistance to the unemployed. Unless a 
person is released for a position in private industry, he should probably 
not be discharged from public works in less than three months. How
ever, it is better to release him before he has worked three months in 
order to make room for others, than to stretch occupational opportuni
ties by unduly short shifts or brief tasks. Employing fewer persons 
full time and paying them off is preferable to splitting up a day's job 

I. See Syrup, Arbeitsmarkt und Arbeitsmarktpolitik in Deutschland, p. 32, in 
38 Sonderheft zum Reichsarbeitsblatt. 

U For example, during the first quarter of 1928 Bavaria offered employment 
upon value-creating unemployment relief. works to 1,153 people. Of this 
number, 178 worked for a considerable period of time, 436 refused to work, and 
the rest kept the positions for a short time. The savings in benefits resulting 
from their denial to persons refusing to work was estimated at 100,000 marks, 
while the Grundforderung, for these works required 42,000 marks. (From 
Mleineck, Clara, " Aus der Reichsanstalt fiir Arbeitsvermittlung und Arbeits
losenversicherunlt." Soriale Praxi~. 1929. XXXVIII. p. 283.) 
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among ~eral people. Too great discrepancy between paid working 
time and daily elIort expended in reaching the job, and in waiting one's 
turn frustrates the purpose of productive unemployment relief. 

Valu~reating unemployment relief can meet the problems of but 
a .mall proportion of those who are out of work. At the end of August 
of 1928, only 5.6 per cent of the applicants to the exchanges were em
ployed in value-creating unemployment relief works, while 90 per cent 
were unemployed.· Therefore, if it appears that the period of unem
ployment for an individual is to be comparatively short, insurance 
benefit. 8et'm preferable to public works. Productive unemployment 
relief may then be reserved for those who are long idle. 

The worker may present obstacles to the value-creating unemploy
ment relief program. If he has been unemployed for some time he may 
have lost hi. habits of industry. The temporary and practically com
puoory nature of the work does not olIer incentives compArable to 
those in normal employment. The worker's dominant motive may be 
to make the task last as long as possible. If he is unaccustomed to the 
work, his performance is bound to be lower than that of an individual 
who is trained to the task. If he requires special clothing or tools th~y 
add to the costs of production. The work must be suitable to the physi
cal capacity of the person employed. People accustomed to indoor occu
pations cannot be expected to perform satisfactorily heavy outdoor, 
manual labor. If the person fears that the task will unfit him for his 
trade or calling or lower his occupational standing he approaches it 
with indifference or resentment.· 

Despite the elIort to avoid the situation, the attempt to give the 
worker acceptable wages and conditions of labor may create difficulties. 
A man who is employed on relief works at the trade agreement rate 
may prefer them to his previous occupation, if wages in the latter are 
lower. Unless precautions are taken the higher rates on nearby land
reclamation projects designed for the unemployed may attract the more 
poorly paid agricultural labor away from the farms. In such enter
prises, tOWDl!people are preferred because unemployment is worst in the 
citie •. Also, one objective in land reclamation is to induce some of the 
urban workers to remain in the country after their employment. on relief 

-The other 4.4 per Ilf'nt were trying to change their iobe. 
- It h.u beeD .... ggeated that public .orb hire a certain proportioD of their 

labor OD recular eon tract. Mixing them with the unemployed might strengthen 
the morale of the latter. Thia hu Dot been attempted and ia Dot permitted 
by the Act. 
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works is over; Some of the workers' on these projects, however, are 
taken from the district, and' it is difficult to return them afterwards 
to farm work. ' 

The limitations of the conventional program of public works do 
not, however, prevent extension of the pri:r;tciple and funds of value
creating relief works. Accordingly since the inaugurati~n of the Act 
of 1927 the funds and efforts of the Reichsanstalt have been directed 
toward relief of unemployment among technical and professional 
workers. Comparatively small sums loaned to the Actors' Cooperative 
Society to assist in financing presentation of plays by actors without 
engagement and to the Society of Federated Engineers to help to 
employ in research otherwise idle members have brought results out 
of proportion to expenditures. Furthermore, the program of public 
works is looking toward state and national planning of all public 
enterprises and ,coordination of production. It is hoped in this way 
to' eliminate seasonal and partly to meet cyclical and technological 
unemployment. This planning tends ultimately toward coordination 
of public and private enterprises. 

The cost of value-creating unemployment relief in comparison with 
private enterprise is difficult to determine. Data are meagre, but per
sons who are in a position to give opinion doubt whether the costs 
exceed those of the average private establishment of similar nature. 
There is probably special expense in the high labor turnover. Yet the 
more nearly value-creating unemployment relief reaches its goal, the 
greater will be the turnover. The aim is to stimulate employment and 
to return the person to his own occupation as speedily as possible. The 
measures of success are not the same as those of private undertakings. 
Against the cost of such works must be balanced not only the test of 
willingness to work, insurance benefits saved, enterprises actually car
ried out, and economic goods created, but such imponderables as assis
tance in revival of the labor market and conservation of labor power 
and morale. 



CHAPTER X 

FINANCIAL ASPECTS 

The high rate of unemployment in Germany creates a serious prob
lem of financial support for relief measures. An effective system. of 
usistance to the unemployed must make adequate provision for funds 
The main IUpport of the unemployment insurance system has been 
delegated to industry by the Act of 1927; but the state has an im
portant interest in the financial soundness of its administration. The 
BOuree. of these funds and the uses to which the money is put illustrate 
the problem. of provision for unemployment assistance. 

Bource, of Income. The Reichsan8talt began operations on October 1, 
1927, with 107 million marks, or about $27,000,000 left from the 
relerve fund created under the unemployment relief orders of 1924.' 
During the first year of operation it received 828 million marks,' or 
$207,000,000, al shown in the table on page 82. Of this sum, nearly 
798 million marks, or almost $200,000,000, were contributed by em
ployer. and workers &8 3 per cent of wages. A further 30 million marks, 
or over $7,000,000 came from miscellaneous sources, mostly from re
turna on loans to value-creating unemployment relief works. 

The $27,000,000 to which the Reichsan8talt fell heir was not in
tended for current expenditures, but was to be kept as part of the 
national relerve fund. This reserve was to be strengthened through 
allocation to it of a definite proportion of the 3 per cent contribution 
of wage •. ' It 11'&8 expected to attain sufficient size to insure at least 
600,000 unemployed for three months, a condition which required a 
minimum of approximately 145 million marks, or slightly more than 
$35,000,000." 

• See pp. 26, 'n. 
• ElIcluaive of (unda contnouted by the federal governfllent and the states 

for vaJu&-ereat.ing unemployment relief worb. 
• The deeUsion that a per cent of waget! could meet current expenses and 

care for the reserve " .. determined .. a result of the lurvey of July 2, 1926. 
The rate "BI increaaed temporarily and then permanently by amendments of 
December 27, 1m and April 28, 1930. 

• See Weigert, 0., Kommenl.4r, p. 353 and report to the 8achveT8ta1idige 
K_miMiota p. 84. The former estimate of average monthly expenditure per 
UlU!mployed pe~ " .. 75 "bile the latter, made after two ye&l'll of experience, 
" .. 110 marka. 
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INCOME AND EXPENDITtJlIE8 OF UNIIlMPLOYMENT INSURANCE FUND, OcroSER 1, 1927-JANUARY 1, 1930, WITH CONDITION OF TBII 
NATIONAL RESERVE FuND AND SPECIAL EXPENDITURES FROM THII NATIONAL TREASURY' 

Month 

1V27 : 
October •.. 
November •. 
December •• 

1928: 
January ... 
February •. 
March .... . 
April .... .. 
May ..... .. 
June ••••.• 
July 
August .... 
September .. 
October ... 
November .. 
December •. 

1929: 
January ... 
February .. 
March .... . 
April ..... . 
May ..... .. 
June •••... 
July 
Augu.t .... 
September .. 
October ... 
November •• 
December ., 

Income b from 

Contribu
tions of 
Employ· 
ers and 

Workf'rB 

57.5 
114.9 
68.4 

114.0 
62.1 
67.7 
61.6 
65.6 
70.V 
69.7 
78.9 
70.6 
76.9 
78.9 
65.9 

75.6 
66.6 
66.6 
68.7 
68.1 
70.7 
78.4 
78.1 
74.9 
82.1 
77.2 
72.8 

Miacel· 
laneous 
Sources 

1.7 
1.7 
2.2 

2.9 
2.2 
2.4 
5.5 
1.9 
2.0 
2.5 
2.9 
2.6 
1.2 
0.9 
0.9 

1.8 
0.9 
0.2 
1.4 
0.1 
0.1 
0.4 
0.7 
0.4 
0.1 
0.2 
0.2 

Total 

59.2 
66.6 
70.6 

67.8 
114.8 
70.1 
67.1 
67.5 
72.9 
72.2 
76.8 
78.1 
78.1 
74.8 
66.8 

76.9 
61.5 
66.8 
65.1 
68.2 
70.8 
78.8 
78.8 
75.8 
82.0 
77.4 
72.5 

5.5 
5.1 
7.1 

7.4 
6.8 
7.4 
6.7 
6.5 
6.7 
7.0 
6.5 
7.9 
6.6 
6.9 
7.8 

8.8 
8.5 
9.4 

12.9 
7.9 
8.1 
8.9 
7.8 
8.4 
8.7 
9.4 
9.7 

(In millions of marks) 

Expenditures tor Unemployment Insurance 

19.8 
29.4 
78.1 

106.1 
99.8 

101.8 
64.4 
50.6 
48.7 
42.8 
44.5 
45.6 
45.8 
66.7 

104.8 

162.0 
121.6 
119.0 
117.5 
79.0 
58.6 
58.0 
66.8 
57.2 
66.9 
82.0 

1.0.1 

1.7 
2.6 
2.1 

1.6 
2.1 
4.1 
4.1 
8.1 
8.6 
8.8 
8.8 
4.8 

8.0 
8.0 
2.8 

2.6 
2.2 
2.4 
8.7 
1.S 
8.2 
5.0 
4.1 
4.1 
4.0 
8.1 
8.8 

1.5 
10.2 
11.9 
2.6 
0.1 
0.05 
0.02 
0.02 
0.01 
0.008 
0.006 
0.001 

27.0 
87.1 
82.8 

1I5.1 
108.7 
112.8 
75.2 
66.2 
59.0 
52.6 
54.8 
57.8 
54.9 
76.6 

118.9 

174.4 
142.5 
142.7 
186.7 
88.8 
69.9 
71.9 
72.2 
69.7 
79.6 
94.5 

123.6 

Net 
Carried 

Forward 
to 

National 
Re.erve 
Fund C 

82.2 
29.6 

-11.7 

-47.8 
-44.4 
-42.7 
- 8.1 

7.8 
18.9 
19.6 
22.0 
15.8 
23.2 

- 1.8 
-47.8 

-97.4 
-81.0 
-75.9 
-71.6 
-20.6 

0.9 
6.9 
6.6 
5.6 
2.4 

-17.1 
-61.1 

Amount 
in the 

National 
Reserve 

Fund on 
First Day 
01 Month 

107.4 • 
121.7 
148.2 

147.5 
69.1 
47.9 
11.8 
1.9 

10.2 
27.2 
47.1 
70.1 

118.8 
97.1 
50.2 

- 29.6 
-105.5 
-219.8 
-256.5 
-235.0 
-272.5 
-257.8 
-240.5 
-234.4 
-226.4 
-249.1 
-818.9 

Expenditure. Irom 
the National 
Treasury for 

Special 
Relief to 
Seaaonal 

Workers e 

5.9 
40.7 
57.0 
0.8 
0.4 
0.2 
0.1 
0.06 
0.04 

• 0.02 
0.02 
0.004 

Eriter· 
gency 
Unem-

ployment 
Allow· 
ancel f 

7.8 
10.1 
15.2 

16.1 
15.6 
10 .. 9 
19.8 
11.1 
10.2 
7.5 
7.0 
7.4 
7.8 
8.1 
9.0 

10.9 
11.2 
17.1 
18.1 
16.1 
15.S 
15.2 
18.0 
12.8 
18.5 
14.0 
H.9 

• Reichllarbllitsblatt. 1029, No.8. II, pp. 32, 33 gtves data for first year. Subsequent report. published in the lame magazine usually two monthl 
afterward. on 25th 01 the month. 

b Excluaive of suma granted for em~rgency unemployment allowancell, lubaidlea made by the national government and the itates for value.creatinl 
unemployment relief or aneciai relief to .euona) workers paid from the natlona1 treaaury. 

C Minus Bign indicate. an excell 01 expenditures over income. ' 
d. Including adminil!ltration of emergency unemployment allowancea and 01 vaJue-creating unemployment reUef. 
e One·ftlth wa. met by the R.ich8a ... ,all and lour·filth. by the national tre •• ury. Grants were only made for 1929. 
• From fund. contributed by the public treasury to emergency relief. None of thl. money I. contributed by employer or worker • 
• Thi. ""'iii"'''''. ,. .. 1'IIAin ..... f,.n1'll th. fl1nlf. "" +h ... ITn ... 1'II ... 1 .... "' ....... .,+ » ... 11 ... , n .. A ...... __ '00" 
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To provide elasticity in flow of income' the law allows reduction 
of rate of contribution in districts showing a favorable balance after 
adequate reeenes are assured to the Reichsanstalt. Reduction in rates 
is only allowable in districts which have piled up -a surplus for three 
con8l!CUtive months. The more favorable terms are expected to en
courage efficiency in the administration of unemployment funds. This 
policy ia viewed with apprehension in some quarters. Some fear that 
instead of atimulating careful management of unemployment funds, 
it may promote unwiee economies in their distribution.' 

Reduction of rates is limited to districts and is intentionally not ex
tended to individual employers or special industries. Germany is of 
the opinion that gradation of contributions according to the risks of 
industry produces negligible results in controlling unemployment. It is 
admitted that 8uch a policy might help to regularize certain types of 
seasonal unemployment or stimulate employers to discover and practice 
schemel for ltabilization within their own establishments. Gains in 
one plant, however, are thought to be made largely at the expense of 
increaeed fluctuations in employment in other establishments, as long 
u the problema of trade fluctuations remain unsolved. A sliding scale 
of contribution8 i8 considered futile to stem the tide of unemployment 
arising from technological changes in industry.' The attempt to grade 
contributions in order to induce the employer to eliminate or reduce 
unemployment i8 thought to result from fallacious analogy between 
unemployment and industrial accident. The latter is an exact event 
the cauee of which can be traced with comparative ease and can be sub
jected to mechanical control. In addition, the accounting and adminis
trative costs incidental to an attempt to grade contributions according 
to riska are deemed prohibitive. 

The Act of 1927 did not provide for increase in rates of contribution 
beyond the 3 per cent level. If the income and the reserves failed to 
cover nece88ary expenditures, grants to the unemployment fund were 
to be allowed from the national treasury. Such an arrangement was 
feared on the ground that it would transfer partial control to the 
Ministry of Finance and would thereby shift empbasis from a system 
of insurance to the more meagre policy of relief to necessitous unem-

• See p. 4G. 
• The qUeetioD • .. yet hypothetical, .iDce the required Datiooal reserve 

fUDd baa Dot yet heeD maiDtaiDed over a 12-month period. 
, ID IG21 the GermaD miners requested that they be excluded from a system of 

unemploymrot inauraoce OD the ground that they would never have a poor 
market for their product &lid would consequently never experieDce UD
employment. 
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ployed. For this' reason the Reichsanstalt had every incentive to try 
to make the plan work on the 3 per cent contributions. 

During the fall of 1927, total income exceeded expenditures. The 
reserve rose to 148 million marks. By January of 1928, the situation 
was reversed. The expenditures for the first three months of that year 
were more than the income.· By May the reserves had dropped to a 
little over a million marks. Then the fund increased until it reached 
163 million marks by the end of October. Mter that it fell sharply. 
Only the summer excess of income over expenditures made it possible 
i:9 carry the unemployment insurance system over the winter peak of 
unemployment. The hea:ry, recurring demands of the winter season 
had kept the fund drained of a stable reserve. This situation forced the 
issuance of special, temporary orders to meet the particular problem 
offered by the seasonal worker." 

Expenditures. Expe;nditures for the first year of operation of the 
Act of 1927, exclusive of grants for value-creating unemployment 
relief, amounted to 980 million marks, or about $245,000,000. An 
additional 122 million marks, or $30,000,000, was granted from the 
ReichsanstaU and the national treasury for public works. The total 
sums expended for the unemployed during the year exclusive of state 
grants to public works, therefore, amounted to $275,000,000. This 
money was spent as follows: .. 

Percentage 
of total 

Use for which spent expenditure 
Unemployment benefits ...............•..•.•.......•.... 57.89 
Maintenance of contributions in other social insurance 

funds .............................................. 7.80 
Benefits to the partly employed worker................. 0.12 
Grants for the. purpose of creating employment oppor-

tunities ............................................ 14.31 
Emergency unemployment allowances.................... 12.57 
Administration ....•.......••...........•..•....••....•• 7.31 

Total ••.•••...••.•••••..............•...•.•• • .. 100.00 

Of the total amount expended, 842 million marks or over $210,-
000,000 represented contributions of employers and workers and were 
paid out for unemployment benefits, preventive measures, and adminis
tration. 

• Although as complete returns as possible are secured for each month, 
there is often delay in forwarding funds or reporting expenditures, so tJ!.at 
the -monthly balance is not so important as that for a season or a year. 

"See pp. 98-101. 
.. Reichsarbeitsblatt, 1929. Beilage rum No.6. Erster Bericht der Reichs

a7l8taU jur Arbeitsvermittlung 'lind Arbeitslosenver8iclierung, p. 56. 
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Ezpwru:, du"n, the ,econd year of enforcement of the Act W/J8 

leu fortuuOUII. A long winter with weather in January and February 
of • leverity unknown for decades augmented unemployment. The 
ground wUlOlidly frozen. Outdoor 'employment was crippled. Short 
age of coal neceuitated curtailment of industrial operations. The 
buying power of persona tbrown out of employment was reduced and 
the falling off of demand for goods cut employment opportunities 
.till further. The situation was accompanied by_ a cyclical depression 
cauaed in part by uncertainty as to outcome of discu88ions of the 
Young Plan. Over three million persons applied to the exchanges for 
work. Two million lix hundred thousand persons received unemploy
ment benefiu or emergency unemployment allowances during the 
leDt favorable month. In consequence the reserve fund began to 
deerealle in November. By the first of the year the Reichsanstalt had 
to borrow from the national treasury.u By the end of May it had 
borrowed 275 million marks or over 65 million dollars. Not till June 
did income rise above expenditures. Even then the favorable balance 
WBI small. In November it was again necessary to borrow and by 
December the total debt of the Reichsanstalt to the national treasury 
had reached 318 million marks or nearly 80 million dollars. 

Thi6 ezperienc, forced a reexamination of the entire unempZoyment 
;nsuraru:, ,y,t,m. Revisions which might otherwise have taken years 
were demanded immediately. The Reichsanstalt conducted a compre
hensive statistical .tudy of the operation of the law. An expert com
miuion called together the next summer, with some of the findings 
of the investigation already at their di8posal, considered ways and 
meana of improvement. Discussion centered around increasing the 
efficiency of the .ystem, making contributiona cover as many cases 
entitled to unemployment in8urance as pouible but eliminating grants 
to unqualified peRona and preventing abuse. 

Experience with two years of operation of the law had brought out 
one hopeful financial condition. Contributions from employer and 
worker had brought in more funds than anticipated. They were 
.ufficient to care for 800,000 persona monthly throughout the year 
instead of 700,000 a. previously calculated, although benefits averaged 
tiO inBtead of the previou8ly estimated 75 marks monthly per person. 
Contribution. amounted to over 850 million marks, or 210 million 
dollars, in the year 1928-29. Since that waa a year of depreuion, 

• Ia spite 01 curtailment 01 benefit. to _nal workers. 
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income from this source was conservatively estimated at 840 million 
marks annually. However, the annual deficit for 1926-1929 had aver
aged 279 million marks, that for 1928-29 exceeding 330 million and 
for 1929-30 reaching 335 million. 'The deficit was due to the fact that 
unemployment during the three years had exceeded. expectation. In 
fact, it had averaged 1,143,000 D a month instead of 700,000. 

The problem was how to increase income or cut expenditures. Sug
gestions for increasing contributions of employers and workers were 
based on the fact. that there had been little experience upon which to 

. form estimates. Previous to 1924 inflation of the currency and, during 
that year, stabilization and the changed financial basis of un employ
ment relief had made data useless for subsequent calculation. The 
year 1925 was comparatively favorable, while 1926 experienced unem
ployment to a degree previously unknown. The 3 per cent figures 
therefore had been calculated from the best estimates available. 

In 1927-28, however, benefits 11 amounted to 725 million marks, or 
$180,000,000. They required 58 per cent of the total outlay or 85 per 
cent of the contributions of employers and workers. With this sum 
standard benefits were paid to 80,000 persons" during the most favor
able month of the year, and to 228,000 during the least favorable." In 
1928-29 benefits cost 325 million marks or 80 million dollars more 
than in the preceding, year and amounted to 1,051.5 million marks. 

12 Of this number about 900,000 were non-..<:easonal workers and 200,00& were 
seasonal. The seasonal workers numbered 800,000 a month for three months 
or averaged 200,000 a month throughout the year. (Die Verhandlungen der 
Sachverstiindigen Kommission. P. 85.) 

.. The German system varies from pure insurance in (a) the variations of 
benefits between its wage classes, and (b) the supplementary allowances for 
dependents. The gradation of benefits from 75 per cent of the representative 
wage in the lowest to 35 per cent in the highest wage class has two purposes. 
It aims to offer maximum assistance to workers in the lower wage classes 
compatible with maintenance of their incentive to work, It scales down the 
proportion of benefits to wages in the higher wage classes in order to reduce 
costs. A higher rate in the upper wage classes is expected materially to increase 
costs and is therefore opposed by workers and employers. Supplementary 
. family allowances recognize legitimate family demands. They are granted 
by other social insurance schemes . 

• < Data concerning recipients of unemployment benefits may be found by 
referring to Appendix A. 

11 At first benefits were payable to these persons for periods of time ranging 
from a few days to a year. However, after July 15, 1928, the time was 
limited to. 26 weeks within a 12-month period. The allowance of more 
than 26 weeks of benefits was granted as a trsnsition measure to those 
who were carried over from the unemployment relief system. The recipients 
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Expenditure. for preventiv, mlla8Ur,. comprisfl the second item in 
,It, budget For thil purpose 36 million marks, or about $9,000,000, 
were lpent out of the contributions of employers and workers during 
the fint year of operation of the law. The sum was slightly increased 
the IIeCOnd year. Compared to the total expense of the unemployment 
insurance Iystem this item 11'&1 small. Economy lay in its increase 
rather than curtailment. The schemes were so numerous and of such 
wide variety that they were not tabulated separately. For the most 
part they entailed granting smsll sums to persons whose ability to 
&eCure a job depended upon some slight, special aid. They involved con
liderable individualization of the applicants." They included grants 
from insurance funds for value~reating unemployment relief works." 
All of these benefits and miscellaneous services were available to the 
unemployed person from contributions comprising 78 per cent of the 
weekly wagel bill of the insured. 

Administration comprised the third item of expen86. For this pur
pose 80 million and 101 million marks respectively were paid out in 
the fint and second yean of operation of the Act. This money pro
vided for the local, district, and central offices of the Reichsanstalt. In 
addition to thf' administrative work involved in paying benefits, the 
money covered the costs of placing from 462,000 to 665,000 persons 
monthly." Thil lum provided vocational counsel for about half a 

of Lh_ 1180,000,000 fell mainly within the fourth to eighth wage classes. 
The three loweet grou~ comprised less than 10 per cent of the' total. 
They were mostly apprenticea and women home workers with few depen
dents. The ninth wage c111l11 included 8 or II per cent of the monthly quota. 
From 12 to a per cent fell within the two highest categories. About one
Lhird of the women aided were in the three lowest wage classes and three
fifths wiLhin the first four. CI_ one through five included about four-fifths 
of the women and 1_ than one-fourth of Lhe men. Between 6,000 and 8,000 
partially employed workers were _isted from these funds during specific weeks 
for which we have record. Their benefits were scaled according to the number 
of day. 100. As Lhe table on p. 84 shaWl!, the Bum grante1 partially employed 
worlten w .. not relatively great. However it represented a genuine service to 
Lhc.e individuala. 

• For delCription of preventive meBSUree Bee pp. 68, 1M, 105 . 
.. Grund/iirde1'Uftg. See p. 35. Loans granted through lIerBtarkte Fiirderung 

did not come from unemployment insurance funds, but from the national 
lrfoaaury and the atateL 

Penoona rmployed upon value-cJ'eatmg unemployment relief works are not 
included in .tatistiCil of recipients of unemployment benefits. 

• See pp. 121, 122. 
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million people.- It also included creation and management of pre
ventive measures and of value-creating unemployment relief. It cared 
for administration of emergency unemployment allowances. 

Administrative expenses were around 7 per cent of total expendi.
tures for the unemployed for the first two years of operation of the 
Act. They were a little above that rate the first and below it the second 
year. This rate compares favorably with the English system, in which 
expenses up to 12.5 per cent of its annual income are to be bome by 
the unemployment insurance fund,· and all above that amount are 
carried by the state, The favorable comparison with the British stand
ard is partly due to Germany's utilization of the health insurance 
system for collecting contributions and also to the inclusion of a large 
program of public works in the total figures.- The English system, 
however, does not support the placement or vocational guidance 
services. 

The expenses of administration may be expected to become fairly 
stable. The proportion to total costs should ultimately vary with the 
outlay for benefits and emergency unemployment allowances and for 
preventive measures. A high percentage of expenditures devoted to 
administration may represent good guidance and placement, the elim
ination of needless unemployment, or favorable business conditions." 
High administrative expenses, per 8e, do not indicate favorable labor 
conditions; neither do they offer a clue to efficiency in management. 

• Data for the year ending June 30, 1927, ehawed that 426,1192 per80ns BOught 
vocational counsel at the public exchanges during that year. Of these, 169,672 
were plaeed in positions; 155,948 were apprenticed; 12,454 were guided into 
vocational schools; and 1,270 continued in high schools. During the next years 
the numbers increased, but 1929 showed the effects of the lowered war-time 
birth rate. ReichsarbeiublaU, 1930, No. 12. Supplement, pp. 38-39. 

• Great Britain, Report of the Unemployment Insurance Committee, 1927, 
Vol. n, p. 2. 

"If funds for value-aeating relief works contributed by the national 
treasury be excluded, administrative costa for the year 1927-28 total 8.5 
per cent . 

.. The rise and fall of administrative costa in proportion to total expenditure8 
is apparent in the recent data on unemployment relief. In 1924, when there 
was much unemployment, administrative expenditure8 were 9 per cent of the 
total budget for unemployment relief. In 1925, a more favorable year, they 
rose to 11.6 per cent. In 1926, when the number of assisted unemployed ex
ceeded two million persons in one month, administrative expenses dropped to 
4.6 per cent of total costa. The return of better conditiODS in 1927 caused them 
to rise to 8.6 pet" cent. They dropped in 1928-29 to 6.8 per cent, falling no lower 
because of the excetll!ive burden of work placed upon the labor officea by the 
volume of unemployment. 
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TAer. U flO IogietJl fflUOft wAy "1 per cent of wages should cover 
ururnployrntnt ill8Urance.- Unemployment insurance is simply the 
latest comer in the field and must bear opposition toward increasing 
the total bill for IIOcial iDsurance. Therefore the Reichstag again 
amended the Act in April, 1930. It granted an annual subsidy, to be 
fixed each year. It gave 200 million marks for 1930, with possibly 30 
milliona more. It stipulated administrative revision. It authorized 
loana when needed, but oniy upon condition of further revisions to in
lure repaymenl Loans before April, 1930 were not to be repaid. 

The direct financial burden of unemployment upon the state does 
not Itop with aid to the unemployment insurance funds. Emer
gency unemployment allowances· cost the national treasury 138 
million marks, or about $34,000,000, in 1927-28 and 148 million 
marks, or $37,000,000, the nen year. The local political units paid 
one-fourth &I much more, or 81 and 9 million dollars. Emergency 
unemployment allowances were originally considered temporary mea
lure., but they have been granted regularly since their inauguration 
in 1926. When the Act of 1927 went into effect allowances were 
limited to 13 weeks: Later they were extended to 26 and then to 
39 weeks. The crisis of 1928-29 showed that these allowances would 
have to be continued as long as unemployment remained widespread. 
At that time, however, the occupational groups eligible to assistance 
were restricted by executive order. The duration of grant remained 
39 weeks except that workers over 40 were to receive aid for 52 weeks 
if nece8ll&ry. In addition to emergency allowances the national treasury 
paid 105 million mark., or $25,000,000 during 1928-29 for special 
winter relief to necessitous seasonal workers who had exhausted claim 
to their lix weeks' benefit.· 

• Health Dwuranee in Germany costa 6 per cent. 
-Th_ funda were panted to between 80,000 and 225,000 unemployed 

people monthly and to their dependents numbering from 90,000 'to 274,000. 
During the tim yeai', from 31,1)00 to 2-47,000 of the persona receiving emergency 
UMmploymeut allowances had worked 13 but le118 than 26. weeks in the previous 
year. The othrn had exhaU8ted e1aim to benefits. From 8,000 to 21,000 of those 
who would othenriee have received emergency aUowances were employed 
each month upon Yalu~inl relief worD. Between 2,000 and 12,000 were 
let to work upon P/li.cAtoroeil. 

• Thia 11''' four-fiftu of the ellpenditure for this form of relief. The other 
6fth came from the Rei.cluGrutolt. In addition, the national lovemment epent 
137 minion marka, or 134,000,000 for public worb durinl the first 18 months 
01 operation of the Act. Thia 811m 11''' matched by the states. 
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In order to wt expenditures for insurance, rules for paying benefits 
were revised." The" scope of the law was somewhat restricted. Rules 
governing eligibility and waIting period were made more severe. Bene
fits' for certain groups were reduced. Rates for insuring unemployed 
persons in other forms of social insurance were cut. Measures were 
taken to reduce and more severely to punish misuse of· the law. The 
resulting economies were estimated at 100 million marks annually." 
Further savings are expected as a result of executive orders following 
the amendment of April, 1930. 

Even with drastic limitations in scope or extent of benefits and ad
-ministrative savings resulting from constantly improving personnel, 
however, experience arouses skepticism concerning the adequacy of 31 
per cent of wages to meet expenditures for unemployment under exist
ing industrial conditions. Whatever industry, through the employer 
and worker, cannot be induced to bear the state must carry. State aid, 
however, introduces a principle at variance with the original intent of 
the Act and with the entire scheme of German social insurance. The 
necessity for renewing and determining the amount of the public grant 
each year and the stipulation that further aid in the shape of loans be 
accompanied by reorganization of the system to ensure repayment in
troduces the possibility of further modifications. When consequent 
changes mirror broader experience they can be of constructive value 
in control of or compensation for unemployment. Should they result 
from modification of principle they may jeopardize the system. Since 
return to the wasteful and disorgani:r.ed methods of meeting unemploy
ment that obtained before resort to national insurance is unthinkable, 
the question must be continually reopened until adequate financial 
basis is assured. " 

.. By amendmeni of October 12, 1929, passed after the expert commission 
had thoroughly discussed these problems and by executive orders following 
the amendment of April 28, 1930. See pp. 50-58 for amended provisions. 

IT Reduced rates to the higher paid seasonal workers during the winter were 
expected to save 21 million ,marks; longer working period required before first 
establishing eligibility, 16 million; change in the waiting period, 2 miIlion; 
calculation of pensions as part of unemployment benefits, 8 miIlion; reduced 
contributions for health insurance, 30 miIlion; prevention of misuse of the law, 
20 miIlion. (Estimates of Dr. Bernhard Lehfeldt in Beilage zum Reichlsarbeita
blatt, 1929, No. 30, pp: xi, xii.) 



CHAPTER XI 

UNIFICATIOX AND AUTONOMY 

The Reich16Rstalt, created by the Act of 1927, differed from estab
lished governmental bodies in its unity and autonomy. From the local 
labor office to the Berlin headquarters it was to be unified, but not 
centralized. The former method was held to provide local and district 
organizations with adequate power and responsibility for the tasks 
within their province and to leave to the central office matters of inter
relationship and the general formulation of policies. Centralization 
WIS not dellired for fear of endangering the initiative of local bodies. 
AlIlo excessive power was not to be given to persons who were divorced 
from contact with actual placement and payment of benefits. Auton
omy 11'81 to be secured through independence of local or state political 
uruts. Districting was to be purely functional. 

This unified and autonomous mechanism seems to be operating with 
• minimum of internal friction. The administrative committees, the 
salaried executives and employees, and the boards of reference of local, 
district, and central offices appear to be working efficiently and to be 
coOperating. Representatives of employers, workers, and the public 
taice their tasks eeriously. Working relationships with other organiza
tiona, however, offer interesting problems. 

Functional relationship between unemployment insurance and the 
placement eervice has been secured by integrating the two. While 
doubt hae sometimes been expresaed concerning the benefits of the 
union with the employment exchange,' it is generally believed- that 
the placement eervice ia actuaUy strengthened by fusion with the in
.urance system.' Certainly every policy that enlarges the contacts of 
the exchange increaees the demand for its eervices by both workers and 
employers. Undoubtedly unemployment insurallfe profits from the 
alliance. 

• It baa moetly aNen in highly developed local unita, which have found it 
diffieult to beeome a part of a federal aystem and to adjust themselves to 
dill'erent administrative procedure. 
'Tb~ Rema to agree with the Engliab experience, although the Britiah 

lYatem of eoaperation between iD!llranee and placement i, le88 clOl!e than in 
G«many. 

91 
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Successful wprking relationships have been achieved with the other 
forms of social insurance." Economy and simplification of procedure 
result. The older forms of social insurance are accepted. Registration 
in the unemployment insurance fund is probably, therefore, fairly 
complete. Evasion is difficult when all funds are so closely coordinated 
that a central registration system virtually results. 

The system also reduces the cost of collecting contributions. When 
a person is insured in the health and unemployment insurance funds 
his employer sends payments for both simultaneously, thus minimizing 
clerical work. Duplication of benefits is also practically eliminated, 

. and with it much of the possibility of receiving assistance in excess of 
the amount stipulated in the unemployment insurance law.' This fact 
materially reduces the temptation to remain idle and to draw benefits. 
All of these economies represent savings in administrative expenses ahd 
more efficient service. 

"The scope of unemployment insurance has been determined on the basis 
of the occupational classifications for membership in the health and salaried 
employees' systems. The classes are not identical, for unemployment insurance 
comprises only about four-fifths of those insured against sickness. 

The extent of the system of social insurance may be seen from the figures 
below showing membership in the various types of social insurance in Germany 
in 1928. Deut8che Sozialpolitik, 1918-1928. These give the membership of 
the different funds, but not the data relative to dependents who are cared for. 
The statistics in many cases overlap, as one person may be insured against 
sickness, unemployment, accident, and old age. 

Number of 
persons insured 

Type of insurance (in millions) 
Accident .......................•..........••............• 26.6 
Invalidity and old age ............•.................. " .••.. 18.0 
Sickness ...•.••...... .- ............. " ...................... 20.0 " 
Miners' ................... , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.7 
Salaried employees' ........... ,........................... 3.0 
UnemploY!lll1nt" ." ... " .....• , .• , .. "; .... _ .•.•.................. 17.2 

The services";which"'the insurance fund offers to workers and their families 
lire extended to approximately 60 per cent of the total German population. 
(Syrup, 4,rbeit87Mrkt undArbeit8marktpolitik in Deut8chland, p. 11. 38 Sonder
heft zum ReiChsarbeit8blatt.) " 

'In the German system, a recipient of unemployment insurance is not 
entitled to other forms of social insurance and vice versa. This is not true 
in England. As a result the latter country has experienced difficulty because a 
person may draw benefits from several dilIerent funds. It is therefore nearly 
impossible for the state to check the amount of a person's income or his need 
of benefits. Germany thinks that a more constructive policy lies in making 
adequate payments through a single insurance channel than in paying out 
sums from several different and uncoordinated sources. 
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COOperation on the part of the insurance funds also serves the un
employed person. His payment. to other forms of social insurance are 
made by the Reichltlfl8tall during his receipt of unemployment benefit. 
or emergency unemployment allowances. This policy appreciably en
hancea the aervicee rendered by all forms of social insurance. 

Although the varioUJ social insurance systems cooperate, present 
opinion oppose. their fusion. Reluctance to unite them is evident from 
the fact that the older fonns of social insurance have remained inde
pendent. Enn the subordinate divisions of· the health insurance 
system retain their identities, probably because there is vitality in their 
aeparate organizations. Differences in their problem~ probably help to 
perpetuate historical divisiol1s. The logical unite set by conditions are, 
perhaps, observed in order to encourage efficient ,administration. The 
argument for aeparateness seems particularly cogent in the case of 
unemployment insurance becaul!e of the fltsion with the employment 
exchange. German opinion favors close functional relationships be
tween the different forma of social insurance, but not their unification. 

Problem. of cooperation in administration also arise between the 
vnflmploymenl Uasvrance system and public poor relief.' On the whole, 
the two Iystem. maintain close and effective working relationships,' 
though lOme situations create a certain amount of friction. Recipients 
of unemployment benefits who must seek additional assistance through 
poor relief,' have IOmetimes added greatly to the burden of the public 
charitable agencies.' The problem involves definition of responsibility 
and Ulumption by the inaurance system of as many cases as possible. 
Thia it is doing. Another problem of cooperation between the two 
Iyatem. approaching favorable eettlement concerns value-creating un
employment relief works.' 

The adminiltration of emergency unemployment allowances is an
other .ituation on the border line between insurance and charity. 
Theile allowances nquire testa of !!ligibility for both insurance and 
poor relief. The person must be able and willing to work and involun
tarily unemployed. lIe must have worked in a compulsorily insured 
occupation. TheM standards are best tested by the labor exchanges. 

• Adminiltered under the Federal Public Welfare Act (Verordnunl1 Uber 
tW Fur_grpf/iclal lI01II 13 Februar, 1924). 

• See pp. 40. 88. 
• See pp. lOS, 109. 
• Thi! oeeurftCI notably at the very time the new law wu heralded u a great 

impl'OYement upon previous metboda of dealinl with those out of work. 
"BN p. 73. 
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The person must also be necessitous. Proof of this condition carries 
analysis into the field of social work. It is a question how far the labor 
exchange should duplicate or how far it can utilize the procedure of 
social agencies. 

Probably the majority of those who have claim neither to unemploy
ment benefits nor to emergency unemployment allowance"s are not able 
or willing to work. They may, however, be victims of unusually un
favorable conditions in the market for their types of skill. The juris
diction over these cases lies with the charitable agencies. Workers in 
those organizations are expected to be skilled in individualizing cases. 
Their knowledge of the labor market, however, is usually limited. 

The handicapped person offers another borderline problem. If he 
is capable of earning at least one-third of what a normal worker of 
the same training and general status can make, he falls within the 
jurisdiction of the insurance system. A wide range of capacities must 
be dealt with by the employment exchanges. Sometimes persons falling 
well within the supervision of the insurance system would be better 
cared for by the charitable agencies. Since both types of authorities are 
trying to return the unemployed to normal working conditions as 
quickly as possible, they usually finll common meeting ground in all 
these cases. Another field of cooperation lies in placement and voca
tional guidance. These services attempt to individualize the applicant 
and to utilize the social agencies' information concerning him. Such 
cooperation is common in some labor exchanges and is expected to· 
spread. 

Necessity of adjustment sometimes arises because of the difference 
in organization of poor relief and th~ exchanges. Poor relief is local 
and decentralized." This situation does not result merely from histor
ical development and local jealousy. After the war and inflation there 
was a marked tendency toward financial centralization of poor relief. 
Then there was a .return to local administration in order to encourage 
economy in management of funds and to promote individualization 
of services. Therefore, in questions involving policy formulation, pub
lic charitable agencies usually act locally. Insurance measures, on the 
other hand, are national. Some conflict in point of view may arise in 
consequence. However, members of the public charitable agencies are 
often chosen to represent municipal interests on the administrative 
committees of the labor exchanges. This gives them opportunity to 
voice their p~oblems and to aff~ct national insurance policy. 

10 However, there is a growing tendency toward centralization in its ad
ministration. 



UNIfiCATION AND AUTONOMY 

Coop«aiill' relation" witla otlaer public bodies are being established. 
At fint, becal18e the ReichMnstalt did not follow political boundaries, 
fear wu expre88ed that the local political units would not assume their 
ahare of responsibility for unemployment. Their financial participa
tion in emergency unemployment allowances, however, and that of the 
etatee in value~reating relief works together with their representation 
on the committeee of the placement service were expected to stimulate 
interest in reducing unemployment. Recent orders including the local 
authorities in cooperative effort to combat unemployment" should 
draw them into active relationship with the Reichsanstalt. 

Th. ReichMnstalt cooperatu witla industry. The representation of 
employen and workers upon the administrative committees of the local, 
district, and central offices gives influence to both sides in industrial 
queatiena. The result is increasing understanding and cooperation 
on the part of trade unions and employers. The only unemployment 
inaurance acheme managed by industry which has survived inflation U 

iI granted special exemption in the Act of 1927 because the terms of 
ita charter require it to carry unemployment inaurance for its workers. 
Branch public employment exchanges deal with special types of labor, 
and employers are expected to turn to them more frequently as their 
efficiency increases. Representatives of labor and of the employers 
are expected to gain a wider knowledge of the labor market, placement, 
~ocational guidance, preventive measures, and public works, as well 
.. contribute their special information and points of view." 

The experiment in formation of this entirely new type of administra
tive body seemt highly satisfactory. It follows the trend toward unifica
tion of authority and cenBOlidation of local political units everywhere 
apparent in Germany. Its emphasis upon industrial and functional 
rather than upon geographical or historical and political divisioning 
prom ieee efficiency. It bide fair to show that a body organized with a 
tingle objective can maintain BOund working relationships with other 
adminietrative divisions or groups with which it haa to deal. It offers 
new poIIIIibilitiee of coOperation between labor, emp'loyer, the political 
authorities, and the general public on problema of their mutual con
cern. Ita brief period of operation is too ahort to prove the worth of 
these promiaes; but the experiment deservea the wide interest which 
it hu created. 

- A~n, to e_tive orden of April 10, 1930. ReicM4Tbeit.bliJtt, 1930 
I. p. lit. . 

- That of the Carl Zeial Foundation. 
-One problem, to combat, bowever, ia the tendency exhibited by lOme 

emploY"" to elIpen the unemployment insurance BY8rem to carry the burden 
of lIuetuation of employment in their OWD plantl which they UlUmed befoTe 
the ~e of the Act of 11127. 



CHAPTER XII 

PROBLEMS 

The finimcial difficulties experienced in carrying out the Act of 
1927 have indicated certain problems of administration.' For some of 
the latter a satisfactory solution seems to be at hand. Other aspects 
of the law or. situations that condition its operation still tax the 
ingenuity of those, responsible for its enforcement. 

Eligibility. One problem to which considerable attention is being 
given concerns the interpretation of the articles defining eligibility to 
benefits. The±ests of ability and willingness to work, though carefully 
set forth in the Act: give rise to controversy. The refusal of a job 
offered by .the'employment exchange may not always indicate unwill-' 
ingness to work. An involved family situation, for example, may cause 
a woman to decline a particular type of position when she would gladly 
take another. Similarly, a man may reject work for reasons that seem 
cogent to him, though technically he may not be allowed to do so. 

The provision that a person must take any work offered after nine I 

weeks of unemployment provided it does not delay the return to his 
own trade or calling introduces many questions. The purpose is ob
viously the encouragement of any kind of suitable work in place of long 
continued idleness. However, active enforcement Qf the rule some
times encounters serious opposition from workmen who would rather 
hazard prolonged unemployment than accept a lower wage or a lower 
occupational classification and the possibility. of remaining therein 
for the rest of their working lives. Their fears on this score are appar
ently not entirely unfounded, for. w4ile some employers seem w~lling 
to hire them. subsequently at their previous ratings, others are not. 
Changes from one occupation to another are not customary and often 
entail a loss of status. 

Some .kinds of work, however, are likely to be overcrowded perma
nently or to cease altogether. Under such circumstances transfer to a 
position offering lower wages and status is preferable to idleness. Voca
tional reeducation for a position requiring similar or higher skill than 
the one the worker has lost necessitates careful planning. He must be 
cared for while taking the training. There must be a demand for the 

1 See pp. 51-55. 
• For exclusion of seasonal workers from the nine weeks' clause see foot-

Ilote 24, p. 54. . ' 
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work. He and hi. fellow workers who are unemployed must not be 
directed to the eecond occupation in such numbers that they overcrowd 
the field. 

The article in the Act which penalizes quitting a position without 
justifiable cause also presents problems. Objective tests of justi1iable 
cause are hard to set • and are incapable of exact definition. For this 
reaaon the four weeks' forfeiture of insurance may be reduced or ex
tended to promote flexibility in punishment. However the etIect of 
this puniahment has at times been lost. Workers who have been 
penalized have received health insurance. Others have applied to the 
public wellare officee for poor relief. In some cases these agencies have 
been unable to refuse assistance. All three administrative units are 
trying to coOperate more closely to remedy the situation. Special 
medical examination in such instances is suggested as a check before 
health insurance is granted. The social agencies that of course cannot 
allow the family of the offender to suffer are urged only to give relief 
covering absolute nece88ities. 

A further section of the Act that requires interpretation allows for 
exception. to the rule that eligibility is gained by 52 weeks in two 
years or 26 weeks in one by extending the inclusive limits to three 
yean." The provision has a sound social purpose but may permit 
abuse of the insurance system. The exemptions hardly conform to 
the &Yowed purpose of the law to confine insurance to those able and 
willing to work. Moreover, they tend to complicate the determination 
of the boundary line between regular and casual labor, although the 
latter is separately treated in the Act. 

Questiona involving interpretation of the foregoing clauses are being 
carried to the boards of reference and court of appeals. Rules and 
decilliont are being made. The future etIectivene88 of the law on these 
points depend. largely upon the attitude of these boards. 

A problem IIIhicA loomed large concerned the eligibility of those 
IIIAo were indirectly unemployed because of industrial disputes. Those 
workers directly involved in strikes or lockouts were definitely ex
cluded from insurance by common consent. Th,e state could not take 
Bidea in industrial disputes. The ereployer could not agree to the 
tUpport of these worker. through unemployment insurance funds. The 

• For detailed dUteuMiOD of the proviaioD8 and difficulties of these claW!e8, 
_ Weicert. 0 .. KomfM1tl4T. pp. 25G-256. 266-269. Dr. Weigert IlUggest8. for 
aample. t.ha& ju.tifiable c:&WIe for leavin, work may be resignatioD with the 
espeetatioD of ReUriD, another positioD. See alO deciBiOD8 of the Court of 
Appeale appearins frequently in the Reich.aTbeiUblGtt. 

'See p.61. 
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trade unions pt:eferred to pay strike benefits and thereby to hold their· 
members. However, refusal to accept employment in an occupation 
wheJ;"e there was dispute was· not construed as evidence of unwillingness 
to work. Benefits were, therefore, denied only during the existence 
of the conflict and not upon its termination. 

Agreement concerning treatment of unemployment in~irectly caused 
by industrial disputes was not so easy a matter. Loss of benefits under 
these circumstances was admitted at times to entail" unreasonable 
hardship." Yet what constituted "unreasonable hardship" was a 
question upon which the Reichstag could not agree. Therefore, that 

.body, in passing the Act of 1927, left solution of the matter to the 
Reichsanstalt. The task was extraordinarily difficult, but a solution 
satisfactory to both employers and workers was finally reached." 

The Seasonal Worker. An even more difficult question-that of the 
seasonal worker-taxed the ingenuity of the Reichsanstalt and the 

. Ministry of Labor. Regularly recurring winter unemployment drained 
the national reserves built up during the summer. The unemployment 
insurance system had been primarily designed for persons whose loss 
of work was unexpected, infrequent, and of short duration. The funds 
were being used up for regularly recurring and prolonged idleness. 

"The formula agreed upon is that denial of unemployment benefits to 
persons indirectly out of work as the result of a strike or lockout occurring 
within Germany does not constitute an unreasonable hardship in the followin/t 
cases: 1. If less than 14 days of unemployment indirectly caused by industrial 
dispute elapse. ~cluded within these 14 days is the waiting period. 2. If the 
persons thus indirectly thrown out of work stand to gain directly by the 
outcome of the dispute. An example in point is the possibility of increase 
in the legal wage rate for the entire occupational group as an outcome of the 
conflict. 3. If the payment of unemployment benefits may exert an influence 
upon the outcome of the dispute. The close technical interrelationship of 
different occupations makes it possible to plan a strike or lockout with the 
intent of affecting many more persons than those directly involved. Under 
these circumstances, unemployment assistsnce to closely related occupational 
groups may well have undue influence upon the dispute. 4. If some of the 
workers or salaried employees of an establishment are unemployed because 
part of their number strike, or are locked out. If, however, workers are un
employed because salaried employees or foremen strike or are locked out, the 
administrative committee of the labor office may decide whether unreasonable 
hardship obtains. 5. If unemployment indirectly results from the failure of the 
supply of electricity, gas, water, or of partially or wholly finished products 
because of strike or lockout. This provision is included because of the possi
bility of the extraordinarily widespread effects of disputes in basic industries. 
In all other cases the decision as to whether unreasonable hardship obtains is 
expected to depend upon whether or not the awarding of unemployment 
benefits affects the outcome of the dispute. Administrative orders of March 27, 
1928 (Reichsarbeitsblatt, Pt. I, p. 97) and April 26, 1928 (Reichsarbeitsblatt, 
Pt. I, p. 163). See also Weigert, 0., Neue Vor8chriften ii.ber Arbeitsvermittl1.lng 
lind Arbeitslosenversicherung, pp. 69-81. 
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The 78 per cent of one week'. wage entitled entire groups of unem
ployed worken to benefits lasting several months and ranging from 
35 to 75 per cent of their wages. In coIl8t'Cluence the reserve was kept 
in a precarious ltate. No money could be set aside for future cyclical 
depressions. 

Before the passage of the Act of 1927 the seasonal worker had re
ceived relief only when he was necessitous. If he belonged to the 
better paid occupational groups his wages had tided him over slack 
seasona, or he had found temporary work at lower remuneration, re
turning to hil trade when it picked up. The Act of 1927, however, 
in granting benefits in proportion to wages, often gave the seasonal 
worker more than he could earn outside his usual occupation in slack 
seasonl. Furthermore, since work used as a filler placed him tempo
rarily in a lower wage category, he hesitated to accept it, lest he again 
become unemployed and have to accept benefits calculated on the lower 
wage Beale. He therefore had every incentive to remain idle. 

Thia lituation created unrest among other workers. The farm la
borer, who wal paid much less than the city worker, was particularly 
rHentful. He 8811" persons who, before 1927, had worked side by side 
with him, live all winter on benefits which were higher than his wages. 

The financial burden of seasonal unemployment and the dissatisfac
tion which its inclusion in the insurance system caused among other 
worken called for exceptional consideration. Protection more nearly 
commensurate with the contributions which these workers made had 
to be devised. Taking away privileges already granted, however, was 
not a simple task. 

The problem Wall intensified by lack of clear definition of seasonal 
occupations. In the building trades, the work of masons and roof 
builden was seasonal, but plumbers could be employed the year round, 
and unskilled persona were supposedly able to take jobs in other trades 
during alack times. It was questionable whether an individual could be 
considered a seasonal worker when he could go from one type of 
industry to another. Furthermore, in the construction industry there 
11"&1 at that time a ahortage of skilled workers." The clothing trades, 
employing mostly skilled or semi-skilled work~rs, were markedly 
seasonal. The greatest sufferers from winter unemployment, however, 
were found by the eta tis tical department of the Reichsanslalt to be the 

"nu. _ from two nUllt"tl. B«-fore the war building-trades worke", had 
mipatecl to Germaoy from other countries. mainly Italy. while after 1927 that 
eountry ... keeping her ~killecl IDt'O at home. AI8o. bealU'!e there had been 
little constnlc:tion during the war and immediat'!ly thereafter. German labor had 
eJlteftd other oc:cupationa. 
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unskilled day laborers who changed from job to job. These people 
were usually not in the higher wage classes. 

The Act of '1927 contained three provisions which permitted control 
over the seasonal worker. The duration of eligibility to benefits could 
be reduced by the administrative council of the Reichsanstalt. The 
waiting period WIj.S lengthened. Benefits could also' be refused a 
seasonal worker who rejected work outside his regular occupation 
although he had been unemployed less than nine weeks.' 

The prospect of winter unemployment in 1928 caused the Reichstag 
to pass a temporary measure creating special terms for the seasonal 
worker." The measure was followed by admiI).istrative orders from the 
Reichsanstalt." A detailed list of seasonal occupations was made," the 
beginning and termination of their seasonal character being set at 
December 1 ahd March 31. Persons working in these occupations for 
more than half the 26 weeks preceding unemployment were considered 
seasonal workers. They were to be eligible to benefits for only six 
weeks 11 during the customary slack period in the industry. During the 
rest of the year their claim to benefits was to be the same as that of any 
other worker. I~ they did not exhaust their title to six weeks' benefit 
between December 1 and March 31, the rest of their claim was to be 
the same as the unexpired eligibility of any insured worker. Seasonal 
workers who exhausted their title to benefits were to be assisted through 
special relief. The special fund was supported four-fifths by contribu
tions of the national treasury and one-fifth from the reserve fund of 
the Reichsanstalt. The conditions for receipt of assistance from this 
special fund were similar to those of t!le granting of emergency unem
ployment allowances," except that they were to be given for only half 
as long. 

The temporary decree of December, 1928, was continued by executive 
order. Furthermore, rates of benefit for those in th~ higher wage 

, The Employment Exchanges and Unemployment Insurance Act of 1927, 
Art. 99, par. 3; Art. 90, par. 3. Extension of the waiting period was at first 
permissive and then, by amendment of October, 1929, mandatory. 

• Reichsge8etzblatt. 1929, Pt. I. pp. I, 162. Reichsarbeit8blatt, 1928, Pt. I, 
pp. 281-285; 1929, Pt. I, pp. 274-278. 

• Reichsarbeit8blatt, 1929, Pt. I, pp. 5-13. . 
.0 These occupations were classified according to industry as follows: I, agri

culture, gardening, forestry, animal husbandry, and fishery; 2, peat-cutting and 
preparation; 3, stone and earthen industries, including stone and marble cutting, 
brick and pottery making, and plastering; 4, building and construction; 5, 
transportation; 6, unskilled, day labor; and 7, engineering occupations in stone 
and earthenwork, and in building construction. Occupations not considered 
seasonal were listed in these industries as well as those so classified. 

U Instead of the customary 26 weeks . 
.. Special relief was automatically terminated by the amending act of 

October, 1929. 
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claNee were reduced. The wage classification was based upon the 
average received for the six instead of three months prior to reporting 
unemployment, thereby reducing the effect of Bummer work in the 
city. The wage claaa was also lowered when it was higher than the 
occupational wage rates of the community paying the benefits war
ranted. These rules U were incorporated in the amending act of 
October, 1929. 

TAl Agricultural Worker. The agricultural worker presents another 
let of problema in the administration of unemployment insurance. 
Attempts to better labor conditions tend to increase the existent dis
crepancy between the desirability of industrial and agricultural work 
and to augment the .. flight from the land." Even during peaks of 
industrial unemployment, immigrant labor is hired for the farms. 
These seasonal, migratory farm laborers number annually at least one 
hundred thousand. They are mostly Poles, with lower standards of 
living than obtain among Germans. A certain proportion of them 
atay, thereby increasing the pressure of population. 

The unbalanced situation between industry and agriculture is in
tensified by the tendency of industry to move to the country. There it 
pay. higher wages than agriculture. Consequently, industrial workers 
in these localities who are laid off frequently draw unemployment bene
fits which exceed the wages of the farm laborer. Like the seasonal 
worker, these persona naturally prefer insurance to return to farm 
work. The agricultural worker becomes dissatisfied and finds further 
inducement to leave the farm. 

To meet thi. situation agricultural workers are included in the unem
ployment insurance act, contrary to the policy in most countries." 
However farm laboren are carefully exempted, if payment of contri
bution. represents appreciable increase in their living costs without 
adding comparable security. Of about two and one-half million agri
cultural worken in Germany approximately half a million are com
pulsorily in.ured. Moreover, unemployed agricultural workers may not 
reject work of a similar nature during the first nine weeks of unem
ployment without forfeiture of benefit. The utilization of value-creat
ing unemployment relief worke to build dwelling houses for agricultural 
worken i. deeigned to increase the attractiveness of farm labor. 

From the outset the ReicA,an.,{alt has attempted to attract unem
ployed indu.trialworken to agriculture. After the expiration of nine 

• With the ell~ption of special relief. 
II The oricinal draft of the Ae& did not include agricultural laborers, but the 

bill wu chan«ed in ita final form at the request of the landowners, who feared 
that the ellclll8ion 01 farm labor would inereue migration to the citiea . 

• 
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weeks of unemployment, the city laborer may be required to take up 
farm work or forfeit benefits for from two to eight weeks. However, 
the attempt to settle unemployed workers upon the farm is beset with 
difficulty. There is a tendency in Germany to regard a change of trade 
or occupation as a sign of social failure and the transfer from industry 
to agriculture as peculiarly indicative of a loss of status. Better hous
ing accommodations in rural districts offer insufficient attractions in 
themselves. Persons to be sent to the farms must be wisely selected. 
Where the placement service selects with care the persons whom it 
sends to the farms, the results are much better than when it fails to 
individualize the case or where fee agencies fill the agricultural posi
tions. City people seem to adapt themselves better to country life if the 
change is made while they are still young. In the face of these diffi
culties, good work has been done by the employment exchanges in 
distributing unemployed industrial labor in agriculture. 

Early experience in enforcement of the unemployment insurance 
act gave rise to criticism of the agricultural worker. The tenant farmer 
<ir farm labo~er who went to the city in the spring after the crops 
were in, leaving his wife and children to tend the place. and returned 
to draw benefits in the fall was considered in some quarters wilfully 
unemployed. Testimony on the matter differed however. Some persons 
averred that there was no work to be had, while others said that evasion 
was to be expected· if the farm laborer could receive more in winter 
from unemployment benefits than from wages. A measure of control 
of this problem was gained by scaling benefits according to wage ,rates 
of the locality paying the benefit." Further abuse through timing 
lay-offl!! on great industrialized farms to meet' the requirements of 
eligibility for benefits and individual exchange of 'sons,hired for six 
months on the neighbor's farm and then discharged to receive benefits 
for a similar length of time at home was charged. Meanwhile large 
landowners complained of increasing scarcity of farm labor and urged 
modification of regulations restricting immigration of foreign farm 
labor. 

The problems of eligibility and some of those concerning seasonal 
and agricultural workers were caused in part by the time required 
to build up organization, personnel, and technique to handle applicants 
for jobs and benefits." 

"See p. 101. 
,. For example, it took time and special effort to develop labor offices in the 

rural districts, many of which had not had the long experience with employment 
exchanges common in the large cities. 



CHAPTER XIII 

PROBLEMS-CONTINl:ED 

n. Balaritd Employee. Clerical workers and highly trained tech
nical employee. meet with unusual hardship when they become un
employed. Clerical employees are about twice as numerous as in 1907. 
The temporary demand for thousands of extra" Nullen-Schreiber'
during inflation hal resulted in a great oversupply of persons with 
more or lesa training in office work. Even more serious is the lack of 
opportunity for technically trained people.' The losses experienced 
through inflation have forced many people to earn their living who 
would otherwise have enjoyed independent incomes. They swell the 
ranka of the 1181aried workers. 

Although unemployment among salaried employees reflects the wide
'pread lack of occupational opportunities, it seems to maintain a some
what steadier level than that among wage-earners.' It also differs from 
unemployment among wage-earners in its duration. About half of the 
insured unemployed laborers receive benefits for three months or less. 
Once the 1181aried worker has lost his position, however, he finds dif
ficulty in securing another and usually remains out of work for a longer 
period of time. 

It is particularly hard for the" old" salaried employee, who is over 
40 yeara of age, to find another position after discharge. Employers 
want younger persons, especially for tasks requiring but slight clerical 
.kill. Later they discharge these office workers and again hire younger 
one.. The lituation is perhaps emphasized by minimum wage rates 
for aalaried employees. These rates are scaled according to length of 
eervice and to age until the person is 30. Beyond that age there is no 
automatic 1181ary increase. The employers blame the existing hardship 
of older office workers on this minimum wage. The I18laried employees 
regard it &I a I18feguard and insist that it has little bearing on the un
employment of middle-aged persons. 

'The .me bolds true of the profell8ional c1a81le8. A generally low income 
It'vel _me to Ift\Ilt in a higb rate of unemployment in the profetl8ione. People 
may be lick, but witbout money to colmllt a pbysician. Tbere may not be a 
diaproportion between teacbera and children needing instruction, but lack of 
fUDds reeulta in over-erowded cl .. roome, undenrtaft'ed acbools, and unemploy
mrot amonl teachera. 

"10 1925 unemployment amonll aalaried employee. .. compared witb Iaboren, 
w .. relatively higher than during the busiDetil depret!llioD of 1926. 
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Oomparatively few salaried employees can be given positions upon 
fJalue-creating unemployment relief works. The nature of the enter
prises limits the opportunity to a few clerks or technical experts upon 
each undertaking.' Only a mere handful of salary earners were em
ployed upon value-crea.ting unemployment relief' works during the first 
year of operation of the Act of 1927. The number thus employed and 
the type of unemployment aid that they would otherwise have re- . 
ceived • is indicated below. 

Unemployment Emergency 
Month ending Benefits Allowances 

1927: 
Nov. 15 ........................... 762 
Dec. 15 ........................... 468 

1928: 
Jan. 15 ........................... 259 
Feb. 15 ........................... 316 
Mar. 15 ........................... 470 
Apr. 15 ........................... 432 
May 15 ........................... 479 
June 15 ........................... 440 
July 15 ............................ 510 
Aug. 15 ........................... 472 
Sept. 15 ........................... 399 
Oct. 15 ........................... 326 

415 
301 

180 
239 
342 
333 
359 
356 
431 
449 
495 
387 

Comparison of their number with the data for similar employment of 
wage-earners, which run into five or six figures monthly, shows a wide 
difference in the possibility of assistance of the two groups through 
these measures. 

The unification of the unemployment insurance system for wage
earners and salaried employees is thought to result in inadequate atten
tion to the needs of the latter when the administrative committees of 
the local labor offices are dominated by the former. Under such circum- -
stances it is said that the salaried employees sometimes suffer because 
of the subtle antagonism between the two groups or because of lack 
of appreciation of their special problems. 

The central office of the ·Reichsanstalt, however, is trying to meet the 
special needs of salaried. employees. Employment exchanges are being 
systematically developed to specialize on these occupational groups. 
Special orders have also been issued to promote measures desigued to 
prevent or terminate unemployment.' For one thing employees are 

• For enterprises designed to employ professional workers see p. 80_ 
• StatistiscM Beiliigs zum Rsichsarbsitsblatt, December, 1927-November, 

1928. -
I Rsichsarbsitsblatt, 1928, Pt. I, pp. 209, 210. 
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f~uentJy ~uired to put up a bond in order to secure a position. The 
IUDll deposited in private bonding companies are 80metimes endangered 
by fraudulent management. The ReicA&4f1Stalt is therefore empowered 
to make loana without interest to the extent of one year's security·for 
• bond in • printe company. Another form of assistance is the grant
ing of loana without interest to defray living expenses during unem
ployment and until the date of the first payment of salary in a new 
position. 

Particular care is also given to the provision of adequate placement 
facilities for aalaried employees. A special branch in every district labor 
office mnat be devoted to their needs. All local labor offices handling an 
appreciable number of salaried employees must establish special labor 
exchangetl for them. In exchanges where no branch offices for salaried 
employeetJ exist, special waiting and interviewing rooms, literature on 
the lubject of their vocations, and additional personnel to handle their 
lpecific probleDll are to be provided.' These measures are necessary 
because the public exchanges have usually been patronized by wage
earnen rather than by aalaried employees. Improvement in the quality 
of service should attract clerical and technical workers to the exchanges. 

JUflenile Labor. Employment among minors exhibits peculiar diffi
culties. The Act of 1927, unlike the previous orders, accords practi
cally the aame financial treatment to the insured, unemployed person 
under 21 that it does to the adult.' However, apprentices are excluded 
from compUlsory contributions until within six months of the expira
tion of their term of service. Pftichtarbeit' and vocational education 
are required, wherever possible, as .condition of assistance. Grant of 
benefits to minorl is utilized to keep them in vocational clallses or at 
work during unemployment.' 

Plana for the unemployed juvenile include additional schooling or 
apprenticeship wherever possible. They are obviously dependent upon 
the existing facilities. The schools have changed since the war, par
ticularly al they affect the young worker and are undergoing further 
modification. 

It iI unfortunate that 80me parents send their children to Bchoois 
preparing for advanced academic work with the'intention of taking 

'Bei14g_ wv'" Reic~ArbeiUfn(JTkt-Anzei{ter, No. 14/15. April 17. 1928. 
'Tbe waitiDl period ill longer for pel'llOD8 under 21 and living at borne tban 

for adul~. 
'See pp. 7t, 75. 
, It bae ~ IUggesteci that the eervicea rendered them should be substituted 

for the paymen& of benefi~. However, the Aet does not allow for BUeh 
proced\ll'8. 
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them out at the age of 14. This is done on account of the supposedly 
higher social status of these schools. The child's school work is incom
plete and not adapted to subsequent apprenticeship of trade training. 
Often he leaves school with a feeling that manual labor is beneath his 
dignity. He seeks the lower types of clerical work, though he has had no 
special training for that either. He often crowds out those who. are a 
little older, and at the age of 22 or 23 himself becomes an unemploy
ment problem. 

Juvenile unemployme'Q-t is comparatively slight in Germany at the 
present time/" There is not an oversupply of young persons in most 
lines of industry, trade, or clerical work. There is a positive shortage 
of juveniles of both sexes in agriculture. A few districts where occu
pations are limited to mining or to the heavy industries still experience 

,juvenile unemployment.u Young apprentices who have just completed 
their course of training often remain unemployed for a short time 
because many industries prefer older workers with experience. On the 
whole, however, the greatly diminished birth rate during the war," 
creates a reduction of juvenile labor which is expected to persist for 
several years." 

The problems of juvenile labor in Germany are being analyzed by 
the vocational guidance service. In cooperation with schools and with 
family service agencies the vocational counselors are seeking to assist 
individuals and to improve the general situation. Special courses are 
offered to improve the qualifications of vocational counselors them
selves. The enhanced facilities offered by the Reichsanstalt promise to 
contribute to the solution of some of the problems of juvenile em
ployment. 

Women W orlcers. The woman worker offers certain peculiar prob
lems. The curve of unemployment among women is a little different 
from that of men. In general it is relatively somewhat higher than that 

,. It rose to great proportions immediately after the war, again upon stabiliza
tion and once more in 1926. It dropped during the middle of 1927 and has 
Binc~ remained relatively low. 

n Young persons from mining regions have been sent to thr: a.,ariculturaI 
sections of East Prussia. This, however, has not been possible since the 
summer of 1928, and a future shortage of juvenile farm labor in that section 
is anticipated. 

U See Appendix B. 
,. However, the lengthening of the period of capacity for work among adults 

and the growing number of women in industry offset the shortage of juveniles 
in so far as the general employment situation is concerned. 
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of the men in Bummer, and slightly lower in winter." Female unem
ployment iB negligible in agricultural regions. In the districts devoted 
mainly to the heavy industries it remains proportionately smaller than 
that of the men. In Berlin and Saxony, however, where there is much 
home work, it i. greater." 

U' omen worlrerl, for the most part, fall within the lower wage classes 
.et by the unemployment ifl.'lurance act. According to the investiga
tion of lIarch 15, 1929 which secured work histories covering a year 
or more from over 1,500,000 persons, wage class VIII was the mode 
for men and IV for women. The three highest wage classes comprised 
over one-third of the men and only 1.6 of the women. Classes I-IV 
contained 64 per cent of the women." 

Women workers today are more favorably situated than before the 
war. They are included within the trade agreement minimum wage 
ratea (Tarifvertrage), and the remuneration of unskilled workers is 
tending to approach that of the skilled. A great number of the unem
ployed women are home workers, who represent, in part, the marginal 
lupply of labor utilized for the seasonal demands in the clothing 
trade.... Wben they are seasonal· workers they create the special 
problems of that group already enumerated except that they are not 
better paid than persons in non-seasonal occupations. The woman 
engaged for hourly service presents another administrative question. 
If her work is part-time or casual she hardly belongs in the present 
unemployment insurance system. 

The unemployed woman, like the salaried employee, finds little op
portunity in value-creating unemployment relief works. Only 33 
women were 80 employed, as against 60,479 men at the end of Feb
ruary,1928. In March of that year the number of women was 50, and 
of men, 82,579; while in April they were 231 and 86,761, respectively." 

.. Ehlert., M&rI!Brete, DN Frou aul dem Arbeitnnarkt, lahrbuch lur Frauen
arb"', Vol. 3, February, 1927. 

• It ia calculable becaWle home workers are included within the unemploy-
ment inauranee law. • 

.. Ergebnw. tin Erhebung in tin ArbeitBlo,enlleraicherung und in der 
Bondn/UTiorge bei berulUblichn ArbeiUloaigkeit 110m 16 Marti 19t9. vn, 
pp.3-6 . 

.. Aerordinl to the HGtUarbeitaguet. of December 20, 1911, and the Heim
",beiterlohnguet. of July '1:1, 1923, home worker'll receive the protection of 
ineh_OIl within the minimum wage, compulaory arbitration and ill8llrance lawe. 

For further material upon the lIpecial problem of the home worker in 
Germany, _ Benjamin, Dora: Der Stand tin Heimarbeit in DeuLBchland, 
Jrna, 1928; Fiacber VerIaa: alao Liider'll, Else: HelM! Au/gab"" de. Heim
arbeit_ltut.u, in 38 Sonderlte/t .um ReichaarbeiLBblatt . 

.. ReichaarbnubltJU, 1928, No. 19, Pt. 11. p. 319. 
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A matter that has caused considerable di~cussion in Germany con
cerns the wOIlJ.an who is the second wage-earner in the family, the so
called Doppelverdiener. Before 1927 certain executive orders sought 
to restrict 'Or eliminate the woman worker in public service whenever 
there was another wage earner in the family. Concerted effort to ex
clude the Doppelverdiener has not been made in local, state, or national 
government service. There has been sufficient discussion of the ques
tion, however, to cause unrest among some types of women workers 
and to threaten hardship in individual instances." The argument for 

. such a course lies in its supposed value in releasing positions for male 
workers. It presumes that' the women's earnings are unnecessary to 
the support of the family when a man works. Effort is not made, 
however, to discourage the second male wage earner. The matter lies 
rather in the·realm of discussion than of action, because public opinion 
is largely unfavorable. The.present excess of adult women over men, 
and their need for earning a living, preyents adoption of a course so 
seriously restricting the occupational opportunities of women. Nothing 
has been done on this score by the Reichsanstalt. 

The O'nemployed as Oharity Seekers. Although the unemployment 
insurance system includes all cases that are considered a sufficiently 
sound risk, and emergency allowances provide relief for many others, 
there are unemployed individuals who must seek charity. Some of 
them receive inadequate benefits, inasmuch as rates of insurance are 
based upon wages. Those who are on the margin even when fully 
employed must frequently seek poor relief when they lose the difference 
between wages and the insurance rate, even though the latter be liberal. 

In J!rankfurt am Main, for example, public charity rates, based on 
minimum'needs of existence, ranged in 1927 from 50 marks monthly 
for a single person to 135 marks for a married couple with four 

. children.'" How much below these figures the insurance rates fall may 

"See Glass, Frieda: Der Weibliche Doppelverdiener in der Wirtschajt, 
Jahrbuch fUr Frauenorbeit, Vol. 3, 1927 . 

.. According to Dw Arbeitslosenversicherung und Erwerbslosenjursorge, 
August, 1927, pp. 232-238, in Frankfurt am Main in 1927, the standard rates of 
poor relief (exclusive of rent,which would add approximately 15 marks in 
each case) were as follows, in marks: 

Single person ............................ ,.... 50 
Married couple ........................•.. ,... 75 
Married couple with: 

1 child .......... "., ... " .. , ...... " .... , 90 
2 children ... , ............... , ........ , .. , 105 
3 children ... " ................ ".,.".... 120 
4 children ..... , ................. ,........ 135 
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be teen by reference to the table on p. 58. In that city standard 
insurance benefit. to single persons in the first five wag\ classes =a were 
below poor relief rate.. A person below the eighth wage class, if mar
ried, did not receive as much as the public relief budget allowed. Only 
the three highest wage cla!8eS were as well 011, if they were married 
and had one or two children, as if they were recipient. of charity. For 
thOlM! with three children only the two highest, and for thOlM! with four 
only the highest wage class, equalled the rate grailted to paupers. The 
lituation was worse if the blanket allowance for rent be. taken into 
considera tion. • 

Other unemployed persons who must be aided by poor relief have not 
fulfilled the conditions of eligibility. They must take their chances of 
aasistance not only with the paupers, but with eJ:-soldiers, war widows 
and orphanl and persons who are penniless because of loss of inde
pendent means or of invalidity or old age pensions" during the in
flation. While many of the unemployed who seek public charity are 
neceBlitoul for reasonl that are not primarily due to unemployment, 
lOme of them are genuinely able and willing to work.1I 

LimitalwM 01 Unemployment Insurance. Two years of experience 
with enforcement of the law, particularly under the difficult economic 
conditions of 1928-29, disclosed possibilities of abuse of unemployment 

• Which, however, contain few adult males. 
• In January, 1928, Frankfurt granted supplementary aid in the form of 
~t to 3,078 peraona out of 13,580 recipienta of lltandard unemployment 
benefits or emergency UDemployment allowances. Their dependents were 
liven IIChool mea'" special maternity aid and other extra assistance. Ten 
per cent of the recipients of UDemployment benefits or allowances were given 
MJpplementary financial aid. 

• The private philanthropic agencies have also been without funds since 
the inflation. The bunlen of poor relief was so serioul that in 1925 a study 
was made of 156 eitie. of 25,(100 inhabitants or more totaling more than one
thinl of the population of Germany. That year these cities spent 390 per cent 
more for poor relief thBD in 1913. One-thinl of their total annual budgets 
11'&1 devoted to the purpoee, u compared with one-eighth in 1913. (Stiidte 
8tGO' Wirt.cho/t. Denluchri/t flu Deulacheft Stiidtetages, Berlin, 1926.) Since 
the yev 11125 wu better than thoee immediately followink, there is no reason 
to expect that the lituation bu improved. The experience of the social 
&Jf'ncie. indicate. no change for the better. 

-The IOCW agenciea aver that attempt to reduce 1IC0pe and eligibility in 
unemployment insurance frequently results only in transferring the unemployed 
to charitable agencietl. A atudy of the problems of unemployment insurance 
from the lOCial agency'. IIf.andpoint may be found in Beil4ge zur ZeitBchri/t 
.. Der 8tiidlet4f," 1929, No.2. 

One gain of UDemployment insurance based upon wages in distinction to 
poor relief or to a low Bat rate _ma to be maintenBDce of the worker'. self
respect. 
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insurance of a somewhat dia'erent nature from that which had required 
correction under the unemployment relief system. Before October, 
1927 effort was concentrated upon the work-shy and those who pre
ferred l'tamped unemployment cards to a job. The unification of un
employment insurance and the exchanges gave promise of checking 
this abuse. After 1927 misuse arising through the unwillingness of 
seasonal workers to accept jobs with lower occupational status and 
remuneration during off seasons developed and was difficult to correct. 
All seasonal workers cannot well be excluded from unemployment 
insurance because many of them do not earn enough to carry them 
through the dull season. Seasonal work in the building trades is 
comparatively well paid, but that in the toy industry, for example, 
which suffers from competition with the low wage areas of Central 
Europe is not. Many seasonal workers live where other occupations 
in slack seasons are not available. They cannot go elsewhere because 
there are few'jobs and often no housing accommodations. In case of 
agriculture, also, unemployment insurance must cope with complex 
and far-reaching economic problems and with some individuals caught 
in the situation who try to manipulate the unemployment insurance 
system. If relief does not come to them from one source, however, 
it must from another. 

Certain other forms of abuse promise readier solution. The coopera
tion between the health insurance, public relief and unemployment 
insurance agencies promises less frequent resort to other forms of aid 
by persons penalized by temporary loss of unemployment benefits. It 
is more difficult to teach certain types of industrial managers that 
unemployment insurance must proceed along souIid actuarial principles 
and to disabuse them of the idea that they can unload onto the unem
ployment insurance system their problems of stabilization." No private 
company would accept them as risks if they timed their rhythm of 
employment and lay-off to meet the minimum conditions for receipt 
of benefits, nor would it grant compensation for repeated short-time 
lay-offs of persons who were always rehired. Such methods need to be 
exposed and prevented. 

Perhaps the suggestion made in the meetings of the expert com
mission is true and only hail insurance is free from manipulation and 
misuse. However, rules designed to correct abuses that are discovered 

.. Charges are sometimes made that employers in the United States also 
dismiss workers too easily after subscribing to the Community Chest or to 
other private charitable agencies. 
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are being drawn through amendments, executive orders, and decisions 
of coum of appeals. They are expected to reduce the annual expendi
ture for benefits by a little more than 2 per cent of the present 
outlay. Further savings are expected with constant improvement in 
the personnel of the labor offices. 

In lOme quarters it is believed that the unemployment insurance 
.ystem it handicapped by partisan politics and government ineffi
ciency. The difficulty is not 80 great, however, as opponents of state 
insurance contend. Actual administration of the scheme is in the 
handa of capable, highly trained experts who look upon successful 
conduct of the enterprise as a career. Their incentive to create and 
maintain efficient organization and administration is quite as great 
as that of managers of large private enterprises. These technical ex
peru do not change with political party fortunes but remain to give 
continuoul direction. Policies do vary with measures passed in the 
Reicl&.tag. These measures, however, are first shaped by experts and 
reviewed by the Reicl&.wiri.ehaftsrat.- Moreover, thanks to the number 
of parties,- a piece of social legislation is the result of concessions and 
compromises and consequently more responsive to public opinion than 
usual under a two-party system. The draft of the unemployment 
insurance bill proposed in 1926 was considerably chan~ed when it 
appeared in final form 88 the Act of 1927; but it was passed by a 
large majority after long public discussion. Since then the problem 
of unemployment insurance has several times come before the Reichs
tag in acute form. In 1928, heated debate attended the extension of 
emergency unemployment allowances to 39 weeks. In 1929, six months 
of public discussion accompanied by an investigation and the work 
of an expert commi88ion resulted in far-reaching amendments. In 
1930, financial problema of the Reichsafl8talt arising at the time when 
fundi in the national treasury were low caused the Minister of Labor 
to be uuaeated and his SUC~880r to be chosen from another political 
party. The history of the Act therefore shows continuity of administra
tion combined with change in important phases of pctilcy as experience 
bringa to light new problems. These changes increase the burden of 
work upon thOle administering the law but show flexibility, responsive
neM to public opinion, and efficiency. 

There yet remain. the question of the limits to the state's ability to 
IOlve unemployment problema. On this subject those persons in Ger-

-See p. 28. 
- There are lOme 23 partiee, aDd levell major ODe&. 
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many intimately connected with the operation of the unemployment 
insurance law are open minded. They point out, however, that indi
vidual initiative in economic matters generally provides liberal policies 
only for those favored by high wages or employed in establishments 
having sound labor policies. They question whether the system of 
economic voluntarism reaches persons in occupations that suffer from 
poor management and low pay. Should individual initiative be able 
to include all workers, they are ready to accord its superiority because 
of its great flexibility. If, however, the alternative to state assumption 
of responsibility to the unemployed is absence of provision for their 
care except in a few firms, Germany prefers her own system. The costs 
of unemployment insurance, though conceded to be high, are believed 
to be lower than those resulting from starvation or degradation of 
the population or from revolution. 

Germans recognize the limits of an insurance system for meeting un
employment. The exchanges cannot originate jobs. 'l'hey can merely 
eliminate part of the waste resulting from lack of machinery for making 
contacts between men and positions. Value-creating unemployment 
relief can care for but a small proportion of people who are out of work. 
Measures for the prevention and termination of unemployment cannot 
create a. large number of new positions. Even control of seasonal 
changes and of trade fluctuations may serve only to stabilize employ
ment in one quarter at the expense of increased irregularity in another. 

Back of any attempt to reduce unemployment lies the problem of 
disposal of goods produced. Abnormal market conditions have obtained 
in Germany and throughout most of Europe since the war. These 
countries, attempting to regain a sound economic· basis, are able to 
develop a productive mechanism which far outstrips their ability to 
dispose of their goods. 

Germany, therefore, in common with England, has a population far 
in excess of the number for whom work can be provided. The loss of 
man-power during the war and the declining birth rate have not com
pensated for the discrepancy between occupational opportunities and 
persons wanting employment. This situation has necessitated the de
velopment of a. thorough-going system of unemployment insurance 
at the same time that it has created conditions with which no unem
ployment insurance system alone can cope. The ultimate answer must 
be more far-reaching, and its solution seems to lie along the lines of 
the development of the home market and of sound international indus
trial coordination. 
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APPENDIX A 

GERYAN STATISTICS OF UNEMPLOYMENT 

The Act of 1927 facilitates collection of statistics on unemployment. 
The coDllOlidation of placement and unemployment insurance into a national 
l)'Btem expedites reporting. Certain data published by the statistical 
eenice of the Reichlamtalt are only recently available. Others have been 
collected for over a decade. 

I. NUMBER or REcIPIENTS AS A MEAsURE OF UNEMPLOYMENT 

Unemployment is partly measured by the number of recipients of 
unemployment &IlIlistance.' These figures do not give the total volume of 
unemployment, because they do not cover persons who are not leglllly 
entitled to benefits or emergency allowances. There are about 17.2 million 
memben in the German unemployment insurance fund.' They comprise 
about four-fifthl of the wage and amall salary earners. Their dependents 
number about 13 million.' 

Statistics of recipients of unemployment donations or benefits from 
1918 to 1930 are not wholly comparable. Data were gathered only for 
lOme citiee during the first months of federal assistance. The figures for 
1919 are estimates. They are open to such grave question that the sta
tistical department for the Ministry of Labor hesitates to use them and 
gf'nerally begins its analysis with 1920." 

Reporting was not compulsory until federal orden were issued on May 
15, 1923, and on April 22, 1924. Regulations of the latter date required 
reports on the fint and fifteenth of each month. From March 1, 1923, to 
April 15, 1924, no figures were available for the occupied territory. 

Changee in the legal definitions of eligibility to benefits affected the 
comparability of statistics of unemployment assistance. The early orden 

• The graph of recipienta of tbeee three fonns of aid may be found on page 12. 
'See, inter alia, ReiclulJTbeit.blatt, 1928, Pt. n, p. 532. The number remains 

fairfy eonKant. 
• FAtimate made from figures by Syrup, Arbeitamarkt und Arbeit8mllrkt

JJOUtik "' DeuUchland, p. 11. Dr. Syrup, head of the Re\cIuIlRlltalt, calculated 
the Dumber of dependenta of wage and 8IIlall alary earners at from 16 to 
17 millioDII. The workers and tbeir dependenta together approximated 60 per 
e~\ of the total German population, according to biB statement. About four
fifths of them were comprehended within the unemployment insurance scbeme; 
and the writer aMUmeti that their dependenta represent about an equal propor
tion in the workin,-cI888 families. 

"10 spite of thia fact aDd with due knowledge of the limitations of their 
value, 6guletl for 1919 were included in the making of the graph on page 12, to 
live lOme indieation of the peak of unemployment following demobilization. 

115 
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of the Federal' Office for Economic Demobilization allowed benefits to 
juveniles aged 14 or more. The age requirement was later raised to 16. 
Subsequent rules made receipt of relief on the part of persons from 16 to 
18 years conditional upon specific performance such as compulsory labor 

. or attendance upon vocational classes. The law of 1927 again comprehended 
all above the age of 14, with' certain exceptions and reservations. The 
Pflichtarbeiter was not defined as a recipient of assistance before May 1, 
1924, bllt was subsequently so classified. The necessitous clause limited the 
total group until its abandonment in 1927. Inclusions of persons unem
ployed through industrial disputes swelled the totals during the early period 
of federal measur~. Changes in occupational groupings occurred from time 
to time. The restriction-of unemployment assistance to persons able and 
willing to work' but involuntarily unemployed involved varying definitions. 
The lengths of time required to establish claim to assistance and duration 
of benefits were construed differently throughout the decade. Pllrtially 
employed workers in receipt of assistance were included within the sta
tistics of standard benefits after October 1, 1922. Persons granted emer
gency unemployment allowances swelled the total of those relieved after 
November, 1926. Data concerning them are published separately." Those 
employed upon public relief works are today not counted among recipients 
of unemployment assistance but are separately classified, although from 
May 1, 1924, to January 1, 1926, they 'Yere included. After December, 
1928 special rules for seasonal workers again modified the group for 
which data were gathered. The total unemployment throughout the 
entire decade was considerably in excess of listed recipients of aid. 

The data on persons assisted through unemployment benefits and of the 
number of their dependents are published in the Statistisches Jahrbuch fur 
das Deutsche Reich. According to the official figures, the number of monthly 
recipients of benefits during the post-war decade exceeded one million 
upon four different occasions. These were in the years 1919, 1924, 1926, 
and 1927. In 1926 it rose above the two million mark, including one in 
every 30 inhabitants of Germany. Toward the end of that year emergency 
unemployment allowances increased the number of persons assisted. For 
four months in 1927 and nearly three more in 1928 more than '200,000 
were aided from this special fund. In February of 1929 and 1930 the num
ber assisted through msurance and emergency allowances exceeded 
2,600,000." _ 

During the year, October 1, 1927, to October 1, 1928, the number of 
persons receiving insurance per month varied from slightly more than 
300,000 iIi October, to nearly 1.4 million in the middle of January. They 
represented 11 per cent to over 8 per cent of the persons insured.' The 
recipients of emergency unemployment relief, from March 15 to October 
15, 1928, comprised from 0.5 to 1.4 per cent of the insured workers. They 
numbered from 1.3 to 3.4 per thousand inhabitants. 

"The graph on page 12 includes them. . 
• Data on recipients of emergency unemployment aIlowances and their 

dependents are published annually in the Statistisches Jahrbuch Jur dati 
Deutsche Reich. . 

'These data are published monthly in tbe Statistische Beilagen zum Reic.'l8-
arbeitsblatt and annually in the Statistisches Jahrbuch Jur dati Deutsche Reu;h. 
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The number of adultll who were usisted by standard unemployment 
benefita and by emergency unemployment allowances was augmented by 
tru.e who were given employment upon value-creating unemployment 
relief worb instead. ThOlle who received this form of usistance in place of 
ItaDdard benefita numbered from 20,000 to 70,000 monthly during the 
lim year of operation of the Act of 1927. Those who worked instead of 
receiving emergency allowances ranged from 8,000 to 21,000 a month within 
the B&Jne period. 

In addition partially employed workel'S were granted benefits to com
pensate for day. of work lost. nata covering them.are not published, but 
the following official ligures give an idea of the extent of service to them: 

P.urn.u. UJO:IIPLOnn:JII"I' ConUD BY BZNErrrs IN SPI!lCIFII!lD W.ZD 01' 1928 0 

Number of Pel'BOD8 Receiving Benefita Total 
WeekEnding For1'hree For Four For Five Benefits 

Day. Lost DayBLost DayBLost Total (In marks) 

Janlllll'Y 28 .••••••. 5,388 419 203 6,010 .16,563 
February 25 ••.•••. 5,630 460 188 6,278 18,165 
March 31. ••.•••••. 6,367 398 431 7,196 19,111 
April 28 ..••....... 7,211 628 366 8,205 23,728 

. . 
o Official figurea from fils of the MlDI8try of Labor . 

Since October I, 1927, special data concerning the recipients of unemploy
ment benefita and emergency allowances have been collected. The ad
ditional information covel'S wage classification, age, duration of benefitll or 

W loa. CI.A88JI'ICATfOW OJ' IbcIPIZN'1'8 01' Sr.umARD UNEMPLOnmNT BZNErrrs, 
OcToB.B 15, 1927-8zPTEMBZB, 1928 0 

(Number ill each wage elaaI &I a percentage of the monthly total, for months 
ending on the 15th) 

Wage 
a- 1927 1928 
under 
Act of 
1927 Nov. Dec. Jan. Feb. Mar. Apr. May Jun. July Aug. Sep. -I. ..... 1.5 1.4 U 1.7 1.7 1.9 2,4 2,4 2.7 2.5 1.0 

II ..•... 2.& 2.6 2.6 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.4 3.5 3.6 3.6 1.7 
111. ••••• 4.7 4.6 4,4 4.9 11.0 11.0 11.3 11.6 6.0 5.6 3.6 
IV •••••. 10.& 9.5 9.2 10.0 .10.1 10.8 11.1 11.8 12,4 12.0 8.8 
V ...... 14.3 13.2 13.0 13.8 13.7 13.9 14.0 14.2 14.5 lU 12.6 

VI. ..... 16.6 111.7 15.9 16.1 16.0 16.0 15.7 15.3 15.0 15.4 27.7 
VII ...... 15.4 111.6 15.5 111.1 15.1 14.9 14.3 13.9 13.5 13.7 18.3 

VIII ...... 13.1 14.0 14.1 13.3 13.2 12.8 12.1 11.7 11.3 11.4 13.0 
IX ...... 8.8 9.6 9.8 9.3 9.2 8.9 8.7 8.5 8.5 8.8 5.0 
X ...... 11.7 6.3 6.7 6.1 6.2 6.0 6.0 5.9 5.7 6.0 3.6 

Xl ...... 8.9 7.11 '1.4 8.6 8.8 8.8 7.0 '1.2 8.8 6.9 4.7 

Total .... 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 
.. • S14taataadae. )alarbvela /Uf' 11M Dna-cM Reu:la, 1928, p. 392, and BUJt&llt&llclae 

BnlaQn ohm ReicMarbeiUblaU for June-October, 1928. Figures for October, 
lWJ8, are DOL available becauae of incomplete reporting for that month. 

9 
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allowances, persons· exhausting' claim to assistance, and those employed 
upon public works. The distribution of recipients of standard benefits 
according to wage classes established by the Act of 1927 is shown for the 
first year in the table on page 117. 

The distribution of recipients of emergency uneinployment allowances 
has been published regularly since July, 1928. The figures for one quarter 
are given in the following t.able. 

WAGE CLASSIFICATION OF RECIPIENTS OF EMERGENCy UNEMPLOYMENT 
ALLoWANCES, JUNE 15-SEPTEMBER 15, 1928' 

(Number in each wage class as a percentage of the monthly total, for months 
ending on the 15th) 

Wage Classes 
Under Act of 1927 July August September 

I. ................ 0.9 1.0 1.0 
11. ................ 1.8 1.7 1.7 

III. ................ 3.7 3.6 3.4 
IV ................. 9.2 8.8 8.5 
V ................. 13.5 12.6 12.0 

VI. ................ 28.0 27.7 27.8 
VII ................. 18.2 18.3 18.1 

VIII. ................ 12.2 13.0 13.3 
IX ................. 4.9 5.0 5.4 
X ................. 3.4 3.6 3.8 

XL ................ 4.2 4.7 5.0 

Total ....•...... , 100.0 100.0 100.0 

a Statisti;sche Beilage zum ReichB-Arbeit8markt-Anzeiger, 1929, No.7, Feb. 12, 
1929. 

The age clll.'lsmcation of recipients of standard unemployment benefits 
published for three dates in 1928 are shown in the following table. 

AGE AND SEX OF RECIPIENTS OF STANDARD UNEMPLOYMENT BENEFITS FOR 
MONTHS ENDING JANUARY 15, APRIL 15, AND OCTOBER 15, 1928 a 

(Number in each age class as percentage of respective totals) 

Jan. 15 April 15 October 15 
Age Class 

Male Female Total Male Female Total Male Female Total 
I--- --

18 years or less. . . 3.2 5.3 3.1i 2.3 4.5 2.7 3.1 4.7 3.5 
Over 18, through 21 12.0 14.7 12.4 11.8 13.1 12.0 13.0 12:3 12.8 
Over 21, through 45 59.3 58.6 59.2 59.5 64.0 60.3 58.2 67.0 60.4 
Over 45, through 60 20.4 17.6 20.0 20.2 15.3 19.3 19.4 13.4 17.9 
Over 60 ........... 5.1 3.8 4.9 6.2 3.1 5.7 6.3 2.6 5.4 

• Reichsarheitsblaft, 1928; No.7, Pt. II. p. 104; No. 16. Pt. II, p. 273; No. 34, 
Pt. II, pp. 550-551. 

They received insurance during the first year for the following lengths 
of time: 
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Duunolf or P£TlRIIIT or &r.um.t..BII UJrEIlPLOTKEIIIT BSNErrrs, IN TIl& FiasT 
Y&.Ul'S OnUTIOIf or THE Acr or 1927· 

Total Percen~ of Total in Recert of Benefits for 

Number 
'pecified Number 0 Weeks 

~fODth Ending 
of 13 or Over 13 Over 26 Over 39 Reeipienu Less Through 26 Through 39 Through 52 

1927: 
NoftlDber 15 ••. 392,569 61.3 20.1 12.5 6.1 
Deeember 15 •••. 830.586 78.1 12.8 6.1 3.0 

1928: 
February 15' ... 1,290,921 78.2 16.6 3.7 1.5 
March 15 ....... 1,200,271 63.0 31.8 3.8 U 
A~ 15 .••••••. 844,890 51.2 42 .• ..9 1.5 
J, ay 15 .••••••• 642,180 55.8 38.0 •. 6 1.6 
June 15 .••••••. 622,165 59.0 35.3 •. 0 1.7 
July 15 ......... 579,763 63.8 36.2 - -
AugtI8t IS ....•. 1i67.720 64.6 35 .• - -
September 15 ... 576,498 64.0 36.0 - -
October 15 ...... 593.589 64.8 35.2 - -
•. hom I)l4LuludwJ BeilatJflJI _ Reicha7beiUbl4t.t, December, 1927-No· 

nmber, 11128. 
• January figuree not available. 
Standard benefiu were limited by the law of 1927 to 26 weeks, and 

the extenaion to 39 weeb allowed by the Act was not granted in practice. 
Neverthelese, during the transition period from the old law to the new, 
special eonceseioDi were made to persons expecting longer aid under pre
vioUl rulings. ThiB exception 11'88 first limited to March 1, 1928, but 11'88 

extended to July 30 of that year. It then expired. However, one-half to 
nearly four-fifths of the persons listed had received benefits fer three 
months' time or lese. Even when aid 11'88 extended for a year, the majority 
were .Misted for 1e8B than six months. Comparatively few persons received 
beoefiu long enough to exhaust their claim. This is indicated by the 
figural below showing the number of persons whose claims to benefits were 
exhaUlted during the months specified." They comprised from 1 to 10 
per cent of the recipienu of insurance. 

Month Ending ,Number of 
1927: Persons 

November 15 ............................... 20,358 
Deeember 15 ........ :...................... 18,332 

1928: 
January 15 ................................. 18.982 
February 15 ....••...• , ...................... 24.116 

. March 15 .................................. 20,908 
April 15 .................................... 27.461 
May 15 .................................... 39.696 
June 15 .................................... ~.889 
July 15 .................................... 61.216 
Au,ust 15 .................................. 39.635 
8ept.ember 15' .............................. 39.315 

• 8ItJluu«A. BfliUJQeR hm Reicluorbeiublalt, December, 1927-Oetober. 1928. 
• Figuree for October not available becauae of temporary disorganization 

~It.illl from inclllllioa of labor offices into the Reich.aaMtall during that 
month. 
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Those who ~ved eme~ncy unemployment sllomnees during the 
first ~r were ltiven this form of aid for the lengths of time indicated in 
the following table. 

DvuTtcm or PAnntN'l' or EMEIlGENCY UNltMPLOnntN'l' ALLOWANCBS IN Fnt..'ft 
YUll'e OPEIt.\TION or TRII Acr or 1927 • 

Total Percentaae of Total in R~pt of Allowances for 
Specified NurnlK-.r of Wt'tb Month Number 

Endilll of 13 or Ofti' ~32jl Oft!' 26 Oft!' 39 Oft!' Recipienb Less Through Through~ Tbrough~ 63 

1927: 
No.ernber !~ 126,215 4,u 20.7 18.1 16.S -
I>ccernber H 171,657 &8.0 15.0. 118 lQ.7 U 

1928: 
February 15 ' 215,502 63.0 19.8 M 8.0 U 
March ..•••• 213,323 SI.9 31.0 6.l U 5.8 
tf.rill5.. ... 182.393 40.5 40.6 6.1 U 7.3 

.y 15 ••••• 143,948 38.0 40.3 6.8 6.8 9.1 
June 15 ••••• 125,518 37.7 36.8 7.9 8.7 11.1 
July 15 ..... 89,6.'10 114.7 42.0 U - -
AU«\lStl5 ... 80,895 59,2 37.01 U - -
September Ui 82.356 59.4 34.8 U 0.7 -
October 15 .. 89,703 46.t 38.0 13.8 2.2 -
·St4tl8ti.sclt" BeiUtgell"_ Re~il.wlatt. Deoomber, 1927, to November, 

1928. 
• Data for January, 1928, were not published. 

These recipients or emergency unl'mployment allowances nre grouped 
into two classes: (a) those who had worked bet\\'l'en 13 And 26 wee.ks 
during the previous year, And those who had exhaustl'd their claim to 
standard benefits. Their distribution in these two cla.'lSt'S for the first y~a.r 
was as follows: • 

Number Not Met-tina 
Rt>quirementa for 

Month Endina Benefita 
1927: 

November 15 .•••••••••••••• 38.00t 
December 15 ............... 85;;42 

1928: 
January 15 ................. I4Ul8 
February 15 ................ 147.100 
l.lareh 15 ................... 147,168 
April 15 .................... 12.1 . .f60 
May 15 ..................... 88.543 
June 15 .................... 'fO.OS8 
July 15 ..................... ~.311 
AUltust 15 .................. 31.968 
September 15 ............... 31.138 
October 15 ................. 30,901 

Number RAvinll 
ExbAu~ted Their 

Claim. 

87,933 
85,915 

83.862 
6&403 
65.154 
58.933 
M.405 
M.W 
41.339 
45.929 
61.218 
68,503 

.. StGl"ti.scM Bell4gett .. _ Reic1l.saroeiUb14U, Dceember, 1927-November, 
1928. 
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II. APPLJCAnoNI OJ' EMPLOYEE8 AND EMPLOYER8 TO THE EXCHANGE 

The extent of unemployment in Germany is also indicated by statistics 
of applicants for work at placement offices. nata cover reports of the 
public exchange. and also, Bince January, 1923, those of the private, non
fee bUreAU8. The private, DOD-fee agencies played a larger role in Germany 
before the war thaD they do today. They comprise services established by 
employel'l, trade unioDl, and the public and private welfare bodies. Fee 
agencie. are largely confined to placing certain types of women's labor. They 
are only required to make quarterly statements to the employment ex
change.. Their placements are, therefore, Dot included within the monthly 
employment ltatistics. Placement by the public exchanges comprises the 
major proportion of such service rendered in Germany.u The present con
IOlidation of the employment exchanges with unemployment insurance is ex
pected to increase the volume of service rendered by the public exchanges 
and their relative importance in placement. The percentage of all jobs filled 
that are handled by the employment exchanges cannot be determined 
accurately. 

Employment exchange data on applications for positioDl are of two 
type. (a) the number of persons applying for positioDl at the middle and 
at the end of each month, and (b) the relation of applicants for work to 
position. registered. Most of the persoDl seeking jobs on specified days 
are unemployed. Only about 3 to 5 per cent are attempting to change their 
joblll.- A few are counted twice because they have registered at both the 
public and the private, non-fee exchanges. On the whole, however, these 
figure. represent the bona fide unemployed. Their Dumber is considerably 
creater thaD that of the recipieDts of unemployment relief. On the last 
working day of June, 1928, for example, 1,207,410 persons applied for 
positions at the employment exchanges. That month unemployment in
surance was granted to 610,687 persons and emergency unemployment 
allowancee to 113,595 others. About 80,000 more people were employed upon 
value-ereating ullemployment relief works. There remained about 400,000 
applicants who were not assisted. Perhaps 10 per cent of them were 
employed. The rest had Dot fulfilled the requirements for insurance or 
had exbaU8ted their claim. 

Statistic. of applicantato the public exchanges are published monthly 
in the Reicluarbeitlblatt and annually in the StatiBtiBche8 lahrbuch filr das 
Dtut.rhe Reich. More weight is attached for administrative purposes to 
the placement service'. index of employment. This is the ratio of applicants 
to 100 johllisted with the exchanges. Its value 88 a gauge of unemployment 
is relative, however, Bince the employer's use of the' exchange differs in 

U ComparilOD of the activity of public. Don-fee private. and private fee 
aaent'iN may be made by referenc.-e to the annual trtatilrtica of placement pub
liMPd in the 8Ial;'tUcM. Jah,buch fUr dtu! Deuhche Reich. 

• At the f'IId of AuKU8f.. 1928. of 1.162.000 applicants to the employment 
exchangE'll, 110 per cent we-re unemployPd, and 1i.6 per cent were occupied on 
yaluf'oC2"Patin, unemployment relief work. leaving only 4.4 per cent who were 
employed but were eeeking other poaitioDl. Reichiarbeitl1narkt-ADIeioer 
No. 41. 1928. p. 10. 
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pro.P?rtion to availability of labor, 'customs of the locality or industry, and 
polICies of the exchange. Reports of the employment exchanges are now 
given according to occupational classification. It is, therefore, possible to 
determine seasonal variations in employment with greater accuracy than 
could be done prior to 1927. 

III. TRADE UNION, UNEMPLOYMENT STATISTICS 

Trade union statistics are a third source of information concerning un
employment. Local bodies send reports monthly to trade union head
quarters, which forward them to the Ministry of Labor. In 1920 the data 
on unemployment among trade unionists were based upon the reports of 35 
national unions having about 5.5 million mcmbers, and, in 1927, upon 39 
national unions with about 3 million members." How representative thesc 
data are of the general situation in Germany is hard to determine. The 
trade union group undoubtedly has a more advantageous position than' the 
unorganized. About three-fourths of the members are estimated to be 
skilled or semi-skilled workers. They probably experience a lower rate of 
unemployment than do the rest of the workers. They represented about one
fourth of the working population in 1920" and about one-seventh in 1927." 

The completeness of the trade union statistics is also difficult to de
termine. The data are much more reliable than American trade union 
experience would lead one to anticipate. The AUgemeiner Deutscher 
Gewerkschaftsbund, which is the largest federation of trade unions in 
Germany, compels locals to report. The central office can exert pres
sure on non-conforming locals through its right of expulsion. This power 
involves the recalcitrant member's loss of participation on legal bodies 
dealing with labor matters. Therefore the national organization believes 
that it commands a high rate of compliance. According to Dr. Wunderlich, 
reports in the last quarter of 1923 were obtained from 83 per cent of the 
paid membership." 

Trade union data on unemployment and partial employment are given 
in percentages of unemployment among their membership. These arc 
published annually in the Statistisches Jahrbuch fur das Deutsche Reich. 
The figures are not strictly comparable throughout the eight years shown. 
The data are reported according to members not fully employed and accord
ing to the amount of time lost weekly. Since January, 1926, the reports 
have not given the number of persons partially employed. but the total 
time lost through partial unemployment. Partial employment is listed in 

11 Reichsarbeitsblatt, 1920, pp. 25, 347; 1928, Pt. II, 143 . 
.. The number of employed workers in Germany in 1920 was estimated as 

19,250,000 by Dr. WI. Woytinski in Die Welt in Zahlen, 2. Buch. Die Arbeit. 
p.16. 

11 The number of employed or employable workers in Germany in 1927 was 
estimated as 21 million by Dr. Syrup, in Arbeitsmarkt und Arbeitsmarktpolitik 
in Deutschland, in 38. Sonderhe/t zum Reichsarbeitsblatt, p. 11. 

"Wunderlich, Frieda, Die Bekamp/ung der Arbeitslosigkeit in Deutschland 
seit Beendigung des Krieges, 1925, Fischer; Jena, p. 13. 
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four groupe, showing 1088 of one to eight, nine to sixteen, seventeen to 
t.·enty-rour, and twenty-five and more hours a week. The total l\Dlount 
of time 10I!t is ealculated by the number of hours at the mid-point of 
each group. This total is then divided by eight to give the number of days 
of unemployment. The result added to the data on total unemployment 
among trade union members gives the volume of unemployment for organ
ised labor. The data on volume of unemployment are published as per
centages of employment of every trade unionist for eight hours a day. 

IV. SPECIAL INVESTIGATIONS 

Two !peCiaJ investigations have been made of recipients of unemploy
ment relief or insurance. The first, covering recipients of relief on July 2, 
1926,- lleCured information from 1,594,300 persoos. It was conducted pri
marily to determine wage classes for an unemployment insurance law and 
the relative costs of relief and insurance, but also gave data relating to 
leX distribution or recipients of relief, amounts of aid they had received, 
and their dependents. 

A seeond and more detailed investigation· made on March IS, 1929 
IleCUred echedules for 2,064,423 recipients of unemployment insurance or 
!peCiai relief to necessito\18 seasonal workers. Eighty-five per cent of these 
persons were men. Work histories for one year or longer before report 
of current unemployment were secured from 1,527,992 persoos, 1,306,332 
beine men and 221,607, women. Exhaustive analysis of these schedules 
was made. Recipients were classified according to age, sex, and occupational 
grouping, the seasonal and non-eeasonal groups being separated. Under 
these cl88llifications previOWl wage rates, duration of employment in insured 
occupations, receipt of unemployment benefits or emergency unemploy
ment allowances, incapacity for work through sickness, and loss of time 
for othc-r ca\l8e& were tabulated. 

Over 82 per cent of the one and one-half million had received no bene
fit at all during the year preceding report of current unemployment. 
Analyllil of their wages showed that Class VI, from 30 to 36 marks, or 
S7.50 to $9.00 was the mode for the entire group. Class VIII covering 
WagetI from 42 to 48 marks, or $10.00 to $12.00, was modal for men and 
aa. IV with wages of 18-24 marks, or $4.50 to $6.00, for women. One
balf of them fell within C1_ V to VIII, with wages from 24 to 48 marks, 
or $6.00 to '12.00. These cl_ comprised 55 per cent of the men and 
34 per cent of the women. aasses IX to XI, with wages of 54 marks and 
over, included 34 per cent of the men and 1.6 per cent of the women. 
a- I to IV, receiving up to 24 marks, covereJ 64 per cent of the 
women. The married men fell in cl_ VII to XI with wages of 30 marks 
and over and unmarried men mostly received 24 to 48 marks. Both mar-

- Erau ErrI~lnau.. dn Er1aebu"41 '" dn Erwerb.w-/UrlO1'gfJ vom , Juli, 
ltJt6 Beil4gfJ htll Nr. 40 ReieMarbeiUblott, 1926. 

• Er~b"'" tkr Er1aebu"41 in dn ArbeitBlo8eftveraic1aerv"41 tiM in tkr 80ft,.. 
dn/Unor(lll bft b_l.ublicla.,. ArbeiUlMglceit vom 16 Mar., 19!9. Brilagm "III Nr. 2S, 27, 30, at, to, 52, 1929; Nr. e, 14, 1930 ReiehaarbeiUblott. 
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ried and unmarried women were mainly in Classes III to V, with wages of 
14 to 30 marks; but there was a higher percentage of married than of 
unmarried women in the lowest wage class. Among the men the highest 
wage groups comprised more seasonal than non-seasonal occupations, while 
women seasonal workers, most of whom were in agriculture, were in the 
lowest wage classes. 

V. MEASURES OF EMPLOYMENT 

Further evidence of the volume of unemployment is given by the mea
sures of employment. Data on positions available at the employment 
exchanges show a rough inverse relationship to the curve of unemployment . 

. Even more pronounced inverse relationship is found in the figures on em
ployment among the members of the health insurance fund." Employers 
are legally obligated to report to this fund employment or release of all 
persons who are required to insure in it. There is probably a high per
centage of compliance. The data of the fund give the number of members 
in the firm and those who are released and hired. The local funds art' 
required at the beginning and end of each month to report to the Ministry 
of Labor, their statistics giving the total number of employed and those 
hired or released during the month. 

The figures until recently have not been gathered universally. They havlJ 
merely been samples of employment conditions taken from various districts. 
They have usually been taken from communities that have had large health 
insurance funds. The result has been undue weight to the greater fluctua
tions of employment in the large cities. Today all funds are expected to 
report. It is not possible, 1!owever, to secure complete and immediate com
pliance from the health insurance fund. To eliminate the resulting inac
curacies, a chain index of health insurance figures has been adopted. Using 
January of each year as 100, percentages are based on the reports actually 
turned in for each month. These indices were first used in 1925, but were 
carried back retroactively to 1923. They are published in the Statistisches 
Jahrbuch fur das Deutsche Reich . 

.. Numbering over 21 million persons in the summer of 1928. 
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EFFECT OF POPULATION CHANGES IN GERMANY 
UPON FUTURE LABOR SUPPLY 

The war checked the growth of German population, through loss of 
men and through decrease in the birth rate. It is estimated that 2 million 
Germana were killed in the war, that 3 million fewer children were born, 
and that thl'e4HJuarters of a million persona died in the hunger blockade 
of 1918" The low birth and high death rate between 1915 and 1915 resulted 
in a continually increasing excess of deaths over births for that four-year 
period. The official population data are published in the Statistische8 Jahr
buch fUr dlJl Deutsche Reich. 

The German population had been prolific before 1914. In the half 
century before the war the birth rate was high and the death rate constantly 
decreased. In IS71 the birth rate was 34.5 per thousand of population; 
from 1874 to IS77 it exceeded 40 per thousand. In 1880 it was 3S.9, and in 
1890 it was 35.7 per thousand. During the nineties and the first decade 
of the twentieth century it declined slightly. Around 1910 it stood at 
about 30 per thousand. In five of the years between 1900 and 1910 there 
were over 2 million living births per year. In that decade the population 
increased from 56 to 64 million. Between 1910 and 1914 over 3 million more 
were added. By 1914 the birth rate had decreased to 27 per 1,000. 

While the total German population decreased between 1914 and 1925, it 
is difficult to estimate the change in numbers of employable persons. Of 
the 2 million persons killed in the war, about 1,950,000 were men between 
the agel of IS and 40. An additional 722,000 soldiers were so badly injured 
that they were entitled to special compensation. Many of them found 
return to industry impossible. The high pre-war birth rate, however, added 
employable persons from the younger age groups. Applicants for work 
were therefore numerous in spite of war losses in man power. The war also 
increased the existing excess of females over males. In 1910 there were 
800,000 more German women than men. In 1925 the dift"erence had become 
2,100,000. • 

Of the 3 million children unborn because of the war, two and a quarter 
million would probably have entered the labor market at the age of 14. 
The decrease in 14-year-old persons going to work was expected to be 
evident between 1929 and 1933. The estimated decrease" in the number 

"Theee figures are quite generally accepted in Germany. They are used by 
Dr. Syrup in Arbeitmaarkt ,md Arbeitamarktpolitik in Deutlchland, 38 Sonder
"eft ... '" ReieMarbeitiblatt, p. 8. 

I Reiclaaarbeaublatt, No. '"', 1925, Pt. II, p. '116. 
125 
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of juveniles entering employment at the age of 14 is as follows, for the 
years 1929-1933: 

Year 
Estimated 
Decrease 

1929 ...••.........•.......•........... 80,000 
1930 .................................. 500,000 
1931 ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 570,000 
1932 .................................. 640,000 
1933 ....• • . . . . . . • ... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. 590,000 

Total ..•.•........••••......•••...... 2,380,000 

These calculations are made on the basis of the records of children en
rolled in the Volksschule or intending to enter it. Practically all pupils are 
graduated from this school at the age of 14 and go to work or enter an 
apprenticeship immediately thereafter. The school estimates' of the number 
of children graduated each spring from the Volkschule and expected 
to go to work each spring, for the years 1928-1933, are as follows: 

Year of Number of 
Graduation Children 

1928 ........................... :......... 1,293,900 
1929 ..................................... 1,210,528 
1930 ...... . ........................••.. 793,023 
1931 ..................................... 717,431 
1932 ..................................... 650,903 
1933 ...................................•. 696,637 
1934 .. . .. . ...................••..•.... 1,311,475 
1935 ..................................... 1,270,537 

Attempt has also been made to predict the occupational distribution of 
this shortage of juvenile labor. Calculation has been made on the basis 
of the 1925 census. The table on page 126 shows a marked reduction 
amounting to almost 50 per cent decrease in juvenile labor by 1932. The 
two groups, agriculture and industry, experience the greatest numerical loss 
because they employ the largest number of juveniles. 

More permanent effects upon the future population in Germany are 
anticipated in the post-war decrease in the birth rate.' These population 
changes lead some to believe that the high rate of unemployment is rela
tively temporary. Others contend that German population is far too great 
for the resources of the country and that the decrease in the birth 
rate is counterbalanced by the increasing longevity. The development of 
technical processes and the" rationalization" of industry are also expected 

• Reichsarbeitsblatt, No. 44, 1925, Pt. II, p. 716 . 
• In 1925 the German birth rate was" close to the desired French limitation." 

(" Der Arbeitsmarkt und die Bevolkerung" in Der ofJentliche Arbeitsnachweia, 
April, 1927, pp. 25-38.) 
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co exercille IUch a change upon the labor market that even a declining 
population may experience unemployment,' 

Occvr.110IfAL DurnuBUTlOIf 0,. JUVZNILZ8 AOBD 14 ACCORDINO TO CEN8U8 
ExuKEU1101f or 1925 AND EsTolATJ:8 roB 1928-1940· 

(In thoU88nds) 

1.1IALB8 

Iad:r Trade CJ.ricoI Unem-
Tatol A ....... ODd .. d ........ a_Ill D ...... 1ic Total ploved (m T_ 1"- """ODd ....... e_ Ofti .. Aeti". s.m.. Employed oehool and 

Apd14 J..-y ....... -- Work -- unem-
ployable) 

1925 MU 146.5 269.1 39.1 4.1 3.9 4.5 467.2 177.7 

1928 620.8 141.0 259.0 37.7 4.0 3.7 4.3 419.7 171.1 
1929 587.6 133.5 245.1 35.7 3.8 3.5 4.1 425.7 161.9 
1930 38.i.0 87.4 160.6 23.4 2.5 2.3 2.7 278.9 106.1 
1931 337.4 76.6 140.8 20.5 2.1 2.0 2.4 244.4 93.0 
1932 307.4 69.8 128.2 18.7 2.0 1.8 2.2 222.7 84.7 
1933 337.8 76.7 140.9 20.5 2.2 2.0 2.4 244.7 93.1 
1934 633.5 143.8 264.3 38.5 4.1 3.8 4.4 458.9 174.6 
1935 628.0 142.6 262.0 38.1 4.0 3.8 4.4 454.9 173.1 
1936 604.6 137.3 252.3 36.7 3.9 3.6 4.2 438.0 166.6 
1937 674.8 130.5 239.7 35.0 3.6 3.4 4.0 416.2 158.6 
1938 644.7 12.1.6 227.1 33.2 3.4 3.2 3.8 394.3 150.4 
1939 665.9 128.5 236.1 34.3 3.6 3.4 4.0 409.9 156.0 
1940 545.1 123.8 227.4 33.1 3.5 3.3 3.8 394.9 150.2 

II. PBliALIl8 

1925 628.1 154.8 77.9 35.0 1.9 3.1 53.7 326.4 301.7 

1928 610.3 lSO.5 75.7 34.0 1.8 3.0 52.2 317.2 293.1 
1929 678.5 142.6 71.7 32.2 1.7 2.9 49.5 300.6 277.9 
1930 377.1 93.0 46.8 21.0 1.1 1.8 32.3 196.0 IS1.1 
1931 328.4 81.0 40.7 IS.3 1.0 1.6 2S.1 170.7 157.7 
1932 298.6 73.6 37.0 16.6 0.9 1.5 25.6 155.2 143.4 
1933 327.5 SO.8 40.6 IS.2 1.0 1.6 2S.0 170.2 157.3 
1934 612.4 151.0 76.0 34.1 1.8 3.0 52.4 31S.3 294.1 
1935 600.3 lSO.2 75.6 33.9 1.8 3.0 52.2 316.7 292.6 
1936 588.7 145.1 73.0 32.8 I.S 2.9 50.4 306.0 282.7 
1937 5.'i6.6 137.5 69.0 31.2 1.7 2.7 47.3 289.4 267.2 
1938 624.1 129.5 65.0 29.3 1.6 2.6 44.5 272.5 251.6 
1939 545.8 134.5 67.7 30.4 1.6 2.7 46.7 283.6 262.2 
1940 526.0 129.7 65.2 29.3 1.6 2.6 45.0 273.4 252.6 

• From official recorda of Min.ietry of Labor. 

• Answer is made to this contention that a program of rationslization must 
include attention to the buying power of the population. It is held that the 
home market is, in the lut analysis, the best place for the disposal of good8 
and that high wages must accompany increase in productivity. This latter 
arsumenL finds perhap' ita IJ'l!IItest advocates among the trade unions. 
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TRANSLATIONS OF GERMAN ORDERS AND ACTS 
DEALING WITH UNEMPLOYMENT 

English tranalatioDl of German orders and laws dealing with unemploy
ment are publiahed by the International Labour Office at Geneva, Switzer
land. These include the Employment Ezchange. Act 0/ 1922; the Pro
ducti". Unemployment Relie/ Order. 0/ 1923; the Unemployment Relie/ 
Orde" 0/ FebMJlJr'll, 191~; and the Employment Ezchangea and Unemploy
ment luuranu Act 0/ 1911. Copies of these transulations may be secured 
upon application to the International Labour Office headquarters in Geneva 
or the branch office in Washington, D. C. 



BIBLIOGRAPHY 

The following bibliography is not intended to be comprehensive. It has 
seemed to the writer more important to indicate a few of the outstanding 
hooks in the fields related to the subject than to present an exhaustive 
bibliography. The former policy seems of more practical value and cer
tainly less discouraging to a person seeking to understand the major trends 
in a foreign country which uses a language different from his own. The 
'~ources given lead those who wish to pursue the subject further to other 
material. Moreover, fairly exhaustive bibliographies are available. The 
International Labour Office has issued one which, it is to be hoped, will 
be continually brought up to date. Another has been privately collected by 
the Industrial Relations Counselors, Incorporated, of New York City. 

Similarly, periodical material in this field is plentiful. A list of a few of 
the outstanding German periodicals representing different points of view 
and carrying frequent articles on the subject would therefore seem to be of 
value to American readers. For those wishing more detailed guidance to 
periodicals and books on German unemployment insurance, attention is 
called to the bibliographies published regularly in the Reichsarbeitsblatt. 

PERIODICALS 

In the following German periodicals, material frequently appears on 
unemployment or allied subjects: 

Amtliche Nachrichten fur Reichsversicherung, official organ of the Reichs
versicherungsamt and the Reichsversicherungsanstalt fur AngesteUte of the 
Reichsarbeitsministerium, Reimar Bobbing, Grossbeerenstr, 17, Berlin, 
S. W. 61. (In 1928 separate publication of this magazine was discontinued 
when it was incorporated into the Reichsarbeitsblatt.) 

Arbeit und Beruf, Berlin, GrUner. 

Der Arbeitgeber, organ of the Federation of Employers' Associations, Ber
lin, Elsner. 

Der ofJentliche Arbeitsnachweis, Stuttgart, Kohlhammer. 

Die Arbeit, monthly organ of the General Federation of Trade Unions, 
Verlaggesellschaft des AUgemeinen Deutschen Gewerkschaftsbundes, 
G.m.b.H., Berlin. 

Die Arbeiterversorgung, Berlin, Troschel. 

Gewerksschafts-Zeitung, weekly organ of the General Federation of Trade 
Unions, Verlaggesellschaft des AUgemeinen Deutscften Gewerkschafts
bundes, G.m.b.H., Berlin. 
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IndlUtriDl tmd lAbour In/ormation, weekly organ of the International 
ubour Office, Geneva, Switzerland. 

JlI4nul 1ItId Beru/, Berlin, Carl Heymanns. 

Magozin der WirUcha/t, Berlin, Wlrtschaft u. Geshart. 

NocAriehtendiefUlt du Deut.ehen VereifUI /ur offentliche unci private 
FUnorge, Frankfurt a.M., Beinrich Demuth. 

ReidiaarbtiUblatt, official organ of the German Ministry of Labor, Berlin, 
Bobbing (t'BpeCiaDy important for study of unemployment insurance). 

Reich.-Arbeitmaarkt-Anzeiger, official organ of the Reichsamtalt /ur 
ArbeiuvermitUung und Arbeit.lo.enversicherung, Berlin, Weber. 

SolitJle ProziI, Jena, Fischer. 

Statiatik du Deut.ehen Reichl (Vierteljahreshefte), Berlin, Bobbing. 

Vierteljahruhe/te /ur Konjunktur/orBehung, official organ of the Imtitut 
fUr KonjunkturforlChung, appearing since 1926, Berlin, Bobbing. 

WirUchaft unci Statiatik, appearing since 1921, Berlin, Bobbing. 

Wochenbericht du Imtitut. /ur Konjunktur/orBchung, Berlin, Bobbing. 

BIBLIOGRAPHIES 

International Labour Office, II Bibliography of Unemployment," StudieB 
and Report., Seri~ C., No. 12, Geneva . 

.. Literatur IU den Vorlesungen fiber die Wandlungen der deutschen Volks
wil'tllchalt lWWDIDengesteUt im Imtitut /ur WelttUirtBchaft und Seever
l;ehr an der Universitit Kiel," Kiel, Schmidt &: Klaunig 1927. 

Reichaarbeiublatt. 

BooKS 

PRINCIPLES or VNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 

FWII, Benri, II Lee Principes directeurs de I'Assuranc~Chomage," Associa
tion pour Ie Progres Social, Vienna Conference, September, 1927, Nancy
Pan..8trubourg, Berger-Levrault, 1927. 

International Labour Office, II Unemploymen~ Insurance," Studiu and 
Reportl, Seri~ C., No. 10, Geneva. 

GEIUoIAN VNEMPLOYMENT INSURANCE 

Der Sttidtetag. Beilage eurn Nr. I, 1929 der Statiatiachen VierteliahreB
beneht. du deutlCheft Stadtetagu. Berlin. Loewenthal. 
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Entwur/ eines' Gesetzes uber Arbeitslosenversicherung, Reichstag ni, 
1924-1927, Drucksache, Nr. 2885, January, 1927, Berlin, Carl Beymanns 
1927. ' 

International Labour Office, translations of the following orders and Act: 
a. The Productive Unemployment Relief Orders of 1923. 
b. The Unemployment Relief Orders of 1924. 
c. The Employment Exchanges and Unemployment Insurance Act of 

July 16, 1927, 

Lehfeldt, Bernhardt, Die Erwerbslosen/ursorge, Berlin, Beymanns, 1925. 

Reichsarbeitsblatt, Beilage zum Nr. 30, 1929. Gesetz zur Aenderung des 
Gesetzes uber Arbeitsvermittlung und Arbeitslosenversicherung vom 12 
Okt., 1929. Berlin, Bobbing. 

Reichsarbeitsmarkt-Anzeiger, Beilage, 1928. Denkschrift uber Erhebung 
der Arbeitslosigkeit im Winter 1927-28. 

Beilage zum N r. 25, 1929. Die ersten Ergebnisse der Erhebung in der 
Arbeitslosenversicherung und in der SonderfUrsorge bei berufsitblicher 
Arbeitslosigkeit vom 15 Marz,1929. 
Beilagen zum Nr. 27, 30, 34, 40;52,1929;-6,14,1930. lVeitere Ergebnisse 
der Erhebung in der Arbeitslosenversicherung und in der Sonderfursorge 
bei berufsublicher ArbeitsleSigkeit vom 15 Marz 1929. Berlin, Weber. 

Reichsgesetzblatt (Official annual compilation of national legislation). 

Reichsgesetzblatt. Gesetz uber Arbeitsvermittlung und Arbeitslosenver
sicherung in der Fassung vom: 12 Oktober 1929. Berlin, Bobbing. 

Spliedt, Franz u. Broecker, Bruno, Gesetz uber Arbeitsvermittlung und 
Arbeitslosenversicherung mit ausfUhrlichen Erliiuterungen, Berlin, A.D.G.B., 
1927. 

Weigert, Osbr, Ausfuhrungsvorschriften zum Gesetz uber Arbeitsver
mittlung und Arbeitslosenversicherung, Berlin, Bobbing, 1928. 

Weigert, Oskar, KommeJl-tar zum Gesetz uber Arbeitsvermittlung und 
Arbeitslosenversicherung vom 16, Juli, 1927, Berlin, Bobbing, 1927 (the 
official commentary). 

Weigert, Oskar, Neue Vorschri/ten uber Arbeitsvermittlung und ArbeitB
losenversicherung, Berlin, Bobbing, 1928. 

Weigert, Oskar, Weitere neue Vorschri/ten uber Arbeitsvermittlung und 
Arbeitslosenversicherung. Berlin, Bobbing. 1929. 

Wilhelmi, R., Die WertschafJende Arbeitslosenfursorge, Berlin, Bobbing, 
1927. 

EMPLOYMENT EXCHANGES IN GERMANY 

Allgemeine deutsche Arbeitsnachweise Tagung,27-29 Mai, 1925 am DUssel
dorf, Berlin, Gruner. 
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AQ~ deullche ArbeitlMchweile Tagung,2-4 Juni, 1926, am Dresden, 
Berlin, Grliner. 

Berger, Ernst, Arbeitlmarktpolitik, Berlin u. Leipzig, de Gruyter (Samm· 
lung GOechen), 1926. 

Graack, Erdmann, Die Arbeit.vermitUuf19 in Deut.chlarul, Stuttgart, 
Kohlmann, 1926. 

International Labour Office translation of The Employment Exchanges Act 
of 1922. 

Weigert, Oeur, Arbeitmachweilgesetz, Berlin, Bobbing, 1922. 

VOCATIONAL GUIDANCE 

Die &hule im DieMt der Beruf.erziehuf19 urul Berufsberatung, Unter 
Mitarbeit anerunnter Fachleute von der Reichsarbeitaverwaltuf19 und dem 
Zentralimtitut fur Erziehung und Unterricht, Berlin, 1927, Reimar Bob
bing. 

Gaebel, Dr. Kithe, Beruf'fur,orge fur erwerb.lose Jugendliche, in Die 
YerwertUf19 der Arbeit.kraft ah Problem der Fur.orge, Yorbericht fur den 
40, DeutM:hen Fur,orgetag in Hamburg, Mai, 1927, &hriften des Deutschen 
YereiM fUr iiffentliche urul private Fur.orge, Karlsruhe i.B., 1927, G. 
Braun. 

32. Sorulerheft .um Reichsarbeit,blatt. Berufsberatung, Berufsauslese, 
Beruf.ausbildUfl9. Beitrage zur Forderuf19 des gewerblichen Nachwuchses, 
Berlin, 1925, Reimar Bobbing. 

38. &mderhe/t .um Reichsarbeitsblatt. Arbeitsrecht, Arbeitsmarkt und 
Arbeituchut.. Auagewahlte Yortrage aus einen Ausbildungskur8U8 der 
ReichlarbeiUverwaltUfl9, Berlin, 1927, Reimar Bobbing. 

39. &mderhe/t zum ReichsarbeiUblatt. Entwurf eine. Berufsausbildung.· 
queue. neb.t amtlicher BegrijrulUfl9, Berlin, 1927, Reimar Bobbing. 

Schindler, E., Beruf.beratufl9. Harulwiirterbuch der Staatswsen8chaften, 
• AWl., Bd. 2, pp. 581-598, Jena, Fischer, 1924. 

GERMAN LABOR LEGI8LATION 

. 38. Sorulerheft nm Reichsarbeit,blatt. Arbeit,recht, Arbeit.markt urul 
Arbeituchut., Berlin, Bobbing, 1927. 

Deutlche SozUJIpolitik, 1918·1918. Erinnerung88chrift des Reichsarbeits
",u.utem.mI. Berlin. E. S. Mittler &: SohD. 1929. 

natow, G., and Joachim, R., Die &hlichtufl9.verordmuf19 vom SO, Okt., 
1913, Berlin, Springer, 1924. 

Kaakel, Walter, ArbeiUrecht, Berlin, Springer, 1925. 
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GERMAN SOCIAL INSURANCE 

Manes, Alfred, Versicherungswesen, 2 Bande, Leipzig, Teubner, 1924. 
Schulz, Hermann, Die Deutsche Sozialversicherung, Berlin, Franz Wahlen 
1926. ' 

U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics, "The Workmen's Insurance Code of July 
19,1911 of Germany," BuUetin No. 96. pp. 501-724 (translated by Henry J. 
Harris). 

GENERAL ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL BACKGROUND 

Angell, James W., 'l'he Recovery of Germany, Yale University Press, 1929. 

Kuczynski, Robert R., American Loans to Germany, Institute of Economics 
Series, Washington, 1927. 

Kuczynski, Robert R., "Post-War Labor Conditions in Germany," U. S. 
Bureau of Labor Statistics, BuUetin No. 380, 1925. . 

Moulton, Harold G., and McGuire, C. E., Germany's Capacity to Pay, 
Institute of Economics Series, Washington, 1923. 

Muthesius, Hans, Die Wohlfahrtspjlege, Berlin, Springer, 1925. 

Sombart, Werner, Der Moderne Kapitalismus, 3 Band (2 halb Bande), 
Miinchen, Leipzig, Dunkler und B:umblodt, 1927. 

Schmidt. August, Das neue Deutschland in der Weltpolitik und Wirtschaft, 
Berlin, Hobbing, 1925. 

Statistisches Jahrbuch filr das Deutsche Reich (published annually), Berlin, 
Hobbing. 

Stier-SonlIo, Die Verfassung des Deutschen Reicks von 11., August, 1919. 
Ein systematischer Ueberblick, Bonn., A. Marcus and E. Weber. 1920. 

Woytinski, Wladimir, Die Welt in Zahlen (especially Buch 2, Die Arbeit), 
Berlin, Mosse, 1925. . 

GERMAN TRADE UNIONISM 

Cassau, Theodor 0., Die Gewerkschaftsbewegung. Ihre Soziologie und ihr 
Kampf, Halberstadt Meyer, 1925. 

Herkner, Heinrich, Die Arbeiterfrage, Berlin u. Leipzig, Guttentag, 1921. 

Jahrbilcher des AUgemeinen Deutschen Gewerkschaftsbundes, Berlin, 
A.D.B.G. 

Jahrbilcher der Christlichen Gewerkschaften, Berlin, Christlicher Gewerk
schaftsverlag. 

Jahrbuch des Gewerkschaftsrings, Berlin-Zehlendorf, Sieben Stabe Verlag. 

Seidel, Richard, Die Gewerkschaften flock dem Kriege, Berlin Dietz, 1925. 
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